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ABSTRACT
Apollo 12 rocks consist of rare, light--and predominant dark-colored
varieties. The dark rocks are pieces of mare lavas resulting from
crystal cumulation and magma mixing, processes known to take place in
regions of active volcanism on Earth.
The light fragments are complex resulting from combination of initial
melting (perhaps of the entire Moon) , chemical .fractionation,
f ragmentat,ion (principally by impacts) , remelting and rec rys tallization.
The majority of the light fragments are "gray and mottled", and
are similar in composition but not identical to some basaltic meteorites
and to the Surveyor 7 analyses of highland material. They may be a
major rock type of the lunar highlands.
Detailed study of minor elements in olivines and plagioclases of
both Apollo 11 and 12 samples permitted- distinction of several
,,populations: in particular; high- and low-Cr olivines high- and lour-Ca
olivines high- and .low--Fe plagioclases. At a minimum the data suggest
a tool_ for sorting out the components of soils and breccia: possibly
,.the data permit distinction between minerals produced from early plutonic
rocks and late volcanic rocks. The difference i n Cr content iiiiglit
indicate a change-of oxidation state of liquid with time.
Studies of Apollo 12 rocks support proposals that highland and mare 	 a
rocks crystallized and differentiated from a ultrabasic melt on a
planetary scale mod.1-f_'ied by idiosyncratic local factors. Supposed crustal
rocks,
 can be interpreted as products of crystal cumulation and late liquids
r!,.odified by impact metamorphism and volcanic intrusion. Mare lavas can
be interpreted as late liquids trapped at some depth after catastrophic
formation of the basin, and erupted to the surface near the end of
consolidation of the basil.. The extent -and timing of melting and remelting
processes is not apparent just from Apollo 11_ and 12 rocks, leaving wide
latitude for speculation on, deep-seated processes and the chemical origin
of the Moon. Accretion of ultrabasic material from captured planetesimals
may cause "Local " ` reversal" of basaltic differentiation.
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INTRODUCTION
This report covers all aspects of" our, studies of lunar materials z
since publication and submittal to NASA of papers on Apollo 11 samples
11nderson et al. 119701 5 .Smith et al. [ 1970a,b] .	 In addition to specif ic
studies of Apollo 12 samples, there are further data on Apollo 11
material ., and speculations of general nature about the origin and the
petrology of the Moon. 	 Detailed-mineralogic and petrologic data are
relegated to appendices.	 Various sections are given in outline only .,i	 	 	 g
and will be presented in detail as separate publications in regular
journals.	 The main sections are:
A.	 Melting re lations of an Apollo 1_2 composition.
B.	 Thermal sinte ring relations.
C.	 General petrography an d mineralogy of Apollo 12 samples.
D.	 Mineralogy of Apollo 12 samples
E.	 Minor-elements of plagioclase, olivine and pyroxene as a fool for
• identifying populati ons. E
n
F.	 Thermal metamorphism on the Moon.-
G.	 Si1 n'-i Pa:nce of rare rock types.
H.	 Suggested p etrologic 	 ^s differentiation `of Moon, paying attention 	 g
-to stratigraphic and age data as well as chemical data. ;=
I.	 C ompar ison of evidence for the var ious petrolog ic .Q1odels of Moon.
A.	 EXPERIMENTAL MELTING RELATIONS
Melting experiments were carried out on a* synthetic glass of the
composit:`i_;on (Table la) of the Apollo 12 "Average Crystalline Pock" as
given` by LSRET (1970 5
 P-1334).	 The glass was prepared in a .manner
identical to that of Smith et al.	 (1Q70a,) 5 except that `welded capsules
icr.were necessary because of the great creep properties of the iron-ri h
"Apollo 12 liquids (4% more FeO than the average Apollo 11. composition)
and the higher liqu.idus' terri,peratur • es .	 The actUa?_ melting experiments
were done in Armco iron capsules welded under vacuum by the Heliarc
} process, with out- gassing ,nf the capsule in vacuum at 300•-4 .000 C for x
15 minutes prlor to welding.	 The; capsules were enclosed in evacuated;
sCMaled tubes - of silica glass. ^.
The chargeu were first taken to -13` Q° C 5 ; which Sias 'determined to
be ti re11 above tree liquidus, and held for half an hour to I nsure., a
.^f
'	 .
	 -^	 a^ ¢i  	 rid• "',5: .
4.
r	 totally molten starting charge free of void spacers or gas bubbles. r.
j The sample; was cooled -to the desired run temperature in one to three 5
minutes and held at that 'temperature by automatic control for some
hours ,uenchin • was accomplished b r extractingQ	 g	 	 ^	  the quarts tube from
the furnace and dipping it in water.	 The iron capsule fell below red B'
heat in about 15 seconds 	 This quench rate was not fast enough to ea f
prevent formation of a small amount of quench olivine, but this could
be distinguished easily from phenocrystic olivine by its skeletal
texture
A small amount -of melt escaped from the iron container in
preliminary runs at the highest tem Lperatures.	 Inspection of the
containers after the runs showed that the iron-..rich liquid had
apparently crept out along grain boundaries of the ironas the
containers recrystallized to very coarse grain size. 	 It is conceivable
that * some fractionation may have occurred by this process which affected
the bulk 'composition of the charge and, hence .,-the liquidus
relationship.	 Definitive runs were made with very thick-walled containers
to avoid less of melt by	 That	 r 	 Cap sul e eff e ctive]] r^ 	 c reep..	 .^.h^.t the. i ron ,a s l .,	 f-^	  	 - W	 ,
buffered the charge is indicated by the presence of many tiny beadlets
of metallic iron interspersed throughout the .charge.	 The oxidation:
states must have been similar to those of the Apollo 12 basaits because
of-the beadlets of metallic iron which are ubiquitous in the latter. y
The iron beadlets in the synthetic charges r. esu^t from a slight separation
of FeO in the melt to metallic  iron and Fe^0,, as explained by Smith et 'a.l.
1.970. P-3851.	 Presumably, a small-effect of this kind has operated ^ s
in the crystallization of the Apollo 12 basaltsa
The results of runs are listed in Table lb. 	 The liqui dus temperature
r
of about 1- 100 C is much higher than the liqu dus temperature of 11500`
afor an avverage Apollo 11 composition E Smith et al . 1970, Ringwood and	 ^.
:
G	 a
A4Essene, 19701.	 Olivine and spinel are the liq,uidus minerals here, in ;.> xa t^
contrast to ilmenite, found ty Smith. et al . [ 1970 	 .for Apollo 11
composition.
	 The spinet composition is somewhat variable in the runs,
Typical corapositions of olivine and spi^7.e1 from a run at 1.275°;0 ar, e
4, given in 'Table lb.
	
Noteworthy is the' high Cr content of the olivine,
which is ,typical also of the. Apollo 12, ba.s alts , but which is unknown
in olivine of terrestrial origin.	 Possibly it results- from very t,
f	 reducing conditions.	 Also noteworthy is the long temperature
interval of the assemblage olivine -i- spinel d- liquid.
	 A
photomicrograph of this assemblage is shown in Fig. lay
	
Tiny skeletal
ou'tgrQwths .formed in the quench and the olivine phenocrysts are visible.
Plagioclase appears somewhat above 1150 0  as stumpy twinned prisms .
which tend to form glomeroporphysitic clusters with olivine, 	 It is
significant that plagioclase appears well before pyroxene in the
Apollo 12 average composition, whereas clinopyroxene appears before
plagioclase in the average Apollo 11 ferrobasalt composition.
	
The run
at 1125 0
 yielded two large lavender-- colored
 titanaugite phenocrysts,
abundant untwinned plagioclase laths, olivine, spinet and still
abundant liquid.
	 No low-Ca pyroxene was detected.	 At 11000
 
augite
is abundant and mostly interstitial and ilmenite appears.
	
Fifteen t
percent of liquid remains.
	 The charge of the '1100° .run was much finer-
grained than the other charges which-discourages any attempt to _determine
n	 precisely the solidus at still ,lower temperatures..
The high liquidus ' temperature of` the ,..Apollo 12, basa.lts as compared
with the Apollo 11 basalts, as well as the abundant ola.zr,.r.,.Qcrystrall7_zed
by the former,-raise important problems of petrogenesis, as will be
discussed` later.
a
4_
B.	 THERMAL SINTERING EXPERIMENTS
Some of the Apollo 11 soil fragments and particles in the breocias
are recognized to have undergone thermal metamorphism in the solid state j
(James and Jackson, 1970).
	 Large shocked plagioclase grains may be
oonverted'wholly or partially to mosaics of small equ.ant crystals
(Fig, lb; see also Pig. 1 of Wood et al., 1970).
	
Other curious textures .r
in the Apollo 11 soil fragment and breccias are
	
	
probably the result
of solid state sintering.
	 An example is the "beaded" ilmenite tex_ture,
consisting of long curving trains of small, ilmenite crystals.
	 The
f;r
xwa
crystals are often arranged en echelon, as shown inFig. lc,, a
photomicrograph of a; fragment of f-crrobasalt composition in 10061.
This "beaded ilmenite" texture was duplicated in a rather remarkable i
way by a subsolidus sintering experiment ong1 ass of Apollo 11
avr: ra,Se composition.	 The run was made at '10450° C ' for 3 days.	 The
rESult;i.ng ,texture is shown in Fig. ld a `
	Compa-ixison of Fig. la with
r_	 _
6Fig. lc gives a strong indication 'that some of the Apollo 11. breccl-a
01 fragments were exposed to elevated temper4ures for prolonged periods.
More of the Apollo 12 soi l and micro' breccia fragments show
"hornfels" and metamorphic textures than the Apollo 1-1 materials.,
which were generally more glass-rich. 	 Many - of the textures in the
12010 breccia which were attributed to shock metamorphism in the
preliminary study of the Apollo 12 samples (Catalog of Apollo 12 Rocks)
we interpret as subsolidus sintering textures. 	 Fig. le shows a noritic
fragment in thin section 12010,31 with beaded ilmenite -trains and
interstitial intergrowth of plagioclase and pyroxene. 	 The -texture is
attributed to the subsolidus sintering of an originally glassy fragment.
It is clear that the metamorphic histories of fragments in thin
section 12010 , 31 are extremely heterogeneous. 	 Many grains which were
previously glass are coarsely devitrified or "hornfelsed". 	 Some
particles are glassy, with little or no recrystallization and some are
devitrifiedglass.	 The fine glassy matrix of many of the
',,
partially
Apollo 11 and 12 breccias shows no indication of recrystallization
(Wood ., 19'70).	 The origin, of thermal'metamorphism and its bearing on
the surface processes and origin of the welded micrabreccias will be
examined in a later section.
C.	 'GENERAL PETROGRAPHY AND MINERALOGY OF APOLLO 12 SAMPLES.
10	 Sample listing.
The following samples were studied: ,	polished thin sections
12010 531; 12034 3;' and 12073., 6 (all of microbreccias) and 12040544
(olivine microgabb ro) ; 2 gm chips 12010.19 and 12040, 44; 0.4 gm ^.
fines	 (lmm-lcm) 12044,26 and 12070,145; 0.5 gm fines	 (<lmm) 12003,44;
12032. 11 26 ;	 12037, 19,	 12o4-2.30 and 120 57 ,69.	 The label, 12o44.26 of,the
second batch of coarse fines is puzzling since the Apollo 12
information catalog lists 12044 as a rock.
For each specimen. a hard-bound notebook has been prepared in f
which all small photographs have been placed. 	 Two-feet square
photographs of the thin sections were prepared ., to which all locations
have been coordinated (e.g,! ]'12o4o,44- A10).	 All fragments in thin
,.sections have been identified on smaller photographs.
A
ti	 7
r	 2.	 Electron 14icroprobe analyses
d A ll analyses were made at 15 KV and a 'beard current of 0.1 to
=	 11_iA using a spot diameter of l to 10 microns,	 Corrections were made
for background and dead time, followed by application of Bence--Albee
factors (silicates) or the Rucklidge EMPADR program (opaques and
glasses).
Both reconnaissance and precision analyses were made. 	 The
former measured only a few elements (e.g. Ca, Mg and Fe in pyroxene)
and assumed the presence of other elements in order to make corrections.
Thus routine pyroxene analyses were made with respect to diopside
standard for Ca and Mg, and ferrosilite standard for Fe. 	 The estimated
contents of Wo, En and Ps molecules usually totalled around 96%'
because of neglect of Mn, Cr. Ti etc.	 The molecules were recalculated
to, 100/ and Bence-A.lbee factors applied.	 The resulting estimates or
lao, En and Fs were corrected once more.	 Routine olivine analyses:
4
were made with respect to a forsterte standard for Mg, diopside for Ca
and ferrosilite for Fe.	 Backgrounds were measured for a_ few samples f
and estimated for others on the basis of minor element content.	 The
accuracy of routine analyses cannot be estimated accurately but most
should be within about 2% of the amount present of a major element in
pyroxene end-olivine and within 'about 0.02% of total sample for Ca e,
in olivine.
Precision analyses utilized a full wavelength scan followed by
systematic analysis of all significant elements. 	 _Full corrections
were applied, with particular care to obtaining an accurate background
for mixn.or elements. 	 Unfortunately all precision analyses of silicates
yielded oxide totals of about 101 to 102% suggesting some hidden error.'Y	 I	 gg	 g  ;
It is believed that the error may result from an electrical c harging
phenomenon since the measured beam current 'depended on the type of 	 .'.'
specimen being analyzed.
	
Probably recalculation to 100% provides a>
rough compensation for the error ,., but this is purely speculative.
For plagioclase, even routine analyses should be highly accurate
because of the nearness of standard composado s . 	 However. the
(A.b-+- ^n-(-O x')
	 content d viates *seriously from lbo% because of
sLibstitution of Fe and Mg and there is Ma small e.rr-o.r because analyses
1
_ _. r_	 ..	 _ ^	 _..	 .z_ax.	 r^._._.	 ^..r.n, ^t
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were corrected by simple interpolation with pure feldspar standards.
Analyses of minor elements are affected by secondary excitation
Oaf X-rays by fluorescence of primary X-rays (see review by Smith,
1965 5 p .84-5.-851, ' Analyses. of Fe and Mg in plagioclase next to
pyroxene', for example, will be too high by an amount that depends on
.
the concentration of Fe and Mg in the adjacent pyroxene and on the
distance away from the boundary.
	
The error decreases as the atonic
number goes down (see Fig. 7 of Smith, 1965) and as the boundary
recedes.	 Whenever possible ,  analyses or minor elements were made not
closer than 20 microns to a grain boundary.
Bulk analyses of fragments or chosen areas were made with a wide
beam (up to 70Pms across) scanned over the area.	 Corrections were
made with the-EMPADR program assuming a uniform bulk, composition.
3.	 Results - on: - fines ., 4It
Specimen 12057, 69 was immersed in alcohol and thoroughly examined ;=
optically.	 Many crystals of olivine, pyroxene and plagioclase were
tentatively identified by analogy with Apollo 11 data. 	 Many white or
'	 colorless crystals were X-rayed by Dr. F. C. Olson but all turned out }
plagioclase.
	 pto be	 p 	 Since the coarse fines and olished thin sections i
were more interesting, the fine fines were abandoned.
The t-wo specimens of coarse fines were sorted into operational
categories on the basis of stereomicroscopy.
Specimen 12070,145 yielded: 
a 30 olivine. pyroxene bearing fragments, , mostly gabbroic .
P 36 ; fragments showing bubbly . gray surface.
Y 23 Fragments:	 fine- grained with white patches, probably breccia.
b 13 small fragments of lightly compacted soil), some partly glassy.
21 fragments:	 fine.-grained, some with vesicles; probably basaltic.
9 fragments dominantly whitish.
µ	 13 fragments mostly composed of brown conchoidal material (glass?)
r	 7 miscellaneous grayish specimens<.
15 miscellaneous fragments, mostly compacted soil.
A polished thin section was made for each group of specimens.
After petrographic study, some spec-,	ens were si b jec^,ed to electron {
microprobe analysis.
	 Detailed data are ,given in Appendix It
Al
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n12070, 14-S5,.j.	 2 5 fragments were studieA in the polished thin section.
Three were augite fragments' containing ore inclusions, one was an
rtr	 olivine.	 The remainder contained olivine, pyroxene, plagioclase and
opaque minerals in a variety of textures; all could be loosely
class:`-fied as basaltic or gabbroic.
	
Electron microprobe analyses
were made of olivines and pyroxenes in all the specimens, and of
plagioclase in most'. 	 The analyses were of a reconnaissance nature to
outline the extent of variation.
	
A few selected minerals were analyzed
in detail.
The range of Ca,Mg,Fe analyses of pyroxene is shown in Figs. 2
through 7, recalculated to 100 wt. % of the molecules Wo ., En, Fs.	 The
.grid on the diagrams is calculated for mol. %, 	 The olivine values
(Figs. 2-7) are plotted on a line between Fo and Fa as wt.% referred
to -a non-linear scale for mol, f .
The plagioc:ase compositions have not been plotted separately.y
The mean K, Fe and Mg contents for the plagioclase in each
fragment are plotted against the mean mol. o Ab (recalculated so that
Ab + Or + An = 100%) in Figs. 8a, ga and 10a.
-	 Although the textures -vary 6onsiderably in the fragments
(equigranular to phenocrystal plus variolitic groundmass), the
plagioclases seem to fall into one population whose chemistry is
not relatable to the texture.	 There is one exception, fragment a12, ,f
which is ;equigranular in texture but has a plagioclase more sodic
and potassic than the other fragments, and less ferroan and magnesian.'
It clearly is not related genetically to the other fragments unless
the chemical trends change abruptly near.An80„
The chemical variations of the pyroxenes are very complex.
' Some consist of a'mixture of augite and pi`geonite similar to the
pyroxenes in 12040, r-{ 4 .	 In others, the _ pyroxene ranges from ; a calca an
jw:	 pigeonte to a composition roughly midway between ferrosilite and ^}
hedenbergi^te .	 There is pe rhaps a slight predominance of Ca-poor over. iF
' Ca-rich pyroxencs 5 and i t seems that the pigeonite trend is more
dominant than the ` augite > trend in contrast to 'the Apollo 11 pyroxenes
(Reid e% al. ,
	 1.9`70)	 and thos e, from terr esi; rial layered intrusions. to
Fragment a22 is an olivine-pyroxene vitrophyre, whose pyroxene v
c^c: ^poL;-1tions lie almost in the middle of the Di-lid-Tian-Fs quadrilateral'. -	 -
__ .._	 .
I 0
The pyroxenes from olivine gabbro 12o4o,44 have a similar bulk
composition, but they exist as primary augite and pigeonite. Almost
certainly this vitrophyre exystallized at a higher temperature than
the olivine gabbro and other L1 070,145 fragments, as is evidenced{
by the high content of minor elements in olivine and pyroxene (Table 14) .
Fragment a12 with the unusually sodic plagioclase contains
coexisting augite and pigeonite whose compositions are not unusual with
respect to some other fragments carrying typical calcic plagioclase. 	 t
The olivines of the fragments range in confpos:i..tion from 27 to
44 mol. % Fa, a range overlapping with, but somewhat more magnesian
than the range of 32 to 48 for olivine in olivine gabbro 1204.0,44
The E3, y, b, c and TT polished thin sections mostly contain-pieces
of breccia or compacted fines. The y and rr sections each contain one
y	 fragment of gray-mottled material_ worthy of study. Section contains
fragments consisting partly or wholly of brown glass.
Section w contains nine whitish fragments 'of considerable interest.	 "' F
Preliminary descriptions are given in:Appendix 1,, but attention should
be drawn here to unusual petrographic types*
	
k
The fragment wl appears to be a breccia belonging to the `gray
z
mottled" papulation (see later for definition of "gray mottled")
Fragment w4 is a coarse inte_rgrowth of plagioc ase and pyroxene
notable for absence of opaque minerals, and showing one small grain
of silica (? needs study)
	
r,):'he plagioclase is nearly homogeneous:
Ab 7 .9 An 90 P 0 (mol) K 0. 03 Mg 0.02-0 .14 Fe 0.35-0.48 (wt . %) (Fi gs. 12
and 13). The pyroxene is remarkable for showing a continuous composition,
variation (at the resolution of 5µms) from sub-.calcic augite to calcicx
pigeonite (Fig. lla). Prelim.inary evidence suggests a high temperature l
of crystallization for this opaque-• free fragment`.
'Fragment w7 is a remarkable banded glass of white and green,
` components separated by a thin boundary of tooth-.shaped crystals and	 ^	 {
fine needles.
Fragment w2 contains small feldspar grains separated by tiny drop- 1 	 ^
>haped crystals of pyroxene plus rare tiny grains of ilmenite. The
*,feldspar grains are mostly plaC_,ioelase ranging from Ab 7 to 29a some
of which contain tiny patches or lamellae of KY feldspar' visible in
} cat,hodolw7 inescence . The Fe content is mostly near­ 0.3 wt . % and the
Mp cox ,
 i>ent is 0.00. The pyroxene analyses using 5pm resolution show
that Pe rich, low--Ca pyroxene, co ,xists wi*I,h augite (Fig. llb) ;
r..._.,_,
	
_^
i
intermediate  compositions probably res Alt from incomplete resolution.
The pyroxenes are too small for simple` optical identification. 	 The
restricted pyroxene composition is surprising in view of the wide
range of plagioclase composition. 	 r
Fragment w3 is a polymict breccia containing (a) a cluster of :±
grains of low.-Ca pyroxene and plagioclase (Ab 8-10)	 (b) a single,
rounded crystal of plagioclase (Ab 6)
	
(c) a Fine mottled fragment,
all set in a mottled groundmass.
	
The properties of this fragment
would be. consistent with a metamorphosed breccia containing all the
usual minerals including ilmenite.
Fragment w5_ is another fragment consisting of just plagioclase
and pyroxene with no ilmenite, but unl i ke w4 the texture consists of
coarse patches of dark and light material, each patch being very fine-
grained.
	 All analyzed plagioclase grains are close to Ab 6, while all
pyroxene grains are chose to En r(4 Wo 4. FS, 22, the most magnesian !
pyroxene .found by us.
	 The low Wo content suggests that the pyroxene is
orthorhombic-.
r	 Fragment w6 is a polymict breccia containing only, a few very tiny
ilmenite crystals.
	
One portion consists of an aggregate of plagioclase
crystals, all Ab 7.7 with low concentrations of Mg, K and Fe. 	 There
are some tiny sugary crystals not analyzed so far.	 This portion of the
breccia is apparently an anorthosite o
Fragment w8 is another plagioclase-pyroxene fragment containing I
essentially no ilmenite. 	 The texture is very variable suggesting- a
po"lymj_ct breccia containing a single large grain of plagioclase (Ab 9) .
Fragment wq is another specimen consisting :mostly of pyroxene
and plagioclase, and with very subordinate ilmenite. 	 The 'texture i,s r
very irregular.	 The pyroxehes	 (Fig. llb) show ,sharp clusters of 1,-
analyses corresponding to augite and a low--Ca pyroxene 	 however the
.	 plagioclase grains vary in composition from Ab 10 to 19.
Clearly there.is evidence from the 12070,145 w2, 3,_5 and 9 fragments
in favor of one or more processes bringing together pyroxene and
plagioclase: almost to the exclusion of ilmenite.. 	 The restricted
eompoz is on range of the pyroxene in each fragment suggests a homogeneous
source or pyroxene for each fragment,, or a very efficient homogeni ,zat, on
01 variable source materia:^ s o
	
The low Ca-content of the Ca.-poor pyroxene
sugge sts
 'equilibration to a considerably ; lower temperature than pyroxene s
i
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from basaltic fragments.	 The vide spread of Mg/Fe ratio in the
pyroxenes indicates a range of source material for these fragments.
Fragment w4 is quite different from the , w2,3,5 and 9 fragments, but
if it were metamorphosed it might turn into the latter group
Specimen 12044, 26 was sorted into the following categories on
the basis of stereomicroscopy and a polished thin section made of
each.
A.	 Rock fragments obviously gabbroic 	 single crystals of olivine
or pyroxene
B.	 "Cinders"
C.	 Whitish or Other interesting rocks
Da	 Apparently. uninteres ting o
Brief petrographic descriptions are given in Appendix 3.
The A. specimens appeared to belong to a gabbroic suite, and no
microprobe analyses were made.	 Specimens A8, A193 A21 and A24 contain
an augite loaded with 'many dark inclusions.
	
Specimens A13, A14 and
A18 contain	 a plagioclase full of dark inclusions
	
while A16 has
an olio.:.-ie enclosing cu,.rved threads of inclusions.
	
These inclusions
t°	 deserve detailed study.
The B specimens turned out -to be mostly breccia, compacted soil
or glass. a
-	 Many of the D specimens are breccia rich in dark matrix.
	
Some Y..
c
have remarkable devitrification textures (Dl, D8 3 D10 5 D15 5 D255 D27) .
Undoubtedly some of the fragments could be classified, as ' various types ;Y
of vitrophyre q ;
The .0 fragments are diffs_cult to summarize. 	 All have either no
opa.ques or only a s,nlall percentage.	 Many appear to have been brecciated,
either from a homogeneous rock or from a mixture of rock types. 	 Many
appear to be gray and mottled in transmitted light.
	 Textures suggestive`,`
of thermal metamorphism are present.
	 P roxenes from C5 contain onlyp	 p ^	 Y	
1,7o molecule, while the plagioclase grains	 (Ab 12-19) contain
only small amounts of Mg and Fe.
	 Fragments 012 and C19, 	 respectively,	 JC s
contain rounded-grains-of pyroxene and olivine (note low Ca content
Of O.o8 wt./) . -In general, there is considerable evidence irz
savor o	 (a) breccator^ oa" a vaz• ety of source, materials -rich
in plagiocla.se and pyz oxene	 (b)-wide- ranere of chemical. 'composition,
Inc, ud^-nLq -, W- va-. ues	 o f zr^^nor. e^ eTiLents	 s ug^^ s=i^'a^'c^e	 off` "^q':EI b*r`t x
Dwr.«..+.`.:=a+4..ia&u:+t_.:.a.[r'.•6s.i4W.. 	 a.^.:.:,	 .i	 X`.sL=+4.:+Y.i9s...,t.d_r.:_5.:..a.:YRLw..cCL'F..+t.IF-..s..:.ii^:a..dtu1.:a.b>.... rte., :'....4._.i...w.w....^..1..a,.:.:«.^....si^5.2...ku.::...t...a.s,mTCAuw.Y.^.K.9Y:.:s..'Y+s...4..:».:... 	 a ..a a
to a relatively low temperature.	 However these conclusions must
be tested by further microprobe analyses and petrographic study.
Polished • -ihin sections of rocks..4.
Mic rogabb ro 12040,44
The rock is a coarse grained olivine microgabbro rich in dark
minerals	 pyroxene ( 45%), olivine (20%) , plagioclase (20%),
u
ilmenite (10%), gray spinet (trace), tan spinel (2/)	 troilite (1/), x
metal (trace).	 Other minerals are confined to particular parts or
to areas of residuum (2%) . 	 Voids	 (less than 1%) are subsp.herical to . ,$
-irregular.
The pyroxenes are tubular and two grains afire longer `than 1 cm
(Fig. 14).	 The interiors (pigeonite) generally are pale tan and
have moderate birefringence and optic axial angles whereas the outer
r	 margins (augite) are a deeper tan and have slightly lower birefringence
and small optic axial ang l es.	 The transition .f. rom interior to margin
may be patchy or abrupt.
	 Some interiors have .bir, of ringent cracks
(possibly some exsolution "lamellae ` of lows-birefringence pyroxene) y
parallel to the principal cleavage traces; some margins have }
birefringent	 cracks and/or exsolution lamellae parallel to the
weakly developed basal cleavage as well as the principal cleavage
traces.	 Twinning is common
Olivine forms anhedral to subhedral grains,. 0.2 to 0.8 mm across,
commonly included within pyroxene ., but also adjoining plagioclase 
and residual devitrified'glass 	 (Fig. l5a,b). Irregular patches up L
to 20µm across of cryptacrystalline minerals occur in most olivines .
They are larger and more ab"a"n,dant in the interiors or the olivines,
and contain at least three phases one with-a reflectivi.ty greater
than olivine and one with a reflectivity much lower than olivine x
(Fig.	 15c) .n
Plagioclase grains are anhedra.l and interstitial to pyroxene h .j
and olivine a
	 They are complexly twinned and have sl i ghtly variable
extinction' angles which are rarely.
 systematic (smaller extinction
}	 angle next to patches,
	 intergranular residuum) .
Tlmeni`^_e forms irregular intergranular' crystals. t ? IO 0e 8 111Th long.'
It occtlrs' also as inclusions in pyroxene and plagioclase. 	 The
larger crystals commonly have lamellae o 1 .ruti.le? and armaloolite?
:	 or spinel?	 (Fig. 15d).	 Where ilmenite i$ near troilite, there is
R	
a local zone of tan oxide separating ilmenite and troilite (Fig. 15d).
Spinels gray and tan (in reflected light) 9 occur as subhedral
to euhedral grains 0.1 to 0.4- 'µm diameter included in olivine and
pyroxene and as intergranular grains. 	 The tan spinels commonly,
have lamellae of ilmenite and droplets of metal (Fig. 15e) .
Neither spinel occurs , adjacent to residuum, and the gray spinet
is restricted to olivine and the centers of the larger pyroxene grains.
Troilite forms subspherical to irregular masses up to 0.2 mm
across and generally has associated metal.
	
Tro:Lite is most common in
patches of intergranular residuum (Fig. 15a).
Metal occurs as isolated irregular grains up to 0.1 mm across .;
included in olivine, pyroxene, associated with troilite and as tiny
specks associated with spinel grains which have ilmenite lamellae ti
(Fig,	 l5e)
An isotropic, ye llowish., brightly-reflecting-minera l" (reflectivity
b between metal and troilite) forms rare grains associated with metal ^.
in troilite	 (Fig.	 15f) .
Inclusions of polymineralic aggregates (up, to 50 µm across)
occur in crystals of olivine, pyroxene, plagioclase and ilmenite
(Fig.	 159).
	
In olivine and il.menite they are subspherical and
microcrystalline .	 In' pyroxene and plagioclase they are irregular
and cryptocrystalline (devitrified glass) .
	
In plagioclase there are
two kinds of inclusions:
	
a high reflectivity devitrified glass
predominates; a low reflectivity` glass occurs as spherical blebs>
in the high reflectiv i ty material ( Fig. 15h) . t
Residuum occurs in patches (up to 0`.4 µm across) interstitial
to plagioclase, pyroxene and ilmenite.	 It consists of tiny grains
3 (up to 100 pm long, 30 pm wide) of ilmenite, py-roxene	 plagioclase,
.	
l;,E
K-feldspar, one or more phosphate minerals, zircon?, troilite.,
metal and interstitial brown, devitrified glass and locally-clear glass
c(Fig.	 15d) .	 ?dare Qlebs	 (up to 20 }t lm diameter)	 of a deeper brown ^_	 $
more coarsely devitrified` sub stance occur in the b  own and clear ^x {
glasses.
Voids up to 0 01. 1117`,'1 diameter comprise less °than, 17o of 'the .rock, and HI
Ca
_	
. 	 5	 .+
are concentrated within spheroidal -to irregular inclusions of
microcrystalline to cryptocrystalline material in olivine, pyroxene,
plagioclase, and ilmenite '
 and in the residuum (Fig. 15a).	 They
a	 are subspherical in the inclusions in olivine, pyroxene, plagioclase
t
and ilmenite - 	irregular to subspherical in the residuum._
Microbreccias 12010,31,
	
12034.9 3; 	 1207336.
Most of the same features are present in all three breccia thin
sections examined by us, although the relative abundances of rock
type's and minerals differ substantially.	 Figures- 1.6, 17, and lei
display and Table 2 summarizes -the features of the breccias and
their constituents.
The breccias were arbitrarily split up into fragments and
mat:ri.x	 and the fragments were classified into twelve categories
(Table 2)
(a)	 Dark basalt.
	
Only 1201_0, 31 contains a significant amount of
dark basalt (defined as dark-colored pyroxene-plagioclase-ilmenite-
rich rockr  with grain size ' below 2mm) , 	 The mineral proportions and
textures of dark basalt fragments vary considerably, but radiating
clusters of dark tan-purple pyroxene and plagioclase are especially
common and most such fragment
	
contain more than 60 percent pyroxene
and less than 30 ercent p lagioclase 
	 lo) o
	
Ilmenite ma	 bep	 p	 gi o
	
(Fig.	
-	
y
sparse and some small fragments lack ilmenite' altogether (Fig. 20) . ;{
Lack of ilmenite may result from the statistics of sampling, but
some ilmenite poor fragments have comparatively pale colored
pyroxene which possibly .reflects a low transition. metal. content. :z
(b)	 Basaltic vit rophyre (devitrified glass containing euhedra_1_
microphenocrysts of plagioclase and,/or olivine and/or pyroxene) .
Tan  to yellow colored basaltic vitrophyre is particularly
common in breccia 12034. 	 A group of pinkish brown fragments of
devitrified glass Found in 12073 contain variable araounts of -.
=	 .
plagioclase, olivine and pyroxene microphenocrysts (Fig. 21) o
(c)	 Gray mottled basaltic rock (light- colored pyroxene-plagioclase > "^i
rich rock i;rith granular to micropoikilitic to rna': cr o- ophit c texture),
CI ray mottled basal ,tic rocks have distinctive textures and -	 U.
TT
:
z.	
f
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mineralogies seating them apart from all other fragments.
	 These
"fragments contain uncommon, irregula r m.egacrysts of plagioclase,
olivine and pyroxene and rare xenoliths of anorthosite.
	 In
Y transmitted light the texture appears granular - a mosaic of anhedral
grains mostly less than 75 µm' across
	 (Fig: 22a) o
	 Deflected light
study reveals that many of the pyroxene grains poikilitically enclose
plagioclase some of which show crysta l
 form-thereby producing a
micr or-ophitic to microsubophitic texture (Figs. 22b, c) .
	 In unusual
cases the pyroxene is euhedral (Fig. 22d)
	 Many of the larger
pyroxene grains are pigeonite, but others appear to be orthopyroxene .
We have not identified both low Ca pyroxenes together within an
individual_ fragment
A low-reflectivity, clear, low-refracting substance which is
either isotropic (glass?) or has very low birefringence (K feldspar?)
is interstitial to and encloses euhedral plagioclase (Fig. 22e)o
Microprobe analy sos of this material correspond to K feldspars
(Tablc 12, #1) .
	 Some fragments contain a recognizable interstitia.1
devitrified glass , '(Fig. 22f) in 'addition to the K-feldspar?
Anhedral grains of ilmenite, metal, sulfide, zircon, and one or two A
phosphate minerals are invariably present but amount to less than
_	 ;
about 10 percent of the total. a•
(d)	 Monomineralic vitrophyres (rock fragments consisting dominantly
of euhedral crystals of a single mineral •- olivine, pyroxene or {.{r
plagioclase - but with interstitial glass or devitrified glass).
:Bare fragments consist of more than 80 percent of a single
mineral (either plagioclase, pyroxene or olivine) together with
interstitial or enclosing glass or devitrified glass (Fig. 22g,h).
By extension of our Apollo 11 terminology we call these plagioclase,
pyroxene and olivine vitrophyres.
(e)	 Plagioclase. A {fi
Angular chips occur in . various states of shock, with indications
of lower shock on average in 12010 ,E 3 .1 than 1203 -,,3 and 12073 ,6.	 The
plagioclase content of 1203 )1 3 is 15% inc ludin.9  one large grain
Sur rounded by glass.
	 i
t
1
( f') Dark. _pyroxene
This_ i upre
	 aug, t^;	 with ^t met^^^^xtz to cask purplir^l^ brov^n ^ - =a
color, -typical of pyrox enc: in Apollo ll and Apollo 12 basalts
However some p1geoni,te may be included. 	 Shock is weak.
.	 (g)	 Light pyroxenea
This includes pigeonite and orthopyroxene, both of which are
generally pale tan to colorless.
	
Orthopyroxene is more common.in
12 03 11-.,3 whereas pigeonite is more abundant in 12076. 	 Some orthopyroxene
grains have eevolution. lamellae along ^100^, some of which are
marked by trains of tiny opaque specks-.
	
Shock ,is weak to moderate.
(h)	 Olivine
This occurs rarely and is not easily distinguished from low-C"a
pyroxene. z,
(i)	 Ilmenite f
Twin lamellae are rare in ilmenite from 12010,` 31 but are common
in those of 12 034, 3 and 12073, 6 .
(j) - Glass and devitrifi ed glass (spheroidal to irregular homogeneous
to heterogeneous fragments having clear, yellow, orange, tan, reddish r.
brown, to brown opaque colors)-.r
Fragments of glass and ("I.e_vitrif-ied glass vary widely in shape, It
content of crystal fragments, and presence of varicolored streaks,
inclusion -tr,ains, and vesicles.
	 As in Apollo 11 breccia and soil
we can distinguish 'the following types of glass fragments:
	
.1) round
homogeneous glasses (e.g. sphe .res and other round figures of w
revolution); 2
	 irregular homogeneouseneous glasses; 3	 irregular,
	
gr	 hetero eneous)	 O	 )	 g	 9 1{44
vesicular glasses	 (these occur isolated and as coatings on crystalline
fragments) . 	 The homogeneous glasses are clear, yellow, orange, tan,
reddish brown or brownz opaque.
	 The heterogeneous glasses are yellow,
orange, tan or reddish brown.
s
s`
D.	 MINERALO GY° OF APOLLO '12 SPECIMENS ; r pa
R	 This section deals; principally with the chemical compositions ants' x
genesis of minerals in the Apollo 12 specimens.
1.	 Spine'ls	 = f
Analytical results
	 ! :t
Microprobe analyses of spine is ;chow wide sympathetic variation
in(MgFe) (CrA1) 2 and (^%Fp) 2 Ti	 (Table 3, Fig. 2 3)v	 In basaltic, rock
{
,	
_
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120 -0 small euhedral Cr, Al-rich spinet grains are enclosed in
.the cores of big pyroxenes and in olivine.	 Larger subhedral grains
of spine'.. rich in Ti occur enclosed in margins of big pyroxenes 'F
.and as independent grains commonly intergrown with ilmenite. 	 In
f
rock 120 .0 there is a composition gap between. 30 and 68 mol f
(N1g,Fe) Cr O^ . 	 Other Apollo 12 rock fragments have wider and smaller
gaps between spine) compositions.
	
In general -there is striking
'	 similarity in Al203 and MgO content of both terrestrial and lunar
spinels given the same mole ratio of Cr20 3/(Cr203	 TiO). -Whereas
primary Cr203-rich spinels are common in Apollo 12 rocks (Gibb et al.,
19 70; Haggerty and Meyer, 1970 • 'Taylor et al.	 1970) they are ,
	
gg	 y	 y	 9	 '^	 y	 ^... ,.^...	 y
unknown from the ilmenite basalts of Apollo'll (Agrell et al., 1970)4
Discussion (1
The spinel analyses reveal three important fa c ts:	 1) individual
`^n
rocks have gaps in spinel compositions between Cr 203 rich and TiO2 V:
rich members;-	 2) considering all rock fragments together (Apollo 11 r
` and Apollo 12) there is a continuum of composite ons from Cr2O3-rich r
.:
through Ti02_ rich; 3 ), Apollo 12 rocks contain Cr 2 03- rich spinels
Apollo 11 ilmenite basalts do not, but instead contain chromian-
a
ulvBspinel with-compositions lying mostly in -the gap between 30 and
,,
50 rre ol percent-Cr 20 3/(Cr20 3+`Ti02)	 observed for Apollo 12 spinels.
The gap_" in spinet 'compositions in -terrestrial ` basalts has been t.
plausibly interpreted by Irvine (1967) as due to reaction between
t
pyroxene, chromite and liquid whereby the liquid is depleted in
Cr2 03 and enriched in miO2 by crystallization of pyr, oxene'.	 The same
_..
interpretation probably applies to Apollo 12 spinels since the same
minerals are involved` (Gibb et al., 1970) . 	 The continuum of spinet
compositions in lunar and terrestrial volcanic rocks (Evans and
Moore .,	 1968)	 indicates that the complete range of compositions is ;	 g
either stable or metastable at igneous temperatures (1300-1100° C) o
The existence of spinels with intermediate conypositions in a
terrestrial lava lake was interpreted by Evans and Moore (1968) as "	 J
. due to rapid cooling and incomplete reaction of early formed Cr t
spinels with later liquids and pyroxenes. 	 The same explana	 of
R incomplete reaction probably ;app.lies to the ; .pollo' 12 spinets with
j
compositions between 30 and `75 mole	 Cr203 /(Cr20 3 +Ti02)
The fact that the primary spinels of the Apollo 11 ilmenite basalts
fall in a compositional gap left by Apollo 12 spinels suggests thati
the Apollo 11 ilmenite basalts were enriched in TiO 2 and/or'depleted
in Car 20 3 by some extraordinary process.	 We suggested	 (Smith et a],,,,,„_.._
1970) enrichment of Apollo 11 basalts in TiOby assimilation of2
cummulates which is an appropriate extraordinary process in this
context.
2.	 Ilmenites
Analytic al_ Results
Ilmenites in Apollo 12 ferrobasalt 12040, ferrobasalt fragments
in breccia _12010 and in regolith fines 12070 have variable MgO
MnO and Cr 2 0 3
 contents	 (Tables 4,	 10 .5 11; Fig, 24). t-
Ilmenite crystals in the basaltic rocks are homogeneous within
a single grain bu.t vary from grain to grain.	 Ilmenite crystals in
patches of residual material rich in K^0 are poor in A gO and Cr^O, F
{	 compared to larger intergranular grains of Ilmenite and of Ilmenite
intergrovn, with spinet.
	 MgO-rich ilmenites , from basaltic fragment
a	 120705
	 145-a.214.4-- 5 a(	 ^ 9/ Mg0) are associated with particularly }•
IT	 magnesian augites (Wo 37 Fn • 42 Fs 21).	 Ilmen.it-es in gray mottled
fragments 'are slightly R%O rich and Gr 20 3 poor- compared to ilmenite
-from the basaltic rock 12040.
The Zr contents of ilmenite in 12040 are generally less than
about 0.05%,
 
but local regions at the margins of some grains analysed
up to 5% Zr'.	 Presumably submicroscopic grains of a Zr-rich mineral °-
are assocla.ted with some ilmenite. {
Discussion,.,
^:	 JI
The manximi, m. MgO' content of ilmenite var ies from rock to rocs
and probabl ST reflects a variable Mg/Fe ratio in the liquid from
which the d,lmenitp crystallized. `
	 Hoi^iever, ' subsolidus redistribution; F
of Mg between
-
 silicates ' an,' Ilmenite depletes ilmenite in 1^1gy
therefore part of the Mg_ &, variation may reflect variations in cooling
history .
	 It is significant that the ilmenite
,
 in the gray; mottled-
 fragrir'tents is moderately rich in MgO, consistent either with high 1^fu
"- V.
'^1 <+ap '3 si a`i •V U.L ^ d^ 	 .1 	 ,I,a}.11.^ ' I,J
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The -m.inor dec^_ii,-e of"Cr 02	 s.n ilmerite with decressr2g PO is r
20	 --
.surprising in view of the Str ong fract ionation of Cr20 3 in -to Lunar
_` ilmenite and pyroxene compared` to liquid (Smith et al.., 1970a
Ringwood and Essene, 1970) .	 This behavior suggests -that either;
'l) the distribut=ion of Cr20 3 between ilmenite and liquid changes, £
with crystallization, or 2) substantial redistribution of Cr.203
occurs between minerals in the lunar rocks.	 Comparison of our
data on Cr distribution with those of Ringwood and Essene supports
the former interpretation.
3 . 	O livines
O li vines enclosed in the pyroxene megac rys is of 12040,44	 !
are more magnesian (,-.,68 mol . o Fo) than crystals occurring as
part of the "groundmas s" 	 (
	
53- 67) - see Table 5 and Fig. 25.	 The
former crystals, interpreted as crystallizing earlier, are more
calcic than the latter, and appear -to conta:ln slightly more manganese
(0.23- 0.24 vs.	 0 . ,25-0.26)	 and chromium (0.05-0.06 vs. 	 0.06-0.07)	 and r
,less calcium (0.18-0.23 vs. 0.24-0.25) .	 These differences are in the
opposite direction to the general trend for olivines from Apollo ll
t;
- and Apollo 12 rotes	 (Fig. 26) , and confirm the two stages of
crystallization indicated by the texture,,.
_Olivines from the 12-070,145a basaltic fragments cover the range
72 to 57 mol % Fo, exactly the same as the range for the ' skeletal
11
phenocrysts in the olivine vitrophyre 12010,31m.	 The Cr203 contents
of the basaltic olivines are lower than that of the olivine from
the vitrophyre (Fig. 26b) , but the ether minor elements are
comparable. 
i.
The olivine from the mottled-gray fragment 12010 ,31a has an
:qf
Flo-.content	 (62 mol %) which falls in the range for the basaltic
olivines.	 It has unusually low CaO and Cr 0 contents of 0.13  and3
0.01 Wt ,% compared' with about 0.33 and 0.1 wt. f for the other
o1iv.`LneU,.. suggesting perhaps °adjustment to a. .lower temperature.
Oliv nes from rock 12013 analyzed by: Drake et al.,	 (1970) and Zu; iatic f	 `^
(1970) also have low CaO; hov.ie.ver the Cr20	 data are equivocal, Asylum
(Fig.	 25b),
The Al 03 and Ti-O2 contents of 1204 -0 L14 olivilles are low +	 ._:.
(0.03- o >iJ^4	 and-0.0 5 ' 0 , 0« 7) 	 c ompare d to t o	 .Loma'	 .b	 1.	 I^1	 ^ralu.e s	 of !"
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High values of Al203 can result from incorrect estimation of
background, and high TiO2 contents can result from secondary emission
from nearby , ilinenite .	 Detailed study of these minor elements in
Apollo 12 olivines is desirab-le to check whether the apparent
variation has genetic signiflicance o
4.	 Pyroxenes
In all the basaltic specimens from. Apollo 12 9 the pyroxene tends
to grow in a variolitic texture.
	
Phenocrysts tend to have pigeonite
cores and augite rims, but the boundaries are not sharp or concentric.
No attempt has been made to determine in detail the geometrical
nature of the chemical variation though casual study suggests that
erratic local factors seriously interfere with general overall trends
Probably detailed study of 12040,44 and 12070,11.5a fragments would
Y	 reveal similar features to those found by Bence et al.,
	
(1970) for .
- 	 12021 and 1201-2.
In 12o4o,44, the pyroxene megacrysts are.more magnesian than the .:
smaller pyroxene crystals of the groundmass (Fig. 25) .	 Tiiere 1s a
composition discontinuity between augite and pigeonite for both types
of .^ pyroxenes, indicating crystallization below the crest of the
unmixing solvu.s .-
	 No X-ray data have been taken to check for
sub-solidus unmi,xing.
	 The restricted composi tion range for each type
of pyroxene suggests a'moderate approach to equilibrium in two stages
of crystallization.	 Tull analyses of typical pyroxenes' are given
- ,x
in Table 5.
	 The augite tends to contain more Ti 	 Al, Cr than the
corresponding pigeonitea	 The later augite tends to contain Less Ti9
Al and Cr and more Mn than the early augite. 	 The data for the
pigeonites are less clear because of large. variations within, each type.
The ratio of Ti/Al increases from early to late pyroxenc, r in
t
accordance Twtii tie suggestion by Benue et al., 	 (1970) for 12021 - {
and 12052 of competition by anorthite for Al only at the later _stage ^..
of ,` crystallization.
	 However other' explanations are ;possible, and
we prefer to Veep an open mind until the appropriate laboratory
syntheses have been carried out ,
The pyroxeries f'rorri the' basaltic f ragmen t's in 12070114. 50- show a
cherp,,icaI range ,much more extensive than for 1204o 44 ( Figs. 2 to 7). ^^
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Although there is a - endency for a composition gap between coexisting
`	 augite and pigeonite when these are relatively magnesian, there is no
tendency for such a gap for iron=-rich compositions.	 The most i ron—
rash compositions are near Fs	 Fn Wo	 (mol.ao) somewhat moref	 7o-8o	 5	 20
calcic than the mean composition of Apollo 11 pyroxferroitG p
( Fs84En3Wol.).	 No X-ray data or detailed optical measurements havebeen made on the iron-rich areas of Apollo 12 materials and it is
not known whether they are pyroxenes or pyroxenoids.
One specimen 12070,145a22 with texture similar to some other a
specimens has pyroxene con positions - (Fig. 6) near 20% Wo molecule,,
right in the middle of the composition gap indicated by the other
specimens,	 The pyroxene crystals from the vitr.ophyre 12010,31m also
have compositions dying near the middle of the pyroxene quadrilateral
In general, it seems that the pyroxenes of the basaltic fragments
crystallized over a range of temperatures from above to just below__
the crest of the exsolution tunnel in the pyroxene quadrilateral. 	 On	 •`'
average, the 12070,1 2 150, pyroxenes tend to lie between ni geonite and
"pyroxferroite" compositions rather than between augite and
"pyroxferroi`te" compositions in contrast' to the Apollo 11 pyroxenes
which tend to be augitic rather than pigeonitic .
Pya. oxenes from basaltic fragments in breccia 12010, 31 ( ` see ^r
xf
Fig. 28 for 12010,31k) cover similar composition ranges to some of
the fragments in the 12070,145 fines.
Pyroxenes from the gray--mottled fragments a, t and u are
mostly of Ca p-poor -type with only a rare augite	 (Fig. 27) .	 The pyroxenes r=.
are so fine-grained that optical distinction between monoclinic and
rr
r
orthorhombic symmetry  was not `clear from routine o tical stud • , X-ray
data have not, been obtained so far.	 The low-Ca pyroxenes of fragment
12010,31a vary considerably in Fs- content, and the 'same may be true
of fragments t and , u since only one grain was really suitable for
w rn.easurement ; Jln them, probably giving a----false impression of homogeneity,,
The Wo molecule .varies from about 2 to 10 mol. % in these gray
mottled fragments with an average well below that off'' pyrorene»^ from
basaltic fragments
-	 The pyroxene from the 120 7 0 ., 145 w4 fragment ,shows a remarkably
^r dry composite. on range from augite : to pigeonite (Fig. 	 lla) .	 The
..	
. .
^rx	 z	 .Y._	 ..wW	 ..	 `---
Tpyroxen:e is coarse- grained ,  and the wade composition, xange straddling
the composition gasp for basaltic specimens is suggestive of a high =
temperature of crystalliza"Lion.
The gyro: enes from -the plagioclase-rich fragments listed in
Fig. llb are mostly low in Wo content, though a few are augites.
The wide composition gap indicates equilibration: to a relatively low
temperature
Table 14 lists some of the minor elements measured in pyroxenes
from a few selected samples.	 There are various obvious comments, but
many more data are required before 'the minor element concentrations
of Apollo 12 pyroxenes can be seen. in true perspective.
Unfortunately for any specimen there appears to be a wide range of
minor elements ., much of the range probably resulting from local
factors:	 only a thorough statistical analysis of many grains can
providede -truly valuable implications. }
r 	 °.
5.	 Plagioclase ^V
r
_
plagioclase (Table 4) varies	 n composition frnmr	 The 1204o	 a_, l l^I
about Ab	 to 14 (mol. /) .	 Although some grains give an impression
J	 of a composition variation related to grain boundaries, careful- "'
measurements have always yielded composition measurements unrelated {
z`.
to grain or twin boundaries.	 Does the composition of the -growing
plagioclase depend on accidental factors_ such ' as the proximity of r
other minerals, or is the growth process irregular
The basal-tic fragments from 12070,145a contain plagioclase of i p
varied composition whose mean values are given in Appendix 1 and	 ^ r
plotted in ngs'. &, 9 and 10.	 The most calcic a fragment has 6
Ab ,
 and the most sodic one has 21/.
Plagioclase grains from the gray mottled fragments 12070,145a,t,u ;
have Ab contents from 8 to 23 mol. 75'7 Ab- , 	 covering essentially the
same range as the basaltic fragments .	 Tiny areas of bright	 .^ -,
rluminescence yielded compositions j.:Odicative of K- rich feldspar, but
detailed analyses , have not been made a ;r
The p1ag_oclaee `rorri the fra.gme?t ^.ZO^(C7,1^^ 5 ^z, 	 is nearly uniform.
with ab out	 mol. % Ab
` ^'l1e` Zf^in S^ 1"	 ^_e iic^?lt	
in 
t '^	 p l agioc las es `h ive be.en s tudied in
rr ^^'1
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minor elements, only K ., Ti, _ Fe and Mg occurred in concentrations
} greater than 0.01 wto% (Tables 15 to 17) .	 Since the Ti contents
were mostly below 0005 wt. o, and secondary excitation from ilmenite
was likely to,- cause a severe error in some -plagioclases ,  the most
k
detailed work was made on K. Fe and Mg.
	
For convenience, the
Apollo 12 data are considered along with the Apollo 11 data in
section F.,
i ,	 E.	 CHEMISTRY OF GLASS AND DEV'ITRIFIED GLASS IN 12040,4-4 AND OF
r
GRAY-MOTTLED FRAGMENTS.
The microprobe analyses lis ted in this section are only of
marginal accuracy for obvious reasons: however, the accuracy is +
quite sufficient for drawing conclusions of fundamental value. i
1.	 1204-0,44	 analytical results.
r	 Glasses and their devitrificaton products occur as inclusions`
within large crystals of pyroxend, olivine, plagioclase and ilmenite
y as well as in the residuum of thin section 1204O.,44.
	 Obviously the
bulk composition of the inclusions may represent trapped liquid from
.	 which the host mineral crystallized, though the host mineral may have
acted: as a nucleation site for depletion of the trapped liquid.
-	 Microprobe analyses obtained by s^Canning ,inclusions are given in
Table 6.	 The first five analyses are for olivine hosts, the sixth
for pyroxene, and the seventh for plagioclase host.
	 Devitrified-
glasses from another plagioclase host yielded values similar to
column. 7, but with higher Ti0
	
%J	 	 2	 (8,0) and `.Al2O3 	Column 8 in
Table 6 is for a dark-reflecting area (Fig.' 15h) occurring in
devitrified glass in a plagioclase host.
	 This area is bounded by a f
curved surf ace, and contains 92 fSiO .,	 The area is speckled in
reflected light, but must be 'composed largely of a, silica m.nera>.i
The inclus ions in the olivine are fairly similar in composition
with little variation in the major constituents Si.Q 2 , Al20
3
,: FeO' and
CaO.	 The minor constituents 1g0 	 I^ 0, F 0	 and TiO	 vary erratically
^?	 2 5	 2
with respect try
 each other at least partly because of poor statistics
of the region scanned by the electron beam.— Fig. 29 shown that `the` 3.
compo,itions of the inclusions cannot be explained' simply by
abstraction or olivine from trapped liquid originally of bulk:
f_
,2 5	
^.
f
composition of rock l2040 • (LSPET, 1970), or from any successive
liquid produced solely by subtraction of olivine from the bulk
r	 composition..	 The lines in Fig. 29 radiate from the bulk composition
to the compositions of olivines Fa 31.7 and 40.4 which represent
compositional limits of host olivine.
	
Especially clear are the high
S of and low I^.D and Ti02 contents of the inclusions compared to the
Olivine Control lines in Fig. 29.	 No matter whether O livine settl es'
from the bulk liquid, or whether olivine crystall izes out of the
inclusion onto host olivine ., the analyses should lie on the control
lines.	 Obviously the composition of the inclusions requires another
explanation.
,r1	 The devitrifa_ed glasses enclosed in the pyroxene and plagioclase
grains have extraordinary compositions. 	 That in the pyroxene is
Fairly similar to,the residual glass in 12040 9 44 (column 1, Table 7).a	
Both have high K20 content . (6.2 vs. 7.0).	 low FeO	 (1.4 Vs.	 1 .9) ,ry
low i±1l,90	 (0.2 vs7y .- O . l) , 	 etc.	 However the inclusion in the pyroxene
is less silicic	 69 vs . 76	 and more calc>iu	 'u. "	 2	 r 4
inclusion in the plagioclase (coluxfm 7, Table 8) is similar to the
analysis of an Apollo 11 ilmenite basalt given by Dose et al... 1970)a •
the Ti02
 content is 5.5, Fe0 is 23.5, Mg0 7.1. CaO 11.3 and
Si02
 47.9 wt./.	 Roedder and Weiblen (1970) analyzed extraordinary
glasses ,included in ilmenite and -plagioclase hosts of Apollo 11 rocks.,
and claimed a strong influence of the host on the included glass-
without,
 -specifying the exact features.
The high-Fe glasses analyzed by Roedder and weiblen from
I;
inclusions and from residuum of Apollo 11 .rocks have MgO contents near
2%, considerably lower than the MgO content of the glass included in
.the 12040 9 44 plagioclase.	 Those devitrified glass inclusions' in i°
plagioclase from te rrestrial basalts that have high iron and low ' `}
e	
` silica also have low MgO .contents (unpublished analyses by
` A.	 T. Anderson:
	
Si02
 
4 . 6-29; x.12 0,3
 
3.4-3.0; 	 FeO 23 .7- 32-	 Mg0 4. 8-1.3; ,.
CaO 9.2- 717; -Na '20 0.3--1.0;` K20 0 0 3- 3.0;	 Ti02 6 . 5•--19.5;	 P2 05 6. 3°- 5 . 4 ) .
Y	 Table 7 shows the composition of mineral phases associated with 'T
the residual glass of120 1.4=0,4 4.
	 Th(, residual glass	 (column 1)	 is y
rhyolitic in composita.on s;°j.milar `^.^^ sil cic residual glasses found in
pr)110 11 ilmeni te, xbasalts	 (ROddcx^ and Wei7ale 9
 1970; Kushiro and
4 ,
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Nakamura, 1970) .	 The lover content of Na20 distinguishes all the
lunar residual glasses from-terrestrial analogs. 	 The plagioclase
As high in FeO, MgO and K20 if the microprobe analysis is to be, 	 r
trusted.	 The pyroxene (WO 15 En 38 Fs 47; mol.%) .lies about
half-way down the trend of pyroxenes from the basaltic fragments
12070, 145a, and is thevefore only moderately enriched in iron.
The phosphate mineral- may be apatite- but was not definitely
1
identified.	 The ilmenite contains 1% MgO,
	
Metal, troilite and
perhaps zircon and K- feldspar also occur in the residuum.
Discussion
Glasses included in phenocrysts of olivine, pyroxene 	 plagioclase,
ilmenite and magnetite from the 1955 Kilauea, lava generally have the -
same ` composition as the bulk lava (Anderson and Wright, in press).
Similarly Roedder and Weiblen (1970) found good agreement between the
composition of -glass- included in olivine from Apollo 11 rock 10020 R
and the bulb rock composition.
	
These data on glassy inclusions indicate
a	
simple entrapment of liquid by growing crystals with no serious .;
involvement with the host mineral; (Anderson, 1968)0
.:	 The Apollo 12 inclusions are mostly crystalline indicating 	 -
either late dev trifica°tion, cr primary crystallization or both. 	 For ^.,..
slow cooling one can expect that the host mineral will seive as a
nucleus for further crystallization of the components of that mineral
type from trapped liquid. 	 Indeed the planar boundaries of ther
inclusions in 12040,44- plagioclase and pyr. oxene hosts indicate post.-
s
entrapment crystallization, respectively,, of plagioclase and pyroxene
from the trapped liquid. 	 The compositions of the inclusions in the
pyroyene and plagioclase are consistent with a combination of such	 j Rr
, crystallization ` tog:ether vrrlth crystal-liquid differentiation of the
primary liquid.
The inclusion s in the' olivin e will. now-be considered from the
viewpoint of entrapment plus selective removal of olivine.	 Table 1_8
.contains estimates of the original liquid from which the 12-040 44
olivines crystallized.
	
Col'wm 1 is an average of the a inclusions of ?,
devitrified ,glass enclosed in olivine (columns 1-5 j Table 6).	 Column 2
is thcomposition obtaine=d by adding 25:.7% of olivine Fa 40.4 to-/e7.I 6.,x,6 off' co. ian	 a	 The SiO -	 c: o n' U, onit	 s hi gl1ex	 1c,ha 	"thif,t	 f'ox	 the`	 u1k
_
r.
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rocks 120 L4-0 (column 5) and the TiO2 content is lower.
The latter difference may be explainable by crystallization of
ilmenite from the inclusion. 	 ThVs the inclusion of column 5, #
" Table 6 contains a large crystal- of ilmenite at the polished surface, {
and the other inclusions might contain ilmenite not at the plane
of polish.
	
Column 3, Table 18 shows the effect of 10% ilmenite
containing 3 wt . % IVZO and column. 4 shows the effect of addition of both
olivine and ilmenite.
	 Although addition of ilmenite helps the TiO2 Y
content, it causes problems with other elements.
	
Addition of pyroxene
and plagioclase help in explaining; some elements but not others
The texture of the inclusionsargues against removal-of significant E
quantities of pyroxene and plagioclase, and the simplest explanation
is than the olivine crystallized from a liquid of different
composition than the bulk rock.
	 This implies that the minerals of
12o4o., 4 crystallized in at least two chemical regimes:	 for example,
the olivines migl-it have crystallized from a magma of c;;oiposition similar
"	 to colu in 1 of Table 18, and been mechan cally added to a magma, of
different composition leading to the mineral_ assemblage of 12040.
Obviousl y
	the chemical composition of the	 osculated magma isY	 -^	 p	 g
only approximately delineated.
	 The composition of column 4, Table 18
was arbitrarily obtained by	 ('a) choosing I^Ig0_ to be 9.0 wt.%	 (b) adding
10% ilmenite to column. 2, and (c) adding olivine Fa 40.4 to column 1
to obtain the chosen, MgO value.
	 Different amounts of ilmenite and t
olivine lead to different compositions, of course, but all. have higher ^.t s=Si02
 than bulk rock 12040.	 Column 6 y ` Table 18 shows the hSPET` (1970)
analysis of rock 12038 which is the only Apollo 12 ,rock to contain
a high Si02 content.
	 In general it fits moderately well with the
postulated composition of the magma from which the 120 L4.0 olivine
4	 crystallized.
	 A' somewhat better fit can be obtained by interpolating
Uetween columns 1 and 45 but no combination gives a perfect fit.
v Obviously detailed speculation is useless 	 but -the general concep tT	 p	 y	 ^ '	 p E
of an exotic 'origin for the olivine in rock 12040 (and perhaps' of
the pyrox:ene megacrysts) i4 worth pursuing.	 The simplest mechanism ;	 {
involves mechanical 5,ccwnula tion of olivine into a Liquid followed
R	 by crystanizai;ion of the entire liquid, but many complex -,
cryst'al.l ization paths are possible.	 Indeed processes which ' form lava ,	 =
`or4
 othrlr volcanic feature p
 are I raown-to bey cot0l)lex oz^ Earth,
..	 28
and similar complexities are to' be expected for lunar surface rocks,,
2.	 Chemistry of Apollo 12 "gray--mottled" basaltic fragments
Microprobe analyses of "gray--mottled" basaltic fragments are
given in Table 8 in order of decreasing MgO content. 	 Except for
the high P20
	
and low Na20, these analyses would match many5
terrestrial high-alumina basalts. 	 More significant is comparison.
with the Surveyor VII alpha-scattering analyses of Tycho eject,
(Patterson et al., 1970) shown in column 8.	 In making the comparison,
it is important to recognize the limitation of the alpha-scattering -	 r
technique.	 Calcium and potassium cannot be distinguished; the ^.x
-detection level for most elements is greater than -the expected {
concentrations	 (e.g. Zr02 ) e
	
Bearing in mind these limtations,
there is a moderately good correspondence between the mean analysis
of. the "gray.-mottled" fragments and the Surveyor VII analysis.'
Alumina tends to be 1`ow, FeO too high; MgO too high, CaO -+- K20 too low, Ac
a.nd T'i02 too high.	 Later, we shall suggc at that the highlands of
the moon might yield a regolith composed largely of two rock .types: k
(a) pyroxene-plagioclase-rich rocks related to the "gray-mottled"
fragments and (b) plagioclase.-rich rocks related to the anorthositic
suite described "by Wood et al.', 	 (1970) and to a suite of low Mg,K,Fe
plagioclases described here. 	 Column 9 of'Table 8 gives the
composition obtained from a mixture of two-thirds "'gray-mottled" rock
plus one--third anorthite feldspar.	 The agreement with the Surveyor VII
analysis is good when account is taken of the uncertainties in the
•
analyses o
r;
r
Actually a more fundamental' proposition is that the Surveyor VII
analysis suggests a' highland regolith composed principally of
.x
pklagi.o'clase and pyroxene : 	 even if the "gray:.-mottled" fragments and t{zy
the "Plagioclase- rich fragments'" and `plagioc'lase single crystals did .}
not turn out ' to compose the bulk of the *highland regolith., some other is
rocks types rich in plagi ocia se. and pyr. oxene ,should be found.	 This
a rrecs with the refleetiva.ty spectra of lunar highland areas	 (McCord
and Johnson
	
l9`^(0) which suggest a, k^igh ratio off' pyxoxene to oli^Tiz^e.
Returning to the	 gray mottled" fragments, -there are weak~
s T s^ema.tic variations in Si0 ,' Al 0f^, 	 FeQ,	 CaO 	Na, 0, ^,i0	 and P 0
_.	 .. .	 ;2..	 .2.:
r
r
1
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with increasing MgO (Fig. 30). 	 The relation of K2,0 to N O is
erratic, but the distribution of K^0 in the gray-mottled .fragments
is patchy and the microprobe statistics are poor, 	 The specimen
i	 with lowest MgO is apparently anomalous in that P20 5 and TiO2 are
k
low whereas the general trend is for increasing P205 and TiO^ with fdecrep'si ng MgO.	 The SiO '	 CaO, Ti02 and P205 trends cannot be25
explained simply b 	 different proportions of plagioclase 	 	 with ap	 L	 p	 g .. .^
f" low-Ca pyroxene.	 Neither can simple addition of rhyolitic material
i, such as that reported by Roedder and Weiblen (1970) and Drake Pt- al.,
(1970) explain the trends of SiO 2 , Al203 , TiO2 and P20 5 .	 The low
P205 and TiO2 in the specimen of lowest MgO is reminiscent of the	 i
final stages of fractionation of basaltic , magma whereby P2U5
and TiO2` 	 are _depleted by crystallization of apatJ t_e and '11menite(Wager and Deer, 1939) .
	
In generals the composition trends 'bf the
gray-mottled" fragments are similar to those observed for successive
liquid fractions produced by crystallizatiE n .H differentiation of
basaltic  magma. k
F.- MINOR ELEMENTS OF PLAGIOCLASE, OLIVINE A ND PYROXENE
AS INDICATORS OF POPULATIONS IN BRECCIAS AND FINEST
1.	 Introduction
Although some of the fragments in the fines and the breccias #{
I can be identified petrographically because off' the mineral
associations	 (e.g. olivine.-pyroxene-plagioclase-.opaques often ?
identifies a basalt or gabbro) , many of -the fragments are single
E
crystals or glasses.
	 Tools for splitting u	 these fragments intoy	 g	 P	 g	 p	 g `t
different populations' are a prerequisite for any serious 'attempt to
identify the origin of breccias and soils.	 For a g, -.Y en fragment f
size, coarse.-grained precursors are more likely to yieldn,}
monomineralic fragments than fine-grained precursors . 	 The greater
	 - '4
the degree of shock metamorphism, -the greater the yield of glass` and
r
.
the smaller thet  grain' size of unmelted fragments.,
	
Conse q uently a.
o:f
iL
serious attempt has been made to identify fragments especially
monomineralic ones` on the basis of microprobe analyses. t	 ''
Study of the microprobe analyses of Apollo 11: silicates
	
(listed
'	 in tl
 -: special supplement to Geochimi ca Cosinocl,.imica ll.cta,) was only
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mildly encouraging.	 The major chemical zoning across single: crystals,
especially for pyroxene	 hindered unique identification.	 The most
promising seemed to be the minor elements in plagioclase and olivine.
Even for these, plots of the data for -the homogeneous rocks showed such
a wide scatter, that unique identification of fragments seemed unlikely.
However weak correlations and groupings were seen, and it seemed I., possible that some of the scatter . resulted 'from inter- laboratory bias.
Accordingly detailed measurements have been made for Ca	 Na_, K., Mg and
Fe in plagioclase of both Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 rocks, and for Ca,
Ti. Cr and Mn in olivine.
	 Bunch et al.,
	
(1970) presente d a special
publication listing many analyses of plagioclases in Apollo 11 rocks,
which have been used to augment our rata.
E
k:
2.	 Minor- elements in plagioclase.
The analyses of Ca. Na and K are essentially unaffected by
secondary :fluorescence, but those of Mg and Fe can be affected seriously
by fluorescence from neighboring grains of pyroxene ., olivine and opaque
minerals.	 For coarse-grained rocks, all analyses of minor elements
were made at least 50µms away from a neighboring 'Fe-or Mg-bearing
mineral.	 For fine-grained rocks such as ,ferrobasalt 10022, all analyses A'
were made at the center' of grains showing the greatest cross- 'section.
Analyses were closely consistent from grairi to grain showing that
(
such a procedure was operationally successful even though there might
be a near-constant systematic bias.
	
Since such fine-,grained rocks can
be readily recognized as fragments in btreccias, any systematic bias is
unimportant anyway for the present purpose.,
Analytical data are given in Tables 16 and 17.	 Most analyses
are the mean of at least six points.	 The statistical 'error for each
single minor-element analysis is about 0.01% (as standard deviation),
but systematic errors _ cannot be assessed, #'
Figs. 8a,, 9 9a and 10a,respectively, shove the variation. of K, Fe ;>
and Mg with mol.% Ab of 'the ' plagioclase in.' six types of`Apollo 12 i
material. F	 1
(a)	 olivine E';abbro 1204.0,44
(b)	 basaltic 'fragments 12070,145a; (note especially a12)
(c)	 basaltic_ fragments in 'bYeccia 12010, 	 l
d	 ``	 a;	 ^;iottle^? „	r.atzraents	 z^- broc
	
R010,3 l
l
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(e)	 various crystals and fragments i
	
b reccia 12034, 3 x
(f)	 various crystals and fragments in breccia, 12073, 6
Figs. 31a, 32a, and 33a., respectively, show the correlation betweenr
Fe and Mg. Fe and K, and K and Mg.
Figs. 8b, 9b 5 lOb, 31b, 32b, 33b, respectively, show the same
element variations for Apollo 11 material
(a)
	 microgabbro 160 1-7, 56
(b)	 ferrobasalt 10022.37
(c)	 ferrobasalt fragment in breccia 10061
(d)	 single crystals in breccia 10061,29 (some partly shocked)
(e)	 single crystals from fines described separately by Drs. Carman f`
and King of the University of Houston.
Simkin and Smith (1970) discussed the theoretical and practical
problems in the interpretation of minor element concentration in
a
terms of bulk chemical composition of the source magma, physical
conditions of crystallization, and later solid-estate reactions.
	 Any Y
k
speculations made here; must be tested by controlled laboratory
 stiidies
before their validity can be judged.
Fig. 8-shows a general tendency for the K-content to increase; „^^
a	 as the plagioclase becomes more sodie (as noted by various workers).
However for any chosen Ab content, the K-contents show
--a considerable
range much too large to be as cribed to experimental error and some
factor other than crystal-chemical control must be entering.
	 It is
it
tempting to ascribe the general correlation between Na and K to a
f.4
dominant crystal-structural control such that the K- content is in x,
equilibrium with the magma,	 Anorthite is expected to accept little K
!4
in, solid solution, while bYtownite should accept more.
	 The 10022
.
,fG,
ferrobasalt actually has a- less potassic plagioclase than -the 10047
m crogabbro when account is taken` of the Na content, though one might, ,
have suspected from its smaller grain size that it crystallized more
rapidly witil a greater tendency to incorporate minor elements.
	 This
4.
s
type of speculation may be futile, and detailed interpreta.tion of the
a	 K-- content appears unwarranted
Fig, 9 shows a complex relation .of Fe to Y .	 In the” Apollo 11
K	 rocks there is a strong tendency for all data : to fall in one band «
«F«
1
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from Fe-poor anorthite to Fe-rich bytownite, though there -are a few
important exceptions including the sodic members of the Carman--Ding S
3
group. In the Apollo 12 rocks, there is a strong tendency for,the
data to fall into at least two groups: in each group, the Fe content
increases with the Na content, but one group contains several times more
iron than the other one. The tcvo groups appear to radiate from a I
composition near Ab ,Fe 0.1. The high-iron group contains plagioclase
'	 from the olivine gabbro 12o4o.44,., all but one of the basaltic
fragments of 12070,•11 -5,
 and various fragments and crystals from the
breccias. The Tow-iron group consists of single crystals and "gray-
mottled" fragments in the breccias, plus one basaltic fragment from
_12070,11-5
 which optically was indistinguishable from the basaltic
ffragments of the high-iron group. The "gray-mottled" fragments . tend 	 4
to contain more iron than the other members of the low.-iron group.
Note that the main trend of the Apollo 11 group tends to lie midway
between the two 'trends of the Apollo 12 group, also radiating from
about Ab
	
Fe 0,1r
Fig.' 10 shows the relation between Mg and Ab. The data for the
Apollo 12 rocks are fairly similar to those for Fe and Ab. However
the data for the Apollo 11 rocks are quite different from the Fe,Ab
i	 relation. There is no tendency to a, single trend. The 'Mg content of
the plagioclase from the microgabbro decreases ,as the Ab content
increases. The plagioclases from fe_rrobasalt 10027,37 and the
ferrobasalt fragment in breccia 10061,29 have essentially -the same Mg
content even though their Na contents are quite different. The grain
size of the breccia fragment is slightly coarser than that of the
	
!
ferr.obasalt 10027 so that secondary excitation should tend to be
greater for the latter. Apart from the microgabbro, the data tend to
fall into two groups radiating from about Abp,, Mg 0.03.	 - ' iN
Fig. 31 correlates Fe with Mg 'irrespective of Ab content of the
plagioclase. For the Apollo 12 plagioclases, Fe tends to increase
t
with Mg, radd ating from Fe 0.1, Mg 0.0 to Fe 1.0 5 Sg 0.2. For the `	 n
x Apollo 11 plagioclases ., the data seem to fall into several groups.	 °.
Many single crystals -from brecc a 10061,29 tend to fall into a band
radiating from Fe 0 1,Mg U .0 to ^^'e 0.5., rig 0.24 fair. ly^ similar to the
'band for the Apollo 12 rocks. For the irtic'rogabbro, Fe increases as
e.
..	 ..	
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Mg decreases, a correlation observed in the coexistin g py' roxenesa
Fig. 32 correlates Fe and K.	 For the Apollo 12 plagioclase,L
the data tend t.o fall into two bands radiating from about Fe 0.1.
r	 K 0.05 , to Fe"1.1, K 0.0T and Fe 0.4 5 K 0,,4.	 Note the unusual basaltic' 
fragment a12 with high K and low Fe rather than the low K and high Fe
of .the other fragments. 	 The crystals from breccias 12034 and 12073
tend to have low Fe and low K though some have high Fe contents. 	 The
mottled fragments from breccia 12010, 31 form a distinct population.
Fig. 33 correlates K and Mg, and the complex relations are obvious.
Since completion of our fist measurements on minor _ elements in
plagioclase, measurements were made on plagioclase from various
fragments in 12070,145w; 1201 .4, 26C and 10035E selected because of
their "whitish" color (see appendices 1, 3 and 4).	 Figs	 12 and 13
show the relations between mol.% Ab and wt % K and Fe, and between
wt . % K and wt . % Fe.
	 All the specimens are low in - Fe except for the
M
12044 ,;26C7 and 12070,145w4 fragments,	 The spread of K--values is
fairly large suggesting that detailed study using higher statistical,
a	 accuracy might be worth.- fnile .
Figs. 34 and 35 show data .for plagioclases from Apollo_ 11 fines
and , breccias reported by Bunch., Keil and Prinz (1970) . 	 The relation ,.
between,K20 and mol.% Ab is similar to that given here in rig. 8b.
The, areal distribution of data points for .FeO and mol.% Ab is rather
wide, unlike that given in Fig. 9b. 	 This suggests a.wider diversity
i4
of plagioclase in the fines and - breccias than in the basaltic and
microgabbroic }.nand specimens.	 It is interesting that all the
plagioclases from fines 10084 have low FeO content, whereas the breccias
show a wider distribution. 	 The relation between FeO and K20 confirms k;
the idea of a wide diversity of source material.
Although laboratory studies are needed, we suggest that there
"	 is a fundamental, distinction between the high-Fe and low-Fe
plagioclases.
	
The former type seem to occur in ' lunar rocks kcnuwn, to
have crystallized at high temperature from iron-rich melts.	 The latter
type*are confined to the fines and breccias, tempting one t0 suggest
that they derive from anearly crus'te	 Their low Fe contents probably
would be consistent with crystallization at a lower t(empera.t'ure
(perhaps in a -plutonic environment) and from a 11.quid 'less rich zn -,
„'iron..Possibly thermal metamorphism has 1 o d to.i.redt^c^..io^ _off'' a p^aanar^
- ate-
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;iron content:	 indeed some plagioclases in the fragments show
brownish inclusions which might indicate exsolution of an iron
}	 oxides
	
•	 - t..r
At this stage, any general conclusions must be tentative.
However the following seem to be worth pursuing:
(a)	 distinct plagioclase populations can be identified in breccias
and from the fines on the basis of the elements Na, Pe, Mg and K.
At a minimum, this provides a tool- for comparing different breccias
and fines.	 At a maximum it may provide some estimate of the
proportions of various source materials.
	 Unfortunately base surge
may , be rather inhomogeneous ; 	 however it is -worth trying to match
plagioclase populations from different depths of core tubes at
A
different sites on the Moon, chosen on the basis of surface
stratigraphy. ,.
(b)	 the composition And
 Ab :K 0. 03, Fe 0.1, Mg 0.01 seems to have
some common significance to both Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 materials
Apart from a rare plagioclase or maskelynite grain with a
composition even closer to An100, this An96 composition marks the
beginning of trends to more sodic compositions'. 	 Is it possible that
this is the composition of the earliest plagioclase to crystallize
near the surface of the Moon, and that all more sodic compositions rz
result from liquid-crystallization differentiation combined with
remelting?
	 If the ideas of plagioclase accumulation from a 'melted ,s
Moon into a primitive' crust are correct, this composition may
1
represent such floated plagioclase.
	 However it should be noted tha t
fractiona]- melting of crystallized plagioclase can produce a more
calcic plagizoclase plus a more sodic liquid, thereby reversing the
rg
trend of progressive crystallization from a liquid.
	 This topic is
N discussed in detail in a later section, but it is obvious that the
trend for microgabbro 1004-7,56 in Fig, 31b warns against naive ^`4
,speculation .
(c)	 the breccias 'cer'tainly contain' plagioclase and Mass fragments.
not represented as hand specimens of basaltic or gabbr. oic
 rock.
Of course,	 fragments of plagioclase­
 rich rocks
	 (anortl-iosites, ga:b,broie
anorthosites, plagioclase vitrophyres) had been descr^_bed by many
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and by implication appropriate rock bodies should, exist somewhere
on the Loon.
	
The present data suggest that exotic plagioclases
ffi	 range in composition from Abp to Ab2 , all with low Mg and Fe content.
The plagioclases from the"gray-.mottled" fragments are particularly
interesting 
.
as described elsewhere.
	 Hopefully all fragments without
'.	 a hand-specimen as parent
	 lose their orphaned status in future
Apollo missions, pe rmitting careful study of the range of minor-
element  content,
3.	 Minor elements in olivine.
The data for minor elements in olivine are rather sparse,
because of the low abundance ` of olivine in Apollo 13, samples, and the
restricted nature of publications on Apollo 12 samples. 	 The following
discussion is therefore very preliminary.	 Fig. 26 show's the variation-
of Ti0 2 , CaO-9 Cr203 and MnO in Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 olivines.
The Tio
	 anal: ses of Apollo 11 olivines vary from 0 to 0.6 in an2	 y
erratic ma.nnelH , and it seems possible that some of the variation i7 r,#
results from` analytical error or sdconda.ry fluore-scence from nearby R. f'
ilmenite.
	
Data for Apollo 12 olivines indicate TiO 2 contents less ^
than 0.1% except for -the value of 0.18 obtained by Bence et al.,
(1970) for rock 12052.
Analyses of MnO should not be affected by secoxida.ry fluorescence.
The Apollo 11 data combined together from five groups of investigators
show- a general increase of MnO with fayal.i_te molecule, consistent with
 1
the trend found by Simkin and Smith (1970) for terr6strial olivines. ^r}i"
The data points for olivines in lunar fines lie ,above those for	 1 i
olivines from Apollo 11 basalts.	 This difference might arise merely
F
from accidental differences of calibration between the difference
investigators, but if 'truly correct suggests` some difference in 	 w 1,
crystallization environment.
	
The trend line' has been assigned visualD r
and has no statistical significance.C
The MnO analyses of Apollo 12 olivines reveal similar values to 	 {^. fr	 '4V,
those of Apollo ll samples
	 Three camp"les (our "mottled-gray"' fragment t}`:.
1^?010, 31a and two data. paints from 12013) appear to have low MnO 1
contents, whereas the 12052 olivine appears to have a high i nO content.,
x
^
The Ca0 analys es of A.pol.lo ll olivines .suggest two -distinct
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populations, one with CaO contents near 0.25.-0.4 and one with
CaO 'between 0 .09 and 0.15.	 For terrestrial samples. Simkin and
Smith	 1 6	 found that there was a sharp distinction between
nearly all plutonic and volcanic ol- vines . 	 The -latter had Ca
contents mostly above 0.1 while the former had values mostly below
O.1:_	 Certainly all olivines from Apollo 11 basaltic rocks belong to
the high-Ca ,category consistent with their volcanic origin.	 The [
low--Ca category contains olivines from microanorthosites, brecc a, and #
fines, but some other olivines from ''rnicroanortnostes, brecca and
fines belong to the high Ca category.	 Tentatively we suggest that
high-Ca olivines grew at high temperature and did not equilibrate to
low temperature, whereas low-Ca olivines either grew at a lower
temperature or equilibrated to a lower 'temperature after growing at
high temperature.	 The CaO contents of.Apollo 12 olivines also indicate
O	 two populations, though the data., of course, are sparse.	 Data from
If
	 fragment 12010, 31a and x],2013 rock suggest that these a
Docks have -e.q_uilibrated to a lower temperature e .	 have these rocks
undergone thermal,_ metamorphism (see elsewhere)? <	 Present data for
olivines from gabbros and from an olivine vitrophyre yield "expected"
values of CaO 0.3 to O. 4, but the value < of 0.59 by Bence et al._,	 for -:
rock 12052 is unusually high and deserves rechecking.
The Cr203 data for Apollo 11 olivines probably define two
F^
populations.-
	 (a) a high- Cr population with a strong positive
correlation between Cr and Mg, and (b) a low-Cr population.
Unfortunately Cr was not determined on all the microanorthosite F:
fragments.	 However comparison with the Cao data shows that there is
not a one-to-one correspondence between -the low-Ca and low-Cr
	 =
,f
'
populations.	 All the low-Cr olivines came from fines and breccia, -,
: and all four microanorthosite samples fall in the low-Cr category.
.;jx
>.^x
it is tempting to suggest that olivines from the early crust of the
Moon  are low in Cr ry' and that olivines derived from later volcanic
e
activity are high in Cr.
	
if this proposition turns out to be true;
it has major implications for' the c.h.emica! differentiation of the ^ft
Moon 
	 especially as the oxidation state ;of .C):° may change from early -
to late li uids
	
(see Haggerty , et al b	 (lr is	 for evidence that Crq	 ^s 	 ^	 ).
in 10020 olivine -is in the divalent state, not the trivalent state
ILL
if
`	 implicitly assumed by use of Cr20	 in the diagrams and text) ,	 The
Cr203 data for Apollo 12 o'l ivines are equivocal, and must await
r	
additional data especially for Mg-rich samples before a discussion
is warranted.
In summary, the minor-element contents of olivine suggest that
detailed study may yield information on the thermal history and
oxidation environment of the host rock.	 However detailed laboratory
studies will be needed first	 At the present time, minor element
analyses of olivine are of value principally as a tool for looking
for different populations.
G.	 METAMORPHISM O N THE MOON.
Me am,orphic processes on the Moon cannot be classified simply,
and cannot be defih.itely distinguished except in extreme cases.
Furthermore it is probable that impact processes lead to a whole
.	 range of processes, some falling into the domain of shock metamorphism
and some consisting of thermal sintering  and solid-state annealing.
An example may be useful; 	 crystallization of coarse-grained
rocks probably occurs in the early stage of consolidation of the
Moon to form an early crust. 	 The plagioclase and pyroxene should
undergo extensive atomic adjustment to low--entropy varieties as a°
result of solid-state annealing.	 Meteoritic impact could cause a
great range of processes under the general heading of shock -Xc
metamorphism ranging from simple fracturing through lamellar
features to formation of diaplectic glass. 	 Some of the impact s=
products should be carried into a fluidized bed (base surge) and
undergo thermal sintering as the bed cooled down producing an
'indurated breccia.	 Later reworking o'f, the breccia by further.
k,
}
impacts or by incorporation into lava flows would cause additional
complications.
' In this section, we attempt, to point out some features
involving metamorphism wh i ch we feel a. -1- 	 important to understanding
`	 the, consolidation of lunar rocks.
Section B of this report demonsfrrated that thermal sintering
in the laboratory produces textures observed in lunar brecclas".1
I^^any- experiment
	 ^;c^uld be needed to ^ e tc x^?; ,e. the -dotal l ed e-ffer : 5
_. 01 ':the texture off' . (a)	 time
	 (b)	 temperature
	 (e;	 deformation of	 •
f
t3
r
,
starting material.	 Certainly the time required to produce the
texture of Fig. ld was rather short(e.g.    3 days at loll 5° C) .	 We
y	 believe that many *of the features seen in lunar breccias result
from thermal sintering occurring during consolidation of base
surges. 	 If the latter reach a thickness of several meters, the
cooling rate of the interior should be sufficiently slow to provide
'time for the thermal sintering, especially of shocked material
r
whose high entropy. would favor recrystallization.
Another` important mechanism for production of breccia may be
engulfment of regolith. in lava flows. 	 We have not seen evidence
for such a process, but the appropriate specimens may not have been
collEcted.
Solid-state annealing must occur on the Moon if minerals_
y	
crystallize from deep lava lakes or magma chambers.	 The dryness
of the lunar rocke so far collected suggests the paucity of protonb
•	 catalysts (Smith et a.l_,- 1970), and atomic migration should be
less pronounced in lunar than in terrestrial rocks. 	 The fine
scale of the Lmmixing of pyroxenes (Fernandez-Moran et al., 1970;
Bailey et al., 1970) may result from limited range of atomic
migration.-	 There are a few reports of optically-visible exsolution ,;:
lamellae in	 (e.g. ;Brown et al., 1970) 	 but 'visible }}
lamellae are rare even though Mossbauer resonance- studies have
x
s
revealed strong migration of Fe atoms into preferred sites. 	 For	 t
;p
.h
instance, Hafner and Virgo (1970) demonstrated that clinopyroxenes sf
.from rocks 1.0003 and 10044 probably equilibrated to temperatures
below 6000 C in spite of a high activation barrier. fx
Some of the Apollo 11 basalts show textures suggesting thermal ;{
•	 metamorphism.	 The	 complete study is by James and Jackson ,x
(1970) who stated that about half of the intersertal basalts frol7i ff
the Apollo 11 suite appear to have been thermally metamorphosed.
^As evidence they compared the textures with those from terrestr i al t
examples such as blocks of crust foundered in 'a lava lake. `}
They alsb pointed to the diverse textures of the micro--
r	 anorthos^_te (or plagioclase-rich microgabbro) fragments thought'
by 'Wood et al. -,	 (1970) to have been derived from the lunar highlands.
^ f`o.^I	 1^	 er 3 a ^,y .. of	 t.exture	 they	 sug,. r^ zr _ 	 t^	 L	 ^rzc' r	 y
r-
a
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,cumulates,
	
some have been, horn.felsed `or recrystallized, and many
have been highly metamorphosed by shock processes".
We concur with the interpretation, of these textures. 	 However
we are sceptical of textural interpretation s and have wondered
1	 whether quantitative support might be obtained from chemical
evidence. 	 Simkin and Smith (1969) pointed out the sharp distinction.::
between plutonic and volcanic terrestrial olivines in -that the former
contained more Ca than the latter:
	 however they were unable to decide
whether the difference was primary or resulted from prolonged
annealing under plutonic conditions.
	 Until laboratory experiments °.
have been carried out, it will not be possible to assess the
significance of annealing in determining the Ca content of olivine:
Those Apollo 11 basalts ascribed by James and Jackson (1970) -to thermal {
3.
annealing contain. high-Ca -olivines suggesting that near.-surface
metamorphism on the Moon does not cause reduction of Ca content of
olivine.	 Perhaps the low•=Ca`olivines on the Moon indicate primary
crystallization under plutonic conditions rather than subsequent 4
annealing.
The Fe content of lunar plagioclase is quite variab ,e_, and there r
is a clear distinction between low-Fe plagioclases from certain
ragments of Apollo 11 and 12 materials, and high-Fe ,plagioclases F
from basaltic rocks and certain fragments.	 Again the effect of
metamorphism is unknown, though it seems likely that the low Fe-
content is a primary feature rather than the effect of metamorphism.
Certainly many of the low--Fe plagioc tlases occur in fragments showing
metamorphic textures, but others occur in unshoeke,d single crystals x
or in fragments with little or no textural evidenceof metamorphism.
Temporarily we shall assume that at least most of the low-Ca
olivines and low-Fe plagioclase are displaying a primary ;chemical y
feature unaffected by ;shock metamorphism.
H.
	
SIGNIFICANCE OF DARE ROCK TYPES.
°	 The basaltic and gabbroic rocks and fragments of the Apollo 11
A
and 12 suites probably derive mainly. from late 'lava flows ` or near-
surface magma clambers and certainly do not' gi^r	 a balanced`
representation of lunar surface rocks .
	
'the' exotic fragments are.,
oft
 particular interest for 'the elucidation of the petrology of the
lunar surface and perhaps of fairly deep-seated rocks elevated ,,by- y
4o a
r
deep impacts and volcanic ac ion.
Exotic fragmen-^s so .far identified include plagoclase-rch
,r
rocks, olivine-rich rocks, pyroxene-rich rocks, and	 gray mottled r1
rocks.	 The plagioclase--rich rocks (found only in Apollo 11 soil
and breccia) have anorthite plagioclase in which Fe and Mg decrease
and K increases with.decreasing anorthite convent (Fig. 36).	 This
trend suggests a differentiation control with the liquid becoming
impoverished in Fe and Mg and enriched in IL with crystallization.
However the effect is small and could reflect crystal-chemical
control or other factors. 	 A contrary indication of differentiation
is found in the negative correlation between soda content- of
plagioclase and iron content of olivine for anorthositic fragments
as a group (Fig. 37).	 This trend is contrary to that found in
P terrestrial and lunat rocks from the mare.	 Mechanical mixing of
late olivine with early plagioclase, accretion of sodic plagioclase
_	 e.
fr_
I'and  magnesian olivine during crystallization ., reduction of iron
during crystallization, and sheer coincidence are possible exp.lanat ons
. IF
of this curious anomaly. 	 ti
Whatever their origin anorthositic rocks have a color and
composition: consistent with highland properties.	 if indeed derived
from the highlands, the textures and compositions of the anorthositic
rocks indicate an early stage of differentiation involving {
crystallization from a melt and mechanical enrichment' in plagioclase
either on a local or a planetary scale or both.
Rocks rich in olivine and/or pyroxene are rare in breccia and
soil of Apollo 11 and 12 samples. 	 They contain interstitial glasses
whose basaltic ' composition (Table 9) 	 suggests ,a cummulate' origin'
of the rocks probably within thin lava flows but possibly as a ! S
^.: s
result of global processes Later modified by impact remelting. ^r
Gray mottled. Fragments have textures and compositionsG
indicative of a complex history :involving probable crystallization =^ry
differentiation and certain fragmentation and recry stallization. 	 F.
t
Li
They are gray because of abundant plagioclase and pale,--colore 
low--Ga pyroxent and mottled because of granular to poikilitic
s intergrowth of 'small grains.	 Their variation in composition with
I
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P205 and TiO 2 reach a maximum and then decline as MgO decreases
(Pig. 30).	 Calculations show that the observed variation cannot
result simply from mixture of plagioclase and pyroxene or of
granitic c omponent but must invplve correlated changes in the
to
compositions and abundances of the plagioclase and pyroxene.	 The
w	 generally high phosphate content suggests a moderate degree of
differentiation and/or non-removal as phosphide due to lack of
adequate reduction.	 The low Hf content of zircon is appropriate
for an early stage of crystallization of zircon.	 The high abundance
of Zr argues for about 100-fold enrichment over chondritic levels
However, the behavior of phosphorus and zirconium in crystal/liquid
differentiation are not well understood and the present
interpretation is tentative.	 In any case the' high concentrations
both of highly-charged incompatible elements such as P and Zr'and
early 'crystallizing elements such as Mg and Ca are an important
feature which the gray mottled fragments share with the Apollo 11
and 12 basaltic rocks. 	 Either. the Moon may be anomalously rich in
t	 highly charged elements, or the low content of alkalis in lunar f>
magmas (by analogy with calcic terrestrial magmas) may be important
in causing early precipitation of minerals rich in large highly--
charged ions.	 Hence' lunar basalts may be P- and Zr-`rich whereas
lunar ferrobasalts and dacites may be poor in P and Zr.
The gray mottled fragments are excellent candidates for
highland material because they are light in color and are similar in -_
composition to Surveyor 7 r`egolith (Table 8)., 	 The compositional
similarity is as good as for gabbroic anorthosite. 	 However
deficiencies 'remain for both gray mottled fragments 	 (CaO too low)	 c
and gabbroic anorthosite (Al 03 too high), suggesting that the
Surveyor 7 material contains more Ca-rich .pyroxenes than. either
r	 gabbroic ano.rthosite' or gray mottled fragment`s . 	 We do not know how.
b
representative the Surveyor 7 site is of highlands in general. t	 '
}	
Spectral reflectivity studies sugges+t that - the lunar highlands are r1
rich in pyroxene (McCord and Johnson (1970).	 Generally the
highlands probably are pyroxene and 	 lagioclase 'rich IDUt , this is not'^
very restrictive. 	 The old age obtained on Luny rock I From Apollo 11
(Albee et al..,
	 1970)	 suggests that Cray mottled rocks are old since
the . tae trc grap^iy _.end_ r,^ine.ra.l:ogy_' o ^.. Luz^^^;,._r,^^l^_.^. ^_s ' ^ dentical to many:.
A..:	 1
x
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gray mottled fragments.	 The complex texture of the gray mottled
*fragments also suggests an ancient age.	 The old age is the most
_compelling evidence of a .highland source for the gray mottled
fragments.	 Comparable evidence has not been obtained so far for a
the anorthositic rocks.
The mineralogy and chemistry of -the gray mottled fragments are
close to the enriched eucrite proposed by Cxast et al., 	 (1970)
as a source of the Apollo 11 ilmenite basalts:	 rich in low-Ca
pyroxene and plagioclase, and containing -a minor phase rich in
light rare earth -elements (whitlockite seems appropriate) .- 	 Gray
mottled fragments have too much potassium and probably . too little {
titanium to serve as a simple source for Apollo 11 or 12 basalts.
We conclude that any connection 'between gray mottled fragments and
dark basalts is less direct than simple parent-daughter and	 includes F-
" additional chomical fractionation of either or both subsequent to any
postulated common ancestry. .4
H.'	 SliGG 'S TED PLTRuLOGIC D1F1 EF^ENTIAT lOi^ ` OF	 ^00I` 	 PAYING
	
FIB $
TO STRA' IGRAPHIC AND AGE DATA AS WELL AS CHEMICAL DATA-.
1.	 Introduction..
In spite of the paucity of samples, it is important to `d evelop
working models for the petrologic evolution of the Moon in order
to guide future planning.
	 Although most of the returned 'samples
are fragments of mare lavas, some of the material cail be ascribed to
an older lunar crust probably now represented by highland regions e F";
Taken together with evidence on lunar density, moments of inertia
albedo	 strati ra z •
	and gravity , ' the followin g
 conclusionsg	 €	 p Y	 {^-ravi  Yy
are farm;
(a)
	 the material composing the outer few kilometers comprJ ses a,'. range
of rock types different from those in -the deep interior of the Moon
(b)
	 the Major process responsible for this di.fferenco is crystal- t,
liquid diff'erentiation
(c)	 all the present specimens . (eXcept for a small amount ascribed ES
to meteorites) fit intothe general <group of possible dif'f erentiates
from a.n ultr.abasie parent', but the individual d I i f f e ri e r, ces require ^ --
core lex ida:osyricratic'va•ria.t ions
_
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(d)	 extensive melting occurred early in, 	-the Moon's history followed
by a complex cooling history modified by impacts.
The petrologic questions are now seen to be rather subtle and
t. probably not answerable except by a prolonged exploration analogous
to geological survey of the Earth.
	
However future Apollo missions
should help to narrow the uncertainty in the following questions:
(a)	 what is the range and frequency of rock types in the lunar crust?
(b)
	
what is the time interval between the formation of the lunar
crust and late lava flows and craters?
(c)	 how extensive is the contribution of material from late accretion
and what is its composition?
(d)	 how much of the Moon was melted:
	
in particular was melting
essentially complete, resulting in extreme differentiation with
formation of a metal--sulfide core and olivine-rich mantle?
(c)	 did liquid persist continuously from the time of initial
melting to the eruption of mare lavas, or was there	 discrete remelting_a
epj.sodc producing lavas from either material differentiated earlier
T	 or from previously undifferentiated material? is
(f)	 did extensive outgas sing of the Moon occur during early
differentiation?
"	 (g)	 what were the relative contributions of impact-produced melt'
and internally--produced melt as a function of time and position on
the Moon?
We now proceed to quote some of the evidence bearing on these t
questions, and conclude with a suggested working model for petrologic
u
;x
differentiation.
	 The tentative nature of the model should be
emphasized.
	 Readers are referred to our earlier papers (Anderson
e:% al.,
	 1970y
	 Smith et al.,	 1970a,U)	 for various ideas'incorporated
into the present sch eme.'
f	 2.	 Evidence for ex tensive crystal--li quid fractionation
This sub-section amplifies arguL'nen.ts in Smith et al . ,
	
(1970b) . r
Ueither the dark basaltic rocks nor th y; lighter colored gabbroic
anorthos1 t s nor thc, 'gray-mottled" fragments' can be representative Pr
individually of the entire Moon. 	 The 'dark basa.lts would Yi eld <a
`	 density too high for the Moon both ' ber ai ,se of their _zero pressure
i u j
	^.a,nd^, 1^cc.a	 ^, o	 , r r	 ssu cep lndtzc-? d 4 a nvers^_on.	 (	 .{ - I ar, a• and...
,f
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Biggar, 1970; Ringwood and Essene, 1970).	 The gabbro c
% anorthosites would yield too low a density, unless the plagioclase--
poor varieties were considered.	 The "gray-mottled" fragments
presumably have ,a high content of radioactive elements since they
are analogous to the dark part of 12013 (special issue Earth and
Planet. Sci. Letters; Sept. 1970):
	
hence any substantial
contribution of "gray.-mottled" material to the Moon would have
caused extensive melting and profound differentiation early in
the-Moon's history.
	 The only plausible conclusion is that the
Moon's interior is chemically distinct from the exterior. f
Two fundamentally different processes to explain a heterogeneous
Moon are:	 1) crystal-liquid differentiation and 2) late accretion
of material of different composition from early materials 	 Obviously
ad hoc accretion models can "explain" any chemical distribution,
'but this merely evades the issue unless a specific origin of the
accreting material is proposed. `
	
If one pursues the route of
differential accretion,	 there must be some r-!xt,e.rnal source of
basalts and of the lighter.-colored plagioclase andpyroxene-rich
materials.
	 The most plausible source of differential accretion
involves bodies already in Earth'- orbit since bodies in Sun-orbit
(e.g. asteroids and comets) should explode on impact.	 The Moon a
might have accreted from a sediment ring (Opik,, 1955 5 1961 3 19679
Ringwood, ]_966), but there is no reason to expect that such a
source would yield the required rock types at the Moon's surface. '}?
However, we do accept the likelihood that late accretion. has
occurred- during the formation of certain basins
	 (see later) .	 If
such late accretion has actually occurred on a local scale,
	 there±
would be detailed ,variations in, the petrologic development of the ^f
-Moon`.
	
The simplest suggestion is that the late material has an
ultrabasic composition similar to but not necessarily :identical zI
with that of the bulk Moon.
	 If this late material melted and ,
mingled with earlier differentiated material, there would be 'a {
ry
local reversal of the differs+ntia.tion scheme. 	 Unquestionably the
products of such ' a local reversal would be hard to distinguish
from all the other products f. Duna in the rubble of the Moon r s
surface.
tt
f!
?	 r
?
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3 .	 Extent of crystal-liquid fractio ,ation.
Temporarily accepting crystal.-liquid differentiation, rather
than heterogeneous accretion (lJa.eyy 1962) as the major process
a	 R	 for. chemical variation in the Moon, we now ask to what depth such
differentiation has occurred.
	
At this tithe, there is no clear
•	 answer.	 The Ringwood (1966) model of a, small degree of partial
melting at several hundreds of kilometers in a pyroxenite Moon
about 1 billion years after accretion has been defended by
Kingwood (1970) on the basis of Apollo 11 data. 	 Wood et al.,	 (1970) r,
proposed that the lunar highlands consist of anorthosite
isostatcally supported on material of ilmenite ferro-basalt
It
composition.	 For 'a 3Kms height difference between highlands and
maria, and a density: contrast of 0.4 . gm/cm3 , the highland slab
` would be about 25Ems thick.	 Such a thickness would require several ^?
hundreds of kilometers of basalticparent. 	 However all the data in
«	 this calculation are highly uncertain including the estimate of
height difference (see Smi th et al_., 1970b) and density contrast, f
The tolerances range all the way from complete melting of the s.	 ,
w	 s	 s	 ki lome ters.	 heMoon to _.pelting of only a` fey t^.Qn^ or hundred f ;   	 z
shakiness of -the calculation is even more apparent now that
gray-.mottled" fragments are potential candidates for highland
material.	 _ z t
Chemical estimates of the extent of melting, based on such
features as element abundances including the rare-earth anomaly
(see  Gast et al. 5	 1970;	 Goles et a1:. 	 19 70 ; Haski n et a;1. 	 1970 •
hLurthy et al.,	 1970; Pzilpott s and Schnetzler, 1970) and the ;.
distribution of variouselements such as Cr and U (Kingwood, 1970),
are also uncertain since the fractionation factors, ` for possible t3
deep.- seated parents ., and the effect of local remelting are un:knoiai. iY
The calculations of Wakita and Schmitt (1970) are valuable clues
to the extent of differentiation as estimated from distribution
t
of rare earth e-lemen.ts in basalts and anorth.osit,es	 however these i
also suffer From uncertainties in the composition of ^'^ .ghland
z
and deep-seated material.
In yield - of the uncertainties, we shall pa oceed to ;suggest a
d<:ta led model based on that proposed earlier b`y us	 (S'mith et . al ,
pf	 1970a,b ) namely formationz of a crust rich in plagioclase- rich 1
rock and basalt underlain by a ferrobasaltic liquid	 tse.f underlain
A by pyroxene and olivine rich .rocks °	The existence of the liquid
was prolonged by heating from radioactive elements and by tidal >°
', and impact effects.
	 Particularly we now discuss the detailed effects
resulting from impacts on a slowly-.cooling crust, and relate them r
to the evidence on lunar stratigraphy neglected in our earlier papers.
For purposes of discussion we shall suppose that the	 gray-mottled
fragments represent one part of a basaltic portion of the crust,
and the ga.bbroic anorthosite plus plagioclase clasts :represent
plagioclase--ri^h cumulate rocks. 	 '.these fragmental materials have
undergone major changes during disruption of a highland crust and
during transport;	 however they currently provide the best clues
!;o highland material,`
The present scheme contrasts with that recently proposed by
Baldwin (1.970x.) in -that it does not invoke a discrete stage of deep
melting to produce )nare lavas a long time after formation of mare
} (see later).
	
However the present scheme does agree with the general i.
idea of a hot differentiated Moon cooling arid becoming rigid from 4
the surface inwards, and we endorst, many of his arguments.
Before -proceeding to the scheme, it is necessary to briefly
review stratigraphic and morphological evidence on the Moon.
Mutch (1970) gave a general' treatment of the progress in k
distinguishing formations and determining a relative time scale.t
Such a time scale can be derived from (a) superposition of a later
v`,formation over an earlier formation, as typified by adjacent basins
and , (b) comparison of treater density and 'morphialogy. 	 The
'technical literature is 'immense, much of it as technical reports
and only a few papers are referenced here	 A forthcoming paper. by
Lovmmn (1971) is an excellent summary of the available data on the
geologic evolution of the Moonand lists man - detailedpapers,9	 ,Y ^s
It also offers a detailed model which overlaps considerably with x
-the present model.	 Pohn and Offield (1970) and bffield and
Pohn (1970) deduce the relative ages of major lunar features on; the
basis of crater morphology (especially' degradation of rim features),   
Baldwin (1970b) modified earlier estimates of', ages deduced from
crater' coi)nts, tasking into account-both incre,4sing viscosity with
tJ
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time, and decreasing mass flux of incoming particles.	 The
relative ages deduced by Baldwin and by Pohn and O.ffield differ
considerably in detail but general relations are similar.	 Hartmann
(1970) vain	 measured ages of 3,7 and 3.3 b.y. for Apollo 11.tlZe-
and 12 surface lavas produced a quantitat ive estimate of the decrease i
'	 with time of mass flux of incoming bodies. 	 In addition he documented
ideas of a change in source and velocity of incoming materialo
many pertinent- earlier .references are given in these papers including
the work of Baldwin, Kuiper
	
Shoemaker, Hackman and Ureyo
4. - Tentative model for evolution of rocks near the Moon 's surfac e.
The model is arbitrarily broken into four stages, but the
Y
petrologic development is continuous.
(a) .a ccretion:	 perhaps near 4 6 -b n y. ago.	 The Moon underwent the
ma jor --:g ar «t of its accretion over a short time interval.
rt
The major problem concerning the source material is the low
^.
4
content of volatiles (such as the alkali metals) inferred to occur
R.
n fi'-)e Moon from the Apollo 11 and 12 samples.	 One possibility is
evaporation from a boiling lunar surface (several authors but
especially O'Hara et al, ,  1970) .	 Another possibility involves
some process associated with accretion from the solar nebulas
r`rr.
Intuitively one tends to look towards the latter since it appears
to be difficult to modify the composition of a major part of thei
Moon just by surface boiling<,
	
however no quantitative estimates
have been made of the efficacy of such a process. 	 Undoubtedly f
some loss of volatiles occurs at the "lunar surface but it may prove z
^'to Yee .a' minor effect.	 1
Anders (1970) argued for unequal accretion of the Earth and
Moon.
	 The planets were supposed' to accrete at falling temperature r
such that volatile material accreted' last. 	 If the Moon were in FA
Earth orbit during accretion, it would have a higher encounter 	 ?
veloci ty
 and hence.: a lower cross- section of capture of Sun-bound r:
material.,	 Thus accretion of volatile material would be. less 	 ► ^	 ^
efficient i,lzan for Martha 	 A mechanisi	 )`i yieldinga Lower content ?
of Pe in the Moon., and a higher content of refractory elements is.
also needed to supplement-' this proposal.. 	 Singer and Banderman
(1970) made calculat
.
ions for Andcr s,model and concluded that the
_r
depletion of volatioes on the Moon, with respect to Earth is so
great that the Moon must have accreted independently of Earth and j
was captured later.
	 The accretion model for the Moon-Earth 1
system is controversial, - and the appropriate physical and chemical
r
processes need considerable study. t
The simple tidal version of Earth -fission, and the more complex
model of fission by vaporization followed by condensation of
refractory material (Ringwood, 1966) is another_ candidate for
explaining the source of Moon material.
	
However its chemical and
physical features involve various ad hoc assumptions, are highly
controversial and cannot be evaluated here
Catastrophic capture of the Moon by the Earth following separate
accretion of the Moon has been invoked repeatedly. but there has io
{ been no discussion of possible chemical changes during capture`.
Ts it possible that the p,roto-Earth and proto---Moon accreted
separately, and that during catastrophic capture the proto--Moon
was disri, pted into- a turbulent cloud?
	 Are there physical and
chemical processes (<, g	 liquid :ivmmiscibi,li ty of metallic and
silicate phases plus collision effects) which permit (a) capture
' of most of the metallic part of 'the proto^ Moon and only some of
its silicate (b)	 loss of volatiles to the outer planets and (c)
A
_ accretion of volatile-depleted-silicate plus a little metal to, ;..
form the Moon. {
We conclude that we have no certain indications of the. origin
of the Moon and of its initial temperature and bulk composition. 
Consequently for a working model, we choose to assume that although
some volatile loss has o-curred at the Moon's surface the major.
features of-the bulk composition (low volat':,_les, 	 low redox potential,,*
metal--silicate ratio) belong to some stage or stages prior to r4
chemical differentiation of`, the Moon.
	
We shall assume- that `x
melting affected a major part of the Moon, perhaps the entire Moon:.
t
Inge shall also assume titat the Moon captures sat, eJ_lites in Earth.
orbits or near-circular' sun orbits a; considerable period after
formation of the ma	 "oodys
(ia }Major crysta.l^ J i ' u.id' fr .ctionati.on	 perhaps up to ?^ b . T.	 ado.
- The Major fractionation produc ed three products:`
(	 )	 racks d. m...n tech b _.4ma ;ne si n rolivine and . pyroxene _ . }+e- rich_. ri
PIeta1 an 	 suIfidey and minor phases in,cl.udi_ng 'CT,^-'ri c 	 ox^^es
i.
L1.9	 ..	 i
j1agioclase(ii)	 rocks dominated by calcic 	 (An	 An85)^6
low Ca pyroxene (Wo	 En	 Fs	 ) and low- Fe aug to
1.0	 70	 20
(iii) basaltic residual liquids incorporating "rhyoliti c"
material plus concentrations of various elements.
Because of density differences between crystalline phases
and coexisting liquid, the (i) rocks would -tend to move towards
the Moon's center and might even form a distinct "onion-ring"
structure of metal--sulfide core surrounded by ultrabasic rocks
A liquid metal core might yield an early magnetic field which
subsequently disappeared as the core c,rystallizede
The (ii) rocks should -tend to occur near the Moon's surface,
and it will be -assumed that they form a crust floating upon
basaltic liquid.	 Crustal rocks should be -complex by analogy with >;
igneous rocks on Earth,	 indeed_ meteorite impacts should cause
extensive disruption in addition to the normal idiosyncracies of <
t
b volcanic phenomena.	 The evidence from mare lavas indicates liquid t
immiscibility  as a significant process for separation of both k
metal-sulfide and "rhyolitic" material from a basaltic magma itself
formed by crystal-.liquid differentiation from an ultrabasic primitive ^
Moon (e.g. Roedder and Weiblen, 1970).	 The rock types to be 1A,1.
expected in the lunar crust are (a) plagioclase cumulates	 (la)
basalts and their coarse--grained equivalents 	 (c) mi,-.or rhyolitic
material (d) minor ultraba.s:i_c material both from early crust- and
from late accretion (e) complex brecciated and thermally-- 3
metamorphosed equivalents of the above. t
Under the crust, the basaltic differentiate should yield`
a complex set of differentiated rocks proceeding ultimately to
formation of small isolated bodies of magma which persist for tens :a
and hundreds of millions of gears because of (a) thermal blanketing
by overlying rock some tens of kilometers thick (b) concentration ^#
of radioactive material (c) differen-tial absorption at solid-liquid
interfaces of tidal and impact energy.
The source magma for the crustal rocks. should be 1`esp' i.'r
rich' than the mare surface la.va.s	 Calculations of densil, ty show -that,,
plag c"clase will float even in a lei auid of	 coraposi,tion of the
r, g r^^y_mottIed' r ftagr^^ents fudging from the data ;given by : Bottinga `and
- - =	 ,
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_	 Weill (1969) .	 Volcanic eruption of such lava plus impact
=disruption of the crust would yield -rocks  contaning•clinopyroxene
as required by both the Surveyor VII analysis and the infra.-red
;reflectivity data (Adams and McCord, 1970) .
	
Incidentally both a
of the latter techniques will be measuring the surface of a regolith,
and probably do not give a true estimate of the mean composition -
of the crustal rocks since the deep--seated rocks of the crust will be
poorly represented.
.Engulfment of crustal blocks and regolith leads to metamorphic
recrystallization and perhaps to some remelting. 	 Loss of volatiles
(e.g. H2S, S2 .9 	 may lead to reduction especially of transition
metals and europium.
Accretion- of earth satellites at low velocity (below 4 Isms/sec)
I
might result in local development of ultrabasic rocks. 	 The oxidation
state might also change locally.	 The possible effects are
extremely complex since both the incoming velocity and the chemical'
and physical nature of the impacting body and the Moon ? s surfaceY
have important effects.
At the end of this time period, a complex- crust perhaps- 20
Ito 50 Isms thick has been created. 	 We now wish to emphasize our " F'
earlier suggestion. (Smith et al., 1970a;9b) that tidal effects
from Earth onto a rotation-locked Moon result in a thick crust can
the far side and a thin crust on the near side a' 	 We envisage that
the thin crust is disrupted into pieces_ which float, away from the
point, nearest to Earth (the sub-terrestrial point). 	 Thus at some
stage the surface nearest to Earth consisted of one or more large
irregular lava :lakes with a thin unstab le crus t as in Fig. 38^'a) .
Much of the early stratigr.aphy of the near side has been lost by `
crustal fragmentation and floating, but on the far side stable
stratigraphic units were achieved at an earlier time	 though,heavily
"Modified by impact processes.
T.(c)	 Format ion of mare : , 	 perhap s v4 tc ,,.r3 b . y	 ago .
has ze a disti fiction between formationLunar strati rap hers emp i e. .
of a mare basin and completion of the mare surface (see, for example; .
Baldwin, 1963; 'Lowman ., 1_971)' .	 The time of formation of some basins
,L has been"' dat ed on a relative &u.4 le from t-he morplhology and density
Of. crat ors ..::n	 1..kt
	
.e:cta:=rbla:n^te t" 	 - --T?^ere	 axre LL ..sone	 d,s'ica	 ties
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probably resulting from modification of the e jecta blanket by ;	 {
other major impacts or by volcanic rejuvenation of the e j ec•t,a
blanket (see , Offield and Pohn ., 1970 for some examples in which }
crater counts conflict with earlier stratigraphic studies) .
w
Nevertheless it seems clear that any model for mare formation must
allow a significant time period between basin formation and
cessation of volcanic activity.
	
The duration. of the time period
is currently unknown because of lack of radioactive dates of ejecta
from basin formation:
	
nevertheless general considerations indicate 4
periods Qf several hundred millions of years.
Baldwin (1963, 1970) argues persuasively for (a) creation of
a basin in dry rock (b) isostatic adjustment and formation of craters
such as Sinus, Iridum and Plato at the rim and Timocharis inside
the Imbrium structure (c) upwel_ling of lava from at least 200 Kms
deep, causing flooding of -the basin to form the mare. 	 Ba.l.dwin's
arguments seem to be concerned entirely or mostly with ringed maria,
r,
and do not necessarily apply to old irregular maria.
Fig. 39 represents the two' qualitative models of mare fcrmat1011
used here.	 Wd "dis-tinguish between (1) ; an early mare formed in hot'
cjqusta_1 rock underlain and pocked by extensive bodies of pre-existing
magma and (2) a recent mare formed in cold crustal rock relatively
free of pre.- existing _magma.	 For both extremes we suggest that ^E
the incoming body was captured at such low speed that some of it r
survived the impact to be incorporatsed into -the mare basin fill and
s
ejecta blanket.	 In addition we suppose that cons-iderable melt was ^_3.
produced by impact in spite of the arguments .of Baldwin ( '1963). 1?
For the mare formed in hot crust underlain by liquid (Fig. 39(a)),
isostatic adjustment' will take place-fairly easily.	 No matter what
the r^ztails of the situation just after impact, the basin will fi
undergo volcanic activity for a long • period culminating in sporadic
activity some hundreds of millions of years after basin formation.
` The major part of the volcanic rocks will -lie ' in the basin ( indeed
the thickness is so great that many of .the igneous mocks will anneal
under plutonic conditions) ., but so^tte Will penetrate the,, crustal rocks
and ejecta: blanket,. 	 The. 	 on will bey coMpli, ca,-ted by later l^ '
impact s espec a:> ly those Large enough to create hearty or,,overlapping
Ma
	 ia.	 .IfQrcntiation cif the . _. dee^ moon J._^._ c.o`ntinuiri-^- 	 .liquid
ar
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from depth will continue 'to move into the mare region and mingle
' with high-level liquid.	 The details can be extraordinarily complex
and probably are incapable of resolution without systematic -deep
t, drilling of each mare basin coupled with seismic studies.
	 Na
significant deviation from isostasy need remain after the volcanic ?'
r	 and plutonic activity.	 The satellite-perturbation evidence on the
irregular maria is highly confusing'.
	 There is ,a tendency towards
negative mass concentrations, but values are small and irregularly
distributed (Huller and Sjogren., 1968) .
	 -Certainly there are no large
positive mascons coterminous with the mare regions.
For a mare formed in cold crust containing only small pockets of
magma (Fig. 39(b)), the situation can be quite different.
	 The
observation of positive mass concentrations (Muller and Sjogren, 1968)
for the ringed maria provides a fundamental boundary condition on
= the degree of isostatic readjustment of these maria, as has beers I
emphasized by Urey and others in. several papers..	 Although many
-factors enter into the degree of isostatic adjustment, one r;
-important factor must be the mean temperature of the rocks filling
and underlying; the mare basin.
k.aula (1969) and Urey and MacDonald (1971) have reviewed
various calculations and models for the mascons .
	 The ' details are
complex, but the mass concentrations are not less, than about
105 g/cm2 with respect to rock columns outside the • ringed -maria.
The topographic data, although of poor accuracy, suggest that the
surfaces of the ringed maria are topographic lows, perhap s
depressed by about 1 Km with ' respect to the neighboring highlands T
(Baldwin, 1963).	 The ,mass concentrations occupy areas smaller than
the mare structures	 (e.g., the Imbrium mascon coincides with the :rw
inner ring.af the total structure-I.,
The combined effects of the mass concentration and the
topographic mass imbalance are complex:
	
furthermore there is no
direct evidence on the cause; of the mass imbalance,
	 A buried
I ron- nickel body (Urey,	 1968)	 is possible, `but we p"refer ^to considerV
models based mainly on silicates
	 oxides azid la_aui d , in 'accord with
-the review by Urey, and MacDonald (I971) e
	
As a working guide
	
"'.1#1e
assium that density differences'ill ba rarely greater tha,	 about
,	
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•F	
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0.59/'cm3 .	 Consequently models for mascons must, involve rocks
to depths of several _tens of kilometers
At one extreme, accretion of a dense incoming body can be
considered (Muller and Sjogren, 1968; Urey, 1968; Urey and
MacDonald, 1969).
	
Another type of possible mechanism involves
:incorporation of denser lunar rock into the column. 	 Several models
(see Kaula, 1969 for review of earlier ideas) invoke movement of
dense lava, but these models face the criticism (e.g. several papers
by Urey) that the amounts of lava are so large (order of ten k-i,lometers
thick) that isostatic adjustment should take place over the mare
region. 
	
However the uncertainties are so large that convincing
calculations cannot be carried out.
Wood et Ll.,	 (1970) have argued that a mascon can develop quite
naturally by foundering of blocks of basalt (density 3.3) into
basaltic magma (density 300) underlying the mare:	 basaltic magma
would flow towards the mare from ender the 'neighboring crust to
replace the lost volummP _
	
However this model faces technical problems
such as (1) why does crystallization produce blocks of basalt
when Wood et al,	 earlier postulate that crystallization of basaltic
magma, produces cumulate rocks?
	
(2) in the final-stages of t:
consolidation why does is'ostatic adjustment not occur_ by sideways
displacement of the late liquid and volcanic eruption?	 Probably
all models involving large aanounts of liquid must be regarded with
circumspection but cannot be ruled out because of . lack of knowledge
s°
of time-stress-viscosity relations.
'Another wary of obtaining dense rock ire' the column is by inversion
of minerals into a high-pressure form.	 The pressure could be provided j
b.y the . impact (see Kaula, 1969) or result.merely from ' the gravity
field of the Moon. 	 Ringwood and Essene (1970) argued that
transformation of basaltic material into dense eclogite rock 	 f #1
N	 3 79/cm3 ) depends on subtle kinetic factors but "near the bases 	 J
of the mania it remains possible. , whilst 'trans forma.tian of gabbros
t	 intruded in the 100- 200Km region below the marl a is highly probable".. {
T t -s not char, why basaltic 	 z'na,teri^ti sYoulc^.^i vert 	 t 	 eclogi to only e
under the ringed maria as	 s implied by this Hil1gw'o d and Essene model p.	 _
for masc`ons, px . One might expo-t eclogite to form under the irregular
t }
ar14
maria and indeed under the whole lunar crust as well. 	 Certainly
i t is possible to invent complex sequences of events to explain
the different types of maria utilizing the concept of basalt-
eclogite inversion but the present Ringwood-Essene idea seems to
a
k
q	 be incomplete.
We now suggest a possible sequence of events for the ringed
maria (Fig.
	 39(b )):(a.)	 impact by a body in a near.-circular earth orbit occurs at -low
velocity (see Baldwin, 1963 for general description of impact 1
processes) .	 The brunt of the initial collision is borne by the 1
leading surface of the incoming body. 	 Crudely speaking rocks in f
-the lunar crust under the center of the impact are subjected to a
pile.-driving action.	 Conversion to high pressure mineral
assemblages (basalt - eclogite- olivine -+ spin.el 	 feldspar 	various
high-pressure polymorphs) occurs under the impacted .region., the
exten^ of conversion depending on the nature of the shock front
(see for example the book "Shock metamorphism of natural materials,
K	 edited by French and Short, 1968.. ,p	 The incoming body and lunar
crust (including some residual magma) are disrupted and turned into
an enormous debris cloud of mixed gas 	 li vid and solid.	 Some of
this, cloud is ejected sideways to form an e j ecta blanket, but some
falls down into the mare basin to -form an immense thickness of
cry i^ talline plus liquid material.	 The explosion debris consists of
both incoming material and lunar crustal rocks in different
proportions depending on the turbulent' nature of the moving cloud. "A
Of fundamental importance to the model '. is (a) the incoming body is
Essentially ultrabasic with a (solid) density of (say) 3.6g/cm >`
(d)	 the crust is plagioclase rich with a (solid) d=ensity near (say) ;T
2.8g,/cm3	(c) the basin becomes partly filled with a mixture of it
the incoming and crustal.rocks'giving a. hot mass<whb;se solid density };^
would be about 3.0
	
3 .4g/cm3 ,
The subse ^xent petrolog ic development of-, "the explosion debris( b )	 q'	 ^	 g ^	 p	 p =t
depends on the mean temperature and bulk cgra"position..	 Since much r4
of the material should be at or near the a^eltng poi n l^, extensive
crystal- liquid
 
differentiation occurs p^`bz^Zi^ a.ng volcanic, p1 lutonic $
and metamorphic rocks.	 The mare basin undergoes;incor 	 lete.isostatie
adjustment,
	 The. surface rocks of the basin fill' cool 'And are
:.	 _.,. zr.x	 wrm...+.rxnr..w.,u.. x_3	 nr	 ..	 +	 :n l ..xvu,.. w,.vxsoc.ammuw!rkn..N.mv+.r3_w:i.=c,^sR...bu:r.W a.»...vFz^+h'w:.A.M.SrnG}.X.:M,Nawi" 	 w,..5.aai_Iwwe-w+»an .exw, 	 mx-ra o-..,. nw.	 ,. 	 -.
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impacted to form craters befo. --,; volca&c activity ceases.	 The3	 I
final stages should be volcan -,: as pockets of residual liquid
`burst their way to the surfac	 to produce surface lava flows both
in the basin and in surround.r.= rocks.
	
The time scale undoubtedly #
varies from one basin to anotY.=,r ., but for a layer of debris 1OKms
a	
thick, emplaced in a hot crust :.till containing small pockets of
residual_ liquid several milli{,b.;; of year (or perhaps several tens
of millions of years) could el	 ,se between the time of impact and
the time of extrusion of the l st lava flow.
There are no quantitative data, unfortunately, upon which to
measure- the time diff erencF,: between basin formation and last
volcanic activity.
	 At the tirrv; of formation of maria, the mass.-flux
and velocity distribution of incoming bodies appe-Z;r to be changing
rapidly, and time estimates fr(^r, crate r counts are highly uncertain.
It is obvious , that r the complex nature of the e j e c to blanket, and
the likelihood of metamorphism and volcanic phenomena will require
very careful evaluation of radiometric ages before a reliable age
can be determined,
	 At the pros_.-.t time
	
the possible unceftaini;ies f
in both the age estimates and thy;  calculations , of heat supply and
cooling - rate are far too great to permit any definitive test of
basin-mare models
Under the basin, the high-pressure polymorphs revert to -low-
pressure forms 'during solid-state annealing.
	
Perhaps some small
remnants survive.
	 The history of the reactions ' will be complex
depending on kinetic as well as equilibrium factors
	 (see Ringwood x	 :-
and Essen°,
	 1970). F
Many authors have argued for a deep-seated origin of mare lavas, },
with typical depths of 200-500Kiils being quoted.
	
For example,
Baldwin (1970)
	
argues f(-.r a second
 
melting of the Moon,	 `ipresumably...
by radioactive decay",	 "probably close to 20OKni but possibly. deeper" ._
The resultant lavas formed the maria "by hundreds or thousands of -4
K	 localized flows".	 The circullar mare basins . were produced by impact e	
o!
E
in solid rock blasting huge holoo that in Mare Imbrium being—,
50Kms deep.	 Isostatic ad justri(.:nt began quickly, but lavas entered
th€^ basin only after a long p 'z";ifc
	 The density of craters asCr:ibed
to the dry period indicates to Baldwin period of 1 to 5x 10 8 years. l	 _#LL
inC c-.	 the	 lavas
	
we re 'not 	 J_.'kl. ,, c "	 mei lts`^	 "^ ^`	 Y	 -	 ^	 t	 ` ^	 ,	 since the maria came mucri
_.
	
m
^A	 ,
tlater than the giant impacts, and since the impacts occurred in
rock at least 50Km thick, the lavas- of the maria came from deep
within the body of the Moon".
A	 None of tl- e authors proposing a deep source for mare lavas has
considered the mechanics of intrusion.
	
A partisan debater might
argue that intrusion from such depths would be catastrophic
i'.
leading to major volcanic features on the Moon's-surface. 	 However,
1
at this time, a safer stand is to point out the need for careful
thought about the mechanics of magma movement on the Moon.
Certainly the extremely low viscos.--U'y of ilmenite, ferro-basaltic
material (Weill et al... 1970) can be expected to reduce the
violence of volcanic processes on the Moon. 	 Nevertheless it seems
difficult to reconcile the presea,,vation of delicate features of
Apollo 12 basalts	 (e.g. skeletal olivine, elongated pyroxenes )
with other than near-surface crystal"^ization.	 There is no evidence F
so far- of nodules enclosed in basaltic lavas.
	
The dryness of
lunar rocks argues against the plausibility of intrusions fluidized
by a gaseous component.
	
Perhaps dryness of lunar magmas results
j	 in considerable superheating during eruption from depth such that
i crystallization occurs only after emplacement near the surface. gg
The present smites of lunar, rocks come from restricted environments,* t
t	 and extrapolations to other parts of the Moon must be made with
'	 great caution.
	
However there is no compelling ev::dense at this
time in favor of generation of surface lavas from great depth.
Another serious problem concerning intrusion of magma from is
several hundreds of kilometers down concerns preservation' of the 	 i4
mascons.
	
A crust penetrated by channels containing hot lavas should ^:>
be favorably disposed for. isostatic adjustment.	 But again it is
impossible to make any valid calculations because of lack of	 ^ '{
information,.
Taken all in all
	
we prefer, at this time to explore
poss Lbilities "of mare lavers generated mostly near-the surface and	 [ 3
underlain by rigid' dense rock. 	 By near-surface	 imply depths of
r
-several tens of kilometers or' less,, 	 Elsewhere .we shall pursue , the
consequences of incorporation of ultramafic material_ into' -the
lunar crust.	 Hare it' is sufficient to point out that existing
fx . 	 . ^:: t_ia:+.. u..	 .L• i:l:Y.a...	 ....a..-s:'svci:.. v:G'Y.u....Wx_ ._..nom;._:	 ...:.:.,_.,	 ...a ...«w.' __^^^	 .a..... .:.:U.:.c:.+...	 _«	 a.	 ..	 ... 	 t . _.	 .. _ a	
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lunar basalts must be reconsidered.
The location of the maria.
In our. .pr evious publications, we proposed that the last liquid
formed by differentiation of the Moon was preferentially drawn to
the equatorial region of the side facing the Earth. 	 This has the
f ,	 consequence that the temperature of the surface material would
remain higher in the near -side equatorial region than elsewhere._
Impabt-generated basins in this region should undergo isostatic
adjustment- more -rap idly than those away from the equator at a given
time.	 Baldwin (1963, 1970) and many others have argued for
increasing rigidity of the lunar crust with time. 	 We specifically
propose that there is an additional latitude and longitude effect
on the viscosity of the lunar crust resulting in the formation of
basins and mare as in Fig. 38e
If this proposal is correct, it has the following consequences
(1)	 For a random distribution of impacting bodies, mascons should
tend to ,occur away from the sub-terrestrial point and should tend .R
to occur in late maria.
(2)	 Maria without' mascons should tend to be close to the near-
equatorial point and should tend to be early.
Examination of the available data i q inconclusive, perhaps
somewhat in favor of the proposal.. 	 Unfortunately the number of	 {
clearly--defined mascons is small, and if; seems 'likely that the
processes forming -the -ringed maria have , severely modified the
structures derived from the older maria thereby precluding estimates
of ages ' from crater counts and morphology.	 The five positive Y
mascons associated_ with ringed maria (Imbrium, Serenitatis, Crisium3
Nectaris and Humorum) are at a considerable distance from the
sub--terrestrial point. 	 Present stratigraphic and crater-count
studies do not 'conflict with the proposition that Tranquillitati,s,
Fecunditati_s and Oceanus Procellarum -began their isosta.ti'c
development , earlier than the ?bove r, raged maria. 	 The nature of
high-latitude-maria such as Ma` 'rigoris and Sinus Rori s are not
clear  to use but might be early ori the b sis of available data.
The Sc^. i_11cr basin (Off 	 and ^^ohn;	 1970) at latitude aBout
S 11as cr ater morphology indicating an early. origin. yf
^n^•'(	 ^rT	 .y..	
_.^	 . a	 c o: '	 :xz_	 th : ^ S	 'ius.:.. Ac-s- .^uz :- - " 	 ,t	 „_or .'._ _1s -'1 1 ie	 ,i 1. d	 ! o s-:l_ 1: ^,. l •C^r -	 ^' r	 t	 '3	 •	 ^^	 ,^	 a
1
r.:.. y..s ...x. ::l .mCikA it 	 •.	 •.	 ^R.l....•.haw.ta.-r4.fXr'xL+4 yK .	 ..	 .+a.irL'"wFY..w.:-.w :..a.:.au....+. '_...:.a..: 	 v.„:-tii.w.sn...tAn+...+... 	 .A e`LCi
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f problem. 	 It is not associated with. a rimed mare, and the geologic
• 
'	 map by Wilh.elms (1968) shows complex structures indicating both
` mare and ejecta blanket material”	 At this time it is not possible
to propose any reasonable models for the small positive and negative
` anomalies in Muller and Sjogren's map. 	 Perhaps some of them will r;
not survive further accumulation and processing of data.
In spite of the outrageous nature of th,is proposal, we
earnestly hope that lunar stratigraphers will consider whether
available evidence is consistent or inconsistent with it, or whether G
the evidence is too fragmentary to provide _a test.
(d)	 Formation of post-.mare features:	 perhaps 3 b.y. ago to present.
This -final period seems to be dominated by impact events, the
Larger of which have produced morphological features readily
delineated by satellite photography.
	
However there is ' evidence of LA:
-
"volcanic activity (see for example, Baldwin, 1963) as documented
in the maps prepared by the U. S. Geological Survey and by many
papers.	 Furthermore it seems reasonable to infer the continuance of
sub- surface igneous activity., but on a reduced scale compared to
earlier eras.
	 Probably the most interesting and difficult problem
concerns the chemical and temperature profile in the Moon.
At one extreme, the Moon can be envisaged to have undergone a
thor f.7.ugh crystal--liquid differentiation early in its history resulting N
in a hot' interior almost denuded of volatile material and any low-
temperature melting fraction.
	 At the other extreme, the ?,Aioon can
be imagined to have accreted cold and to have undergone partial -
melting (or zone refining) only in the outer part where
gravitational_	 .nfall	 energy was important,, -,.	For the • first case, R.
the central part of the Moon must be at a temperature not .far under
the melting point of the minerals-pyroxene and <olivine ,'perhaps
with a solid metal-sulfide core..	 For the second case, the
temperature profile is rather uncertain and will depend markedly
a
on (a) the depth to which melting took place and (b) the extent ^
to which radioactive heating has augmented the accretion temperature
of the central part of the loon.	 If the central part ''of the Moon .:
has nc.'t different a.ted chemically a.nd s^ttill, retains its originaly,
chern,^cal compost ;tion, the melting point canno t, have been achievedr, o^
^.	 Y
:	 .:_
L	
f	 S ,'^	
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N	 I	 4.
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except perhaps for small exc;rrsions producing tiny bodies of
initial melt.	 Depending on the assumed limits of bulk composition,
this sets limits on the .maximum ternpea, ature f
Very serious consideration must then be given to the nature E
of the central part of the Moon if melting has occurred only in
v	 the outer part.
	 Simple . qualitative thinking suggests that as heat
.migrates towards the ` center of the Moon, separation of a basaltic
liquid should occur from the ultrabasic composition. 	 This liquid
should be gravitationally unstable providing -the possibility of i
"very deep-seated igneous processes leading to surface eruption.
The situation depends critically on the availability of volatiles:,
perhaps the central part of 'the Moon accreted at a higher tentperatur^
than the outer part resulting in a volatile-poor interior (e.g.
-Anders,	 1970),
At this time	 -there- is no compelling evidence to indicate the
t	 existence of really deep,-seated igneous activity (but see Rin:7. ­-xod,
1970 for a different opinion) . 	 Perhaps the passive seismic d^
"	 J.ror!, the Apollo 12 seismometer 'Aiill provide an estd.mate of the
extent of seismic activity in the Moon, but it seems likely that a
complex array will be needed to provide unequivocal data. 	 The
surface morphology of the Moon provides' features that indicate late
' ^ j
volcanic activity, though most of these features are controversial: jF
indeed there is evidence for surface events occurring at the present !Y
is
time	 (Middlehursty 1567),	 Baldwin ("1963) described the occurrence
of domes	 (up -to tens of kilometers across)-	 rilles and ridges and
^e
pointed out the significance of t^^eir special occurrences.	 Vhe
geolbgical'maps record many of the features in considerable detail,	 1
and high--resolution satellite : photography has confirmed that at
nY
least marry of the features are'`analogous to volcanic features on z
Earth.	 Even if ogle accepts a volcanic origin for some or most of
these features,
	 it is not clear `vyhether one can, estimate a depth;
for'the origin of the magma from the nature of the surface morphology-. t
^sArguments based on the cooling rate of the lunar crust `need not be
valid since pockets of lava could rernai n molten because of high
fff4
concent),~ 4ti
 ons of 'radioac ti ve elements
c,
,..	
4	
r	
r^	
l	
n	 oThe simple st model, involves a- n^.^ar.=- surface ori;. ixff" the magrrla .
'hex"r'xal c on t raction of the outer' pa t of the MOOn would lead, to
.,+,^.....,...:.:....:.-...:..:.,.•.:^e::u,;,:..^^.^.:a:..air.^_.^.::^_z»=^:.s.,:e;^..>.::,,e.:;:ca,.«.:..t^4vs^ ^•,v°
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bf ..
cracks providing channel-ways for both eruption and withdrawal
of magma.	 The stress relations should be complex because of the
continuation of .. .impacts by rather large bodies	 (producing craters
like Tycho and Copernicus) and because of tidal effects from Earth,
Here we consider the types of magma -that might be expected.
Near-surface magma should consist of the final residues of basaltic
differentiation.
	 Such residues can range from iron-rich basaltic
'- compositions to rhyolitic and granophyric types,, based on analogy
with Earth differentiation.
	 Liquid immiscibility should be involved r
Roedder and Weiblen 	 1970)	 r oduc n	 both rh oli tic and	 roxene - rich
end-products	 (i.e.	 the potass:ic granite and pyroxeni to of Roedde;r `.
_ and Weiblen) o
	 The viscosities of these types of material have not
_
been measured
	 but might	 lace limits on the type of ma9	 g	 p	 y 	 ma which.g .
r could be responsible for the domes.
	
Magmas with the viscosity of {j
k terrestrial rhyolites can hardly be expected to form the lunar domes
if they are extrusive features .
	 Howeverthere is one very important
E ,phenomenon which might occur.	 A final immiscible fraction of .
C pyroxenite -plus potash granite components might move with the
effective viscosity of> the least viscous component. the other one{{{{{ being' "fluidized" e
Deep-'seated magmas probably would have formed by partial, '!
L	 :
melting of rock with a' dominantly ult.rabasic sompositionb
	 Such
magma might be basaltic with a magnesium-rich composition.
	 At the
' present -time., the best test of the' dept}z of 'or. igin' of the magmas
responsible for late volcanic features might be the composition =
^x Features using ideas espoused particularly by Ringwood andt
Essen°(1970) and 0' Hasa and Biggar (1970) .
	 Certainly collection .
4 _
of samples from suggested 'volcanic .features should be a, major .aim
i of lunar studies. {i
The petrology associated with impact features should be extremely '	 LL
s 
complex.
	 The evidence from Earth craters points -to the occurrence
of features ranging from f'rac -turfing t o formatioxi of vapor or ''Liquid E	 i ;""^
{ comprised of both impacted rock and incoming body.	 Some flat areasY ^	 Fyy
may result from iin.pa.ct- generated
 
ash ' flows and by surface melting }
caused by cometary.
 °i_rripacts'.	 Thera is no need . to review the I
extensive literature on the likelihood - a,):id na(;ure of these processes. z.
.;	 w x
F
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1
However we do wish to emphasize the i,inp ortance of thermal sintering^
as a major process in the 'formation of some breccias from
fragmented surface material.
In conclusion we should emphasize that these ideas are proposed
as a guide for further experimentation, and that available data is
rI/
far too sparse to provide a valid test.- Although we have argued
against a deep-seated origin of mare lavas (as espoused by many
workers including Baldwin and Ringwood), we think that there are
various features which are consistent with this approach and that
there is no experimental datum which is conclus i vely negative.	 At
this stage in lunar studies, petrologists need multiple working
hypotheses.
I.	 This section will be published separately and submitted
later.
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Figure Legen s
Fig. 1.	 Comparison of textures.produced by laboratory synthesis
t	 . with some textures observed in Apoll6 11 rocks`. f
(a)	 'Ihe assemblage olivine + spinel + liquid (run #6 , Table l(b)) .
Note skeletal growth of quench olivine on the nose and side of
phenocrysts.
	 Spinels are out of the focal plane.
	
Transmitted
light f
	(b) Shocked plagioclase partially recrystallized to
equant new plagioclase grains.
	
Apollo 110	 10061 breccia.
Transmitted Eight.
	 (c) Tlmenite in "beaded” _texture in
denitrified glass fragment ` of ferrobasalt composition in 10061.
Reflected light.
	 (d)` Zlmenite in "beaded'' texture produced byi
subsolidus recrystallization, of synthetic Apollo 11 ferrobasalt }:
R glass
	 (10450 0 for 3 days) .	 Reflected .light.	 (e)' Textures
suggestive of subsolidus devitrification of glass in noritic
fragment of thin section; 12010, 31	 Reflected light o ``
Fig. °-2.
	 Microprobe analyses 'of major components of pyroxene and
olivine in 12070, 145 a fragments'. 	 The points are plotted as
wt. percent with respect to a linear scale.
	 The calibration is
E
plotted as mol.e	 Extreme values for pyroxenes from 12010,' 31h
are shown by the apices of a triangle.
Fig. 3.	 Microprobe analyses of major components of pyroxene and ,t
' Olivine ' in 12070, 145' a fragments.	 The points are plotted as 3r
r wt. percent with respect to a linear scale	 Tr)e calibration: is
µ plotted as mol.	 a	 Individual. analyses' for pyroxenes. :f'rom
 
12010,> !#
31d.
Fig. 1^. ,	 Microprobe analyses ofrna jor components of pyroxene and
" olivin.e' in 12070, 145 a fra gments.	 The points are plotted as wt.
t pc reen.t Sri-th respect to `a linear stale e' 	 ^'he call^rat oxi is: `^ ^c^^tc^.d
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Figure Legends (continued)
as mol.	 Extreme values for p.y roxenes from 12010, c and i .
Fig. 5.
	
Withdrawn.
Fig. 6.	 Microprobe analyses of major components of pyroxene and
a	 ,.
olivine in 12070., J_45 a 22 and 12_010, 31m fragments, plotted
- a'
together because the pyroxene analyses lie near to the middle
of the diagram.
1
Fig'. 7.	 Microprobe- analyses of major components of pyroxene and
olivine in 12070, 14.5 a 23 and 12010, 3le, j and k fragments.	 , I'
The points are plotted as wt. percent with respect to a linear
scale.	 The calibration is plotted as mold
x Fig. 8.	 Relation between K(wt.o) and mol. % Ab for plagioclase in
(a) Apollo-12 and (b) Apollo 11 samples,	 The specimens labelled F
Caiman.-King will be described by Drs, M. Carman and E, Xing of
-=
the University of Houston,
A
Fig. Fe(
	 )%	 and mol.'% Ab for plagioclase in9.	 Relation between	 wt.
(a) Apollo 12 and (b) Apollo 11 samples. 	 The specimens labelled
Carman-King will be described by Drs. M. Carman and E. King of the
University of Houston (note distinction between CK I and CK II ty
(unlabelled) specimens) , ,t
Fig. 7.0.	 Relation between Mg(wt.%) and mol. % Ab for plagioclase in
a	 Apollo 12 and
	
b	 Apollo 11 samples.	 The specimens  labelled
Carman-King will be described by Drs. M. Carman and E. King of the
University of Houston
	
note distinction between Ch,, I and CK II
specimens) .
Fig. 1_1. '	 Microprobe analyses recalculated to r11y Wo, Fs molecules for d ri
pyroxenes from (a)
	 145
 c), 4 fragment and r b	 12070	 145 w2	 3
.5 and 9 fragments plus fragments from 12044	 26 and 10085, E
	 The
t	 14
s
.	 t
Figure Legend s 	(continued)
points are plotted as wt. percent:, with respect to a linear scale.
The calibration is plotted-as mol.
Fig. 12.	 Relation between mol. % Ab and (a) wt. % K (b) wt. % Fe for f
plagioclases	 from some fragments in 12070, 14.5; 1204 .9 26 and
10081•
Fig. 13.	 Relation between wt.% Mg and wt.% Fe for plagioclases from
some fragments in 12070, 145; 12044, 26 and 10085 .
Fig. 14.	 Photomicrograph with reference grid of polished thin section
12o4o ., 44 taken in plane light using a standard 35mm enlarger.
Ilmenite, white; plagioclase, black; pyroxene, grays
Fig. 15.	 Selected areas from polished thin section 12040, 44. 	 Photo
micrographs in reflected light;. 	 (a) Residuum showing void (v)
F:
plagioclase (pl)
	 oliv ne (ol), pyro ,L q. c	 (pv), K^feldspa r (Kf? ) ,	 F
phosphate minerals (p), ilmenite (il), troilite-and metal (t)9
glass
	 (g)
	
and dark glass	 (dgl)o
(b)	 Key to	 (a)
(c)	 C'ryptocrystalline -patch in olivine.
(d)	 Lamellae (Light, north--south) of rutile? 	 (rt) and lamellae
i
(dark, east-west) of spinel? (sp) or armalcolite in S
ilmenite (large, light-gray grains) .	 The-dark mottled
€s
material is residuum composed of pyroxene, feldspar,
phosphate, etc.	 At the center, a troilite grain (white) is rs
adjacent to a spinel?
	
(tan) inset into the ilmenite. 	 A
large crack' is filled with epoxy.	 Note that the spinal (?)
S`	 .
lamellae appear to have nucleaL-ed from. the crack. #
r	 .
(e)	 Lamellae of iimenite (light gray) , containing drops of metal
(white) and speckles	 (;silicate 7 plus' metal?) ,	 occurring in
spinet (dark gray).
	
_
ea.,... #r._'..Pi...:..a.....ax:a..».::-3+.....:www: W,s. e.,.tnr_.+.a,u[^.'.=J.t..2.e.'B..xi..,r.,.+c..+Yiw_iesiL^'.!?..F.-:.S.J-ir,.bi,:+t x.+i)..:, <.-c.8... '_..__
	
.::..._e. ..-
	 ...aa'n ... ro.: s'w^:.t_t	 ......;..:.. ...	 ..«,^.. -.A.:'...:... _,..h.,.ar . 	 ..•	 ..iiu.._.4+5.1....,-...+c .f.:ay ..9v ..a...q..:._`6..
	 x. .u.
	 ..	 ... s	 <	 ,./
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Figure Legends (continued)
(f)	 Unidentified mineral (bright, speckled) between metal (light
gray) and troilite (intermediate gray).	 Ilmenite (dare gray)
contains lamellae.	 Note that the reflectivity of the ^,I,
Unidentified phase (? copper alloy) is actually between those r
of metal and troilite, but the film gives the wrong
impression.
i'
(g)	 Polymine.ralic inclusions in (1) olivine (2) pyroxene and
(3) ilmenite
(h)	 Nigh.and low reflectivity inclusions in plagioclase.	 Cracks i
filled with epoxy are present.
i
Fig. , 16.	 Photomicrograph with reference ,grid of polished thin section
12010 5 31 taken inplane light using a standara	 35mm enlarger.
1 1 71! ±^Ztr' .
	^^Fra^ tee`	 slag—io =lase.	 ^^y ack;
	 ^ y'r-IKej-).e	 3 L^ ^"
-^	 s	 1.	 ^	 s	 ^	 ^,, _	 -^	 ^?	 5
Fig. 17.,	 Photomicrograph with reference grid of polished thin section
12034 . 5 3 taken in plane light using a standard 35mm enlarger.
Ilmenite
	 white; plagioclase, black; pyroxene, gray.
.r
Fig. 18.	 Photomicrograph with reference grid off' polished thin section
3.2073, 6 tauten in plane light using a standard 35mm enlarger.
Ilmenite, white; plagioclase, black; pyroxe ne, gray.
j
Pig. 19.	 Dark basalt fragment` in 12010
	 31 hi ll 12 .	 Approximately.,^	 y '	 •^+
60% augite-pigeonite, 30% plagioclase and ilmenite.
	
Transmitted
	
i
_
rr
light.
Fig. 20.	 Dark basalt low in ilmenite' from 12010, 31 d 14 ,	 Coarse,	 { {
" quasi.-parallel intergrowth of pyroxene and plagioclase 	 Transmitted.
light,
Fig, 21.
	 Pink g1las s fragment in 12073, 611 2;3 containing crystals of
plagioclase
	 olivine and troili.te .	 The. glass is actually devitrified
011. a v.e y f`in61
 scale.	 Reflected 11.^;ht J
d...:._,a...:.s..w.,..,,,.+-....::,^.:..+w....is..=:.:	 .::saaa...s,...,+a.+:.^ema.««..,.,,a:.+;....,..._..^:.s._•^,..s.xia.'v:._..:sz';..,i^.^.,..xu.,;.w_v>: ,.ca 4.^...:;:ew,^«_s sa.=....,.,w^N.....^..::.».'_...:1..::.,c. ....... .::.:.. ...^s.3:.:_.<....¢. 	 a4r.,^-.. .xr...,.wad ... «..a - ,:ix n..<_.. :.	 .»s._ .,-	 ,.
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Figure Legends (continued)
Fig. 22. Various fragments
(a) Gray-.mottled fragment in 12010, 31 n, 14 designated area a.
Transmitted light.
	
Mostly pyroxene and plagioclase. 3.
(b) Small part of (a), now shown in reflected light.
t (c) Microsubophitic texture in 1:2070, 145 w3 fragment of gray-
j
t
mottled population.
(d) Gray-mottled fragment in 12010, 31 g 20 designated area u.
Reflected light.	 Megac'rysts of pyroxene set in matrix rich
in plagioclase and pyroxene.
(e) Gray-mottled fragment in 12034, 3M, 16, denoted area
Tuhedral- plagioclase (dark gray) set in matrix of K- feldspar' tr	 a
a (?)
	
(even darker gray) .	 r Reflected light.
(f) Gray--mottled fragment iP. 12010 ,5 31 G, ' 2	 Fine-scale devitrified. jrtl*
glass	 (speckled) enclosed in large plagioclase. 	 Lipper part
shows pyroxene--plagioclase intergrowthe	 Reflected light. k;
(g) Pyroxene	 t in devitrified glass in vit.rophyre fragment
from 12034., 3 K 17 denoted area h. 	 Reflected <light.
(h) Olivine vitrophyre containing minor amounts of devitrified
} glass in the interstices between olivine crystals, 	 From
12073, 6 K 6, 7.	 Reflected light.
Pig... 2 3 . Relation between Al203 and MgO with Cr 'C l /Ti0? ratio of
rt spinels in 12040	 (clot) ;	 12,010.5	 31.--A	 (horizontal cross);. 	 12010,	 31-B L
(inclined cross);	 12010, 31L (upright triangle); 	 12070, 145-x.20
( open square);	 12070,
	
(filled square);	 10022 (open circle; E
Loo44 (upside triangle); .	 Trends. for terrestrial spinels are also
' sho;m . t
Pig. 24. Relation between Cr20'	 and Mn0 wIth MgO con^t,;ent o^ ilznen tes
3
_.
_'r^7t t^^,C,;	 rocks	 .jai s;I
	
:l:^l
	
to	 a'egend
	
"I t
if _.r	
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Figure Legends (continued)
Fig. 25. Principal components of • olivine and pyroxen.e in 12040,44$.
plotted on a linear scale: of-wt.%, and ' referred to a grid for
mole
Fig.
Q
26.	 Variation of the minor oxides TiO 2 , CaO, Cr203 and MnO with
respect to mol. % Fa for olivines from (a) Apollo ll and (b)
Apollo 12 rocks.
	 The Apollo 11 data were measured by
A.grell et al.,
	 ( 1970 );	 Haggerty et al.,	 (1970);	 Keil et a1^., +#
.(1970);  Kushi ro and-Nakamura (1970) ; Wood et al.., 
	 (1970)
Bunch et al.,
	 (1970)
	 The Apollo 12 data were measured by:
Drape et
	 (1970);	 Lunatic Asylum (1970); Bence et al.,	 (1970)`0^al._,
Fig. 27.	 Analyses of pyroxenes From gray.-mottled fragments 12010,_ 31 ^.a
t a. t and u plotted as weight -per .cent and refer eed to grid of , {
mole per cent.
	 j ^<
Fig. 28.	 Analyses of pyroxenes from basaltic fragment 7.2010, 31k
t
plotted as weight per cent *
 and referred to grid of mole per cent.
-r
Fig. 29.	 Variation diagram for inclusions in olivine of 12010, 44
plotted against their MgO content. 	 The line	 are explained in
the text.
Fig. 30.	 Variation diagram for bulk compositions' of  ". gray-mottled"
fragments` plotted against MgO content (see Table 8 for the data .
,Fig. •31.	 Relation between Fe and Mg for plagioclase from (a) Apollo 12,
samples
	 (b) Apollo la_ samples,
Fig. 32.	 ,elation between Fe and K_ for plagioclase from (a) 'Apollo 12
samples (b) Apollo 11 samples
Fig r 33„	 Rul lata on between K :end Mg for plagioclase from, (a) Apollo, 12
` s amp 1es
	 (b) Apollo 11 s amples . '	 Note that label s'
 CK ' I and 0K II
ry	 1	
.
iG1 ve 
.been :1.^laCJ r rec ^,ly	 ^ z^.tercl^.anged
	
r	 M
^
^
nf+
_
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Figure Legends (continued)
Fig., 340	 , Relation between mot. % Ab and (a) wt, % K20'(b) wt .% FeO
n
for plagioclases from Apollo 11 :fines and breccias (Bunch, Keil 	 j
and Prinz. 1970 ) I
Fig. 35.	 Relation between wt .°%o FeO and wt. % K 0 for plagioclase from
Apollo 11 fines and breccias (Bunch, Keil and Prinz, 1970)
Fig. 36.	 Relation between mol. % Ab and wt.% Fe, Mg and K in plagioclase
from anorthositic fragments of Apollo 11.	 Dots, this paper; circle,
this paper for plagioclase crystal near to olivine in breccia;
horizontal cross. Keil et al.,
	
(1970);	 diagonal cross..,
Agre ll eat al.,	 (19-0).
Fig. 37.
	 Relation between mol. % kb of plagioclase and mole % Fo of
olivine in anorthositic fragments of Apollo 11,
	 See legend to s
Fig. ' 36 for _identification. ti
Fig. 38.	 A tentative model for development of major surface features
on the near side of the Moon.
` Stage (a)
	 the situation when internally-generated liquid' was
available in large _amounts especially near the sub-terrestrial
point (ST) .
	 Broken fragments of crust float away fromom the sub-
14
terrestrial point yielding (a)
	 relatively -thick-;cratered crust
and (u) lava lakes with thin crusts,
" Stage (b):
	 cooling ;results in decrease of internally-generated
liquid and development of thicker crust.
	 The diagram slows
schematically impact--generated basins • formed before the Nectaris
basin,,
	 Most 'basins of this period fill with ` lava and become
covered bYL debris from later impacts and volcanic activity
{ Stage	 (c) a
	
further ' c ooling results in such dec teas e of
in .tcrWally gez^oratcd tic lzsd ,
 and such hardening of the crust -that
^ JntS ac ^ generated basins retain their mor^aliolc^gical ^'eature^ p
..	 •1,+x•+'......S.Iaa:aeL	 •Z':_.`.::::::..w.aJ.: ._.	 u.4«	 .,	 ,.	 `..au++..a........:?.rz:.,.ax...........i..^.,..-...a_..-... -5,r.. .+i
Figure Legends (continued),
The five ranged maria with mascons are shown in continuous
line.	 The dotted regions show the locations of possible
earlier basins.
	 ,See text for discussion of the Sinus Aestum fl
region.
Fig. 9.	 Models to emphasize possible differences between basin;
and mare formation in (a) hot crust underlain and pocketed
I;
by liquid and (b) cooler crust ! relatively free of liquid.
	 Note
i'
-	 that all diagrams are schematic, and designed to show only a
a
few features
(a)	 Stage I.
	
Basaltic liquid lies between pyroxene- olivine
rich rocks and plagioclases-rich rocks.
	 The latter are penetrated t
by lava flows and contains small bodies of 'basaltic liquid.
	 The
surface is intensely _cratered, and contains a variety of
fragmented rocks interspersed with volcanic rocks.
•	 Stage II.
	
Impact produces a basin surrounded by thick
ejecta blanket.
	 The basin fills with a complex, near--liquid mixture
of residual crust, part of the incoming body and basaltic magma. sf.
i<
Particularly deep impacts might incorporate cumulate rocks from
under the basalt layer.
	
Volcanic activity is triggered off. xr,.
Stage III.
	
After ._a long 'period of cooling, most of r
the original basaltic magma has cryatallized leaving residual
pockets of late differentiate .
	
The basin fill has undergone plutonic
differentiation producing annealed cumulate rocks	 Volcanic r
activity has produced° surface lava flows .	 Tire complex surface
rocks have been cra.tered both it the mare basin and 'on the-
surviving crustal surface.
Y
:
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Figure Legends (continued)
3
(b)	 Stage I.	 Compared with stage I of (a), there is Little
liquid, and the crust is cooler.
• Stage II.
	
Impact produces a basin which partly fills k
a
1
with a near-liquid mixture of crustal rocks, incoming ult.r. amafic
body and minor amounts of basaltic magma.	 The density of the
crustal rocks is around 2.8 and that of the basin fill is r
over 3 (perhaps 'near 3-3)- calculated for the cold crystalline
state.	 The intense shock wave causes formation of dense phases
in the solid rock under the basin.
l ^'	 Stage III.	 Complex. volcanic ;activity, reversion of the
dense phases under the basin, and vertical movements, plus
plutonic prbeesses in the basin fill have occurred.	 Cratering, ^.
of both `the surface of the basin fill and e jec to blanket have
olcanic activity causes partial or complete floodingoccurred'°i^'	 _ y	 p	 p	 g
I k	 ,F
-,t of craters .in the mare- surface.	 Tote that sideways movements aref
assumed to be small thereby preserving the mass concentration
in the radial column of the mare basin. 	 Many complexities
have been omitted, such as the multiple ring structure of Mare a
` Imbrium and Mare Orientale.
In all these diagrams the vertical dimension is	 -_
exaggerated about twice corresponding to basaltic lig4d forming T
mainly at depths around 50 t'b 70Kms .	 All plutonic differentiates
and cumulate rocks must be very complex.;	 Late volcanic - activity-
should concentrate in , the boundary , regionsbecause of the thermal
gradient
	
No attempt is made to s `hovr" compl? ax : ,_.utures to b-
expected'-for impact craters (see French and Short, 1068)
^
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Figure Legends (continued)
In (a). no attempt is made to follow the mass imbalances
during the . forallation of the basin and mare, .:since any mass
imbalances are supposed to be reduced to small-values by
horizontal movements of magma (combined with vertical
movements'),
In (b) the final mass concentration results principally
from the contrast between crusta l rock(density near 2.8 g m/cm,
and the portion of accreting ultramafic material in the basin
fill ( density near 3 . 5
 gm/cm 3) 	 occurring over a depth of some
ten to thirty kilometers. k;.
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Analyses of Apollo 12 1Spin.els
Ivey:
	
The des ign„Ii ons below refer to locations within individual thin
sections which atc,••
 catalogued in our notebooks:
1: 12040 3 1^4	 I^, _6-1 in olivine
2: "	 K, 6-3 in 'olivine?
3e _	 rr K,	 6.-8 intergranular
I	 LI-	 : rr K, 6-11 intergranular
5 n	 K9 6-12 intergranular
• F,	 11-2 in c ore of pyroxene
70. rr	 F	 11-3 i;n. ran: of pyroxene
8: fs	 F	 11_-6 intergranulary	
9: a17.17 in pyroxene
a 10.- a17-18 in pyroxene
w	 11, a17.- 19 in pyrox-ne,
12a. a 17 20 in pyroxene
13 ; ^^ a17.^21 in pyroxene
14: 12010, 31 area
	 bl spot 5 cente r large grain
1 1 5'. area
	
bl spot 8 margin large - grain, next t o • pyroxene
area	 bl spot 9 interior large grain
17: ,f	 area _	 bl spot 11 interior large g rain
_L8: "	 area	 bl spot 12 interior large grain
19: a	 area	 bl spot 13a margin large grain, next to .
variolitic plagioclase and rz
pyroxene
20:o , r 	' area	 b	 spot 1 interior large grain
,k
area	 ,(,	 spot 2 margin large grain
22: 12070 ,,	 145	 a2l.A21 irregular small grain.
23: "	 a21-22 irregular small gain
24 : 'r	 a1-2a small octahedron inolivine ` i
>. 4
.. 3w+.Ni''.	 x+	 ..w.'.	 ..mss. 
	 y	 .,.«..m.
	
..r.•
r	 x
`'";
{f
"
TABLE ^I
Analyses of , Apollo 12 Ilmenitos
Thin section 12040, 44
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
a	 mgo 3.0 3.0 3.0 3. 0 3.3 3. 3 4, 1 2.7
TiO2 53.9 53.3 53.8 53.3 53.6 53.5 -52.2 53.E
FeO 42.0 4.2.8 42.7' 42 .7 42. 5 42 .6 41.4. 213.2
Mn:o 0.37 0. 38 0.37 0.34- 0.39 0. 38 --
Al203 0.06 0.04 0.11 0Rio 0.08 0.20
Cr 03 0.59 0.52 0. 11-7 - 0.51 0.59 0.51.. -- 0.50
Suln 99 . 92
....._...^:.^,.
10G. 0 1I-100 0 45
,...,._.^.......,
	 ,.........,
99.95 100 . ZL6 lo(.-) .p 1{, 4
._.ate w..^	 .. tee...._- ----
97 . 7
:...^......._	 .a:.,^...._._..,.e.^..
100.0	
.
Il
i 9* l0 11 12 13 14. 15 16
Ngo 2. 7 3 .1_ 2.9 3.2 3.0 3.6 3.4. 1.0
TiO2 52 .7 52.6 53.3 52 .9 53.1 53.2 53.1 50.8
FeO > 42.7 42.8 42 .8 43.1 4.3.3 42.:3 42.7 44. 3
t
Mn.O _ s _
Al20
3 0.10 0.20 0.01 0.04 0.1.1 0.11
Cr 03 0.61 0. 45 0.5LI 0. 45 0.56 0.52 0.65
sum 98.'r 99.05 99 0 74, 99.6E 1.00 . 0o 99.73 99 . 96 , 96.1
j
a ,1
" 1
_..n r	 ...
	 ..^,.-.,.,	 ._.	 -	 ..	 ...i	 .Z-....... a	 w+-.
>c	 r:
values	 2	 `?	 breccio	
6	 r2
Ti 02	 may be I'm high	 ^	 Q fines	 a  	^ s1	 .4.4	 ^>	
.2o o rocks	 T i0	 22	 0
{ .	 0	 0
'op
-(^ h 	 ;	 a	 -	 o	 .8
Mn(
)0
C) :rU	 4U	 6U dU	 41K1 Y6- 200 60 80	 mol % Fa
`	 w 1. % 16  1.
F	 No 0 .	 4.
^Fa
0.0 4
MgO Variation Diagram for Gray
WT %
TI`02
1 'i	W T `f
Fe 0
8 ^ 	 ^	 1	 i	 I	 ^^^	 I	 I	 ^	 I	 ^
1 0o
K20
z
i
f^
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±	 YYT % 4
.;;	 Si0 2 4
4
I ,	 A	 r	 1-	 -7	 n	 rn	 s n s 1	 1 n	 1 17 1 n	 I
rT
Z
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8
.a
Fe .6
V'°
y
!'1
,L
i1.5Bunch, Keil , Prinz
fines 
	 10084, 97
0,6— Q + breccia 10019, 22 01rIlt. /o
'f. °I° breccia	 10059; 27 Fe 	 I:0
K20	 p/1,. x breccia	 10067, 8
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TABLE; l	 (a)
Compositions of Starting. Materials, weight per cent
Apollo 11 Apollo 12 Apollo 12
{Smith et al. 1970
.	 ^....
intended microprobe
_
Si02 42-77 40.0 0 nd
Al203 10.32 11.2.
Ti02 9097 3.7
FeO
_18.95 210 3
MgO 6.48 11.7
CaO 9.73 10.7
Na20 o., 48 0 .4-5
K20 0.16 o.o65
Cr2 0 o.47 0.55 
K
1	 MnO.
/
0 e 1-140 0.26
7
ZrO
2
0 016 r
P205 0.10
y`
0.10
st
99-9 9 10 0 ,o_^
r
fi
I
}
s
1
s
r
r
..
.
k g15a	 -7
Nk
R4 4 4 4	 ' .. ..
x
{
I	
R
n
...
	
...
	
_	 .e..	 4444:..
	
...	 Z
Melting E. pe:'liments
Run Temperature
	 Time	 Results	 Approx .
C
	
Hr,,
	 % Liquid
'wh ^
1 ' X32 5 4-_..-.
glass l00
2, 1315 31 glass 100
3c 1307 2 glass + of (trr .)	 + sp , 99d-
4. 1300 l2 glass d- ol,	 -t- sp. 99
5, 1290 1.2 glass + of .	 + Sp. 98_
6. 1275 5 glans + of, + sp., go
_7 235
4
glass + ol,	 d- sp, 85
8,, 1200 ' 8 'glass + of,
	
-I- sp. 75
9. 1175 f 21 glass d- ol.	 + sp. 70
10, 1150 2h, glass + ol,,
	
+ sp. d- p1, J	 6o
11.' 1125 24 glass +. of , + sp , + pl . 30
+ cpx
12 . 1100 27' glass + ol. + sp , d-. p 1: 15
cpx , + i l
of.	 _ olivine • s	 .	 -' s	 inel-'p	 p	 ' c x -- cli Zo	 royene 	 1. =p	 -	 p Y	 ^ ^ plagioclase, g ^	 ,
it,
	
= ilmenite . :-:P
Compositions of solid phases from run ^^6
olivine : Fo 71,	 0. 28 # "	 ^,Cr20^	 Q^ 6^ Cad,  1
spinel :1
	
large: 28.4% Al 0 25, 0%   FeO, 12 .4% Ygo, 4.8% T^_02 5 29 .6% Cr2 03 r#
' small.- 25.956 A 120 3 y 26r6% FeO ., 11.3% MgO, 6. 7% TiO 2 ,	 29.4% C;r20' =A.
_
sn
3

at
t
TABLE 3
-	 t
E
's
Analyses of Apollo 12 Spinels
1 2 5 6 7 8
Mg0-- 3.4 2.5 2.5 2.5 2 i5 7 ., l 3.3 2.8
TiO2 9.0 22.4- 23.4 22.7. 2.-(.4. 5.6 *23.7 25.5
FeO 36.8 49.5 50.4 50.6 54.0 28.3 49.8 51.3
Al203 11. 0 5.6 6 .1 5.8 3.8 13.3 6.3 4.6
C r20 3 36.1 18.6 17.8 16.9 11.9 44.2 16.9 14.9
Sum 96.3 98.6 100.2 98.5 X9.6 98.5 100 .0 99.1
9 10 11 12 13 1-4 15 16
Mgo 5.5 5.8 5.9 5.5 5.3 706 6.9 7.5
j
Z,ia^ 15.3 12.1 lo .6 13.8. 12. 6 -4. 0 4 .1 3.8
^^
FeO `8.83_. 3 6 a^I 5.23^ -	 .2_37	 _ 6.3	 5 2`^ .0l 28.4 26.4. 6
Al2 0 3 11.3 13.1 14.2 12.1 12.2  12.,'7 , 12.5 12.3
Cr203 2-9.1 33.0 34.0 31 .3 32.3 45.5 45. o 45.8
Sum l o loo .4 w99.9 101 .9 98.9 96.8 96.9 95.8 .h
17 18 19 20 21. 22 23 24
4 Mg0 7,4. 6.^ 4.2 6.,1 5.5 4.7 4 .7 3.3
t
Tio 2 4.8 5.0 16 .1 4.1 {	 4.4 8.5 11 .7 12.6
FeO 27 .2 28q5 43,7 28.8 -30.5 33 .1 35.7' 38.8
A'1203 12.4 12.8 8.4- 11.2 10.9 8.6 5.9 8. 0
r,r2 o3 ^ . 7 »3 a o 27.6 6 . o »^ .3 . 41.0 38.3 33.6
`	 Sun 96.5 96.2 100.0 96.2 95.6 95.9 96.3 96.3
3
n	
,
,
t
+t
.r
..   	 -	 ,ABLE, > kjicrop role analyses off' silicates 'a n 12040	 4.4._..^.	 ._ ._ ....
Plagioclase Olivine b Olivine aA  j.tc
j=
V: V 05 no no no no
F	 :Si02 21.4-220 6(47.o6) 17,6 (37.65)17,05 (36.17) 2^ ►^^^5	 ( 52 .30
4	
T1: Tio2 0.03-0.6	 ( o .o8) 0.03--0.o4 (0.05)
	
0.04- (0.07) 0.6-.1.0	 (1.33)
r
Al:Al20 3 17.6-18.6(34.16) 0.02 (0.01•)	 0.015 (o.o3) oa8-1.6	 (2.27)
Ch ; Cr203 no 0 6 05- 0 . o6 (o . o8)	 0 . o6- o , 07 (0,09) 0.3-0.4	 (0-51.)
Fe:Fzo 034-.oe53(0.52) 22.3--22,5 (28.82)23.0-31.0 (34-74) 9.2-,10.9(1-2,r,)
Mn-Mno 0101	 (0.01) 0.23-- 0.24 (0.30)	 0.25--0.26 (0.33) 0 .16- 0.21(0.24)
M^;MgO
 7
0.11-0.21 ( 0.27 20.1--'.20.4 ( 33,57) 1 11- .8- 20 .0   828.	 5(	 ) 8.1-^ l l .1	 15.	 2(	 ^ ^-)
" :CaO 12A6-13 6(18.36) 0.18.-0.23 (0029)	 0,24-,0. 25 (0.31• ) 9.2-X12.6(15.25)
TNa : BaO no	
E _
no no no
131:11 : S110 no no 110 no
vl: I141v no 0.01 (0 01)	 0.01 no
Go : Coo no no no no
],a-.  Na
	 0 0 . LI 8-. O o 97 (l . 02) no no no
F.
K K20 0.03-0.05(0.05) no no no
101 . 53 100. 8l 100 93 y10G 7 ,
`
E
• — d
,
l^
r }
1=
i
/r
......
	
• ..,,.
k	 11
r....ar....a.,:....,,.::.:«.=a,;.we..S..,..:.11c"^,._mti.s..a.`:.....s.rr:.ru,z.,.>:«'k'..+«...5....ae.._•-w+a.....er-.,n-..:,.... 	 L,.... :.'._...e+..a	 ...:«:_e.;,..:».-..e:v>.s.is...:.,..v:.:.r»<'.-s.z:.:,.._..:.ar..,wSn.e.'i+a.s.:e:,,.n..5.=:.:,.u.....•mc::^:e.-.-..:.:.i'.w"...3 ise<s,.,..a.,...:...:.rv..a.-::a
TABLE 5 . (continued)
Aug teb Pigeon tea ' Pigeonite
V : V 02 5 nm no
nm
iY Si: Si02 1-2.2.0 (51,77) 5 ) x (53.05)
Ti:Tio2 o.6-o.7 (1.o8) 0.3.0.6 (0.75) o.4- o.6 (0.83) s
Al:Al203 0. 7- 0.9 (1. 51) 0.35--0.8 (1.09). 0.4-0.5 (0.85)-
Cr:Cr20 3 0.22-0.29 (0.37) 0.2-0.4 (o.44-) 0. 15- 0.28 -(0.31)
Fe : ,FeO 11.4- 14...O (1.6.34) •12.7-15.7 (18.27) 18.8 (24.19)
IVIn:MnO 0.23-0.27 (0.32) 0.21-- 0.31 (0.34) 0.21-0.29 (0.32)
Mg:MgO 8.6-9.9 (15.34) 11.1-14.8 (21`.47) 9.2- 1.0.4- (16.25)
Ca: CaO 8.4-11.6 (13.99) 2.7-6.1 (6.16) 4.9-5 .2 (7.07)
Ba I3a0 rim no nm
Sr: SrO nm no nm r
Ni : Ni0 no nm
Co:CoO nm no nm
Na: Na02 0.019 (0.01) no (	 ) 0.0'1? (0.01)
i	 Ytii
K: K 0 nm
------
100.73 101.68 102088
a :	 large phenooryst containing olivine inclusions, j f
°	 small crystals. !
no:	 not observed.	 nm:	 not measured. t
S
x	 Si readings made on different 'crystals than for t=
-	 t
Ca, Mg, Pe readings.
,. Jr ltd  -
w
tn\
e,
a	 W
t	 r-
Microprobe Analyses of Devitrified Glasses in Apollo 12 Rock 12040.
U.
V.
devitrified glass included in'Olivine E , 20	 1.92
devitrified glass included in ,olivine E,20-4
3. devitrified glass included in olivine E520-5.,6
4. 1 devitrified glass included in olivine E.96-1_,2'
5. devitrified glass included in olivine KL,6-1,,2.3
6. devitrified glass included in pyroxene H18_1,2
7. devitrified glass included in plagioclase KL,,6-6.7
8. glass?	 'included ix-idevitrified glass in plagioclase F20-1
.-`..._.-..:...-... 	 -	 :^-a- ..,. e......:....-....:::>...: 	 .	 ..^-.---^	 ;a.•:,.,..<c.ia.-.z-.:.:r..tr.:.-+ww..uy.6..:tia.-.....e.x.._..+vx_n._ 	 ... '-	 ...,,:::...s..,.:•.:^.: ^-,.-....::::c.. may.
l
t
(
t'
-'
TABLE 7
1
^f
E ^;
Microprobe Analyses of Residuum Phases in Apollo 12 Rock 1204C; 4,
rr
l 2 3 4 5
S io2	 76 48.7 50.6 01 0. 0
t
t^
Al203	 13.1 29.7 0^1 _- 0.0
FeO
	 1.9 1.0 28.0 -. 4.4.3_
MgO
	 0.1 0.2 12.5 0.2 1.1
CaO	 1.2- 1507 7.1I 54.3 0.0
r
Na20	 0.7 1.6 - 0.1 _-
K 0	 7.02 0.55
_ 01 1
P205	 0. 09 0.00 - 38 e L! .
Tio
	 0 .5 0 10 0 .7 50.8
Suxn	 100.6 97,. g9.3 93..2 96.2
1e	 Residual glass
3	 2.	 Plagioclase
3.	 Pyroxene
4.	 Apatite?
5.	 Ilmenite
Metal, Troil te, Zircon?, K--feldspar? als<o presezzt .
.1
f
n_:..>.	 .s«.	 .:..:++.i.3+..i 	 M..r`...Ca>...Leal..3.+.».ea. ,-fn'i.-ia....,fy.,n	 .van..:.w...	 ....-4.4 L::	 a. a.....0 t. ..r... 	 .rs.a'. .._,..	 .s....	 ..	 A. i ..r:.:a	 i_..u..x .,	 w	 .__.._s...+r...xi.:.i..,:.'.w.«...,.+....,.x.....:h;...........:. .c,...... ...ax k4::
TABLE 8 y
Microprobe Analyses of
. 
 Gray-Mo ttl.ed Fragments.
1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g
i
Sion "43 .0 42.2 47- 0 44.88 44e7 45.7 51.4 4-6.1 45.9
Al203 16
.5 16.o 17 . 3 17.3 16.3 15 .3 22.5 22.3 24.1
FeO -	 707 11.1 9.9 9.4- 8.9 9.6 6.5 5.5 6.2
'Mgo 1308 il.o lo .8 1.0.5 8.8 7.3 4.2 7.0 6.6-,
CaO 8.3 10.1 10.8 9.9 900 11 .5 9.4 18 .3* 1305
Na? 0 1.2 _ 1.0 0.7 _l . 0 1.1 1.0 1.4 0.7
F
0.8
K2.0 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.7 1,3 0.5 4a3 oa8
P205 0.5 1. 5 1.1 0.5 0.8 1. 9 0 ..1 -^ G. 6
y -..
^^.0^ 007 2.4 . 202 _ 2,4. 2.3 3 .4 0.3 0.0 I.3 ;
ZrO .. o,6
BaO
-- - -
0 015
. raotarau.'"cYO vrwwtra^" e9onv^vva.. im.oem a...+.: ^°P.NUSp..e irr^.°^°^a-.` .s f.mx.°'n""'°s+ e '.:?
92:g 95.6 loo. o 96.5 93.9 96 ®2 100. 1
1. 12070, 145 W9
2. 12070 145 w3B
3. 12010, 31 m u
4. 12070 145 m w3C
5 0 12034,3 H15
6. 120 10 31 a i
7. 12034 . 3 m16
8. ` Oxide i nterprefation of Surveyor. "III analysis =
(Patterson et a1.	 1970)
9. Me g n of 1 '7	 (recalc. to 100%) replaced by one- third anorthite
(see	 "text;)
The alpha-' sloattering estimate of 'CaO would include, K20. ^	 ~,
.::
ti _
•
TABL ;y
Microprobe Analyses of Microa.northosite, Mic.ropyroxenite and
Microperidotite and their Phases.
`	 1 2	 3 4• 5 6 7
Slot	
X 3.5Y 38.9	 38.1 46 50.1 4q. 8 51.1	 !
Al203
	
34.o 1.6	 0.0 ' . 15.6 6 0* 4. 16.9 1.8	 ..
FeO
	 0.5 14.8	 15, 7 7.3 17.3 18.9 16.6
MgO	 0.0 39.2	 43.3 2.3 15.9 1.9 21.8
CaO
	 16.7 1.6	 0.0 16.2 5.1- 8.7 3.6
b;
Na20
	 0.9 0.1 1.0 0,2 0>6 0.0
K20	 0.7 0.02	 - 0.16 o.o3 0.07 0.02
-205	 0.5 0.01
	 -- 0.06 0,05 0.16 0.00
TiO	 0e2 0.1	 0.1 0.1 2.0 4.3 1.0
Burn	 97O 96.3	 97.2 89.2 97.1 99 .3 95.E
Y.
b _r
1.	 12070-
.9 145 w3 -- anorthosite Fragment in gray, mottled fragment
2 ,,	 1207336	 W 'K6-7 bulk rock calculated. from 90% of col 3 + 10% col ^I .
3.	 1207.3 5 6	 - K6--7 olivine
4.	 12073,6	 a K6-7 devitrif ed glass
5.;	 12034.93- K17	 bulb rock calculated from '70% of col 7 + 30% col 6.
6.	 12034,3	 -- K17	 d'evitrified ^glass
7.	 12034,3	 - `K17	 pyroxene t	 v.
A
x
r ,
a
`^
ra
i
• _
Y
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TABLE 10
Microprobe Analy-ses of Ilmenites in Gray Mottled Fragm6nts
l 2	 3 5 6
MgO	 3.4 3 .2 	 3.3 3.1 1-5 3. l
Tio2	 50.7 51.3	 51.6 51x6 50.7 52. 1
FeO
	
41. 0 42. 1 	 41.6 40 
.5 44.5 4-1. 6
MnO o.43
Al203 0.10	 0911 06 0.6
Cr2U3
	 0.20-
	 0.23	 0.17 0.6 0.6
Sum	 95.3 96.9
	 97.2 95,2 97,.9 97.E F
. Key- The following notes are keyed to our notebooks on the specific
thin sections:
10 10 0 -'Oi,	 31 , area -:a	 spot 6 small ^grai
2: 1201.0
9
	31 area b	 spot 7' small grain $
3 a 12010, 31 area 'a,	 spot y small grain
4-. 12034 9 
3 H l5^ y small gain
tt At
5: 12 070.9-
	
145 w2 - 6_ small_. grain
6: 12070, 145 w3B- 3 small grain r
F
i 4444
r
4444
_- -__
4444
r6
a.
E
TABLE 11 ^.
Microprobe anal jec s of
Apollo 12 breccia and
l 2- 3 4 5 6 7 g
M90 0.2 0.1 0.2 1. 4 5. 7 5.2 5.9 4 .4
Ti02 5. 09 50.6 .51.0 50.5 53 .0 53.6 54.0 520'7
a
FeO 46 .5 46. o 46.5 44.5 38.6 39.3 39. 1 4-0 .0
mno o.45
 o.43 0.4
Al 
0^
0.23 0.30 o.4-
 0.05
r;
Cr203 - - 0.1 0.36. 0.61 0.63 0., 55 0.31
Sum 98.3 97.4 . 98.6 96.81 97
.
9 98.7 99.55 97.4- ;
9 10 11 12 13 14. 15 i6	 -. F	 2
M90 5.7 5,8 5,6 5. 8 5.6 0.5 0.3 0. 2 Y
5T o 5^ 0 0 55 ,.::^.. 54 .. 0 53 .x8 54 51.9 52.9 52.6
FeO 38.9 38.8 38.6 38.5 39 .o 45, 9 47.6 47, 0 k
rt
Mn0
Al2 0 3
^r
r
Cr203 0.59 0. 68 0.55 0. 42 0. 25 0.19 {
Sum 990 2 loo.4 98.2' 98.1 99.35 98.7 101.05100.0
rdF	 ,
x
r
f
5
1;
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r f1^' 1
i3I ( contlnued} Y
Key:
	
r[h following designations refer -to locations and descrip.,ion
,I n oi.ar notebooks on -the specific
A
thin sections
1: 12010.1 31
	
area bl spot 20a.	 -tiny ilmenite
2: "	 area bl spot 21'	 tiny ilmc:nite
3: >>	 area bl spot 22	 medium sized Umen.ite
4: ''	 area spot ZI
5 12070,
	 14-5	 all_ 18 margin large grain
6: ''	 x21.,,19 'L'nterior large grain
7: "	 x21-20 margin large grain
8: a2l -2.3 blade in glass inclusions in A
olivine
a21w 25 margin large grain-
J.0..
 a2l-26 interior large grain
ll.. r ► 	 a2l-27 interior large grain f
12 "	 aa21- 28 margin large grain
^.
µ 13: a21-- 30 small grain;rt
14 ,
 e "	 x20.-18 small grain
15 ,., x20.-19 small gra in p
;!6 a20_ 20 small grain h
y
{
^L
kt
-	 -	 -	 t
_^'"°"' -"	 rnvmcie^aw_pa^ i i. .ue m.crts..art,..7,1wn._wems-vsa`U--nv.*r mu..aye*.3as„ea	 <uuv.mi	 .uas.rvvu-v ,z.ee_v mr wrt.-nx ..e-- 	 rv-..	 ,nom-
y	 a
.._,	 -	 _._	 _ 	 -	 -_	 iF. 	 _•	 ^:..4	 .'. .
LTABLE 12
^ r7
_	
Microprobe Analyses of Minerals in Gray . mottled Fragments r
4
Kf ? P1	 px Zr Il Ap ? Wh? .
a	 Sion 64.6 47.2	 52.3 35.5 3 «•..
Al203 19.7 32.4	 0.0 1.3
FeO 0.4 0.4	 20.4 0.8 40.5
M90 0.0 0.0	 24.1 0.1 3.5 0.1 2.6
CaO 0.5 16.1	 1.7 0.05 0.3 52.9 40.8
Na 0
2
1.4 0.2 0.
K20 12.0 0.0 O.l {
P20 5 0.0 38 39.4
Tio O^a 0.-1 0.2 51.6
ZrO
2
6i. 5
F
HfQ^` 0.6
t
F
BaO 1.6 0.01p
•
k
Sum 100.5 96.2	 98.8 loo . o 95.9 91.2 87.3
f
t
Kf? - potassim feldspar or
.
glass
f
Pl	 - plagioclase
Px	 - pyroxene
Zr	 - zircon
Il	 - ilmenite
Ap? - probable apatite
Wh? - probable w itlocki'te
d.
_
J
..	 r
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TA BLE 1-1
f
Microprobe Analyses of Piny: DC vita^: fried Glasses and their
Microphenocrystse
1	 2 3	 4	 5 6 7
S of	 48.7	 4.8.4- 48.1	 46.o	 50.2 36.4 48.7
x.1203
	1602	 13.8 12.9	 31.1	 32.5 0.3 6.9
FeO	 ,10.8
	 13.6 16.3	 o. 4 	0.3 21.8 12.8
Mgo
	 _ 7.7	 7.8 4.7	 0.0
	 0.7 39.4 22 ,5
CaO	 10.9	 - 10.7 93	 17.x-1,
	
15	 5 0.4 4, 5'
a Nato.
	 0 ^6	 o.4 0.4 1.5 .
	
2. 3
f K2 0	 0.7
	
0 .7 1.4.	 o ,14	 o .16 - .-
p 0
	 0.6	 0.82	5 0.7	 0.02	 0.00
TiO
	 2.2'	 2.9 3 .9 	 0.1	 0.1 0 .3 1.4
Sum	 98.4	 9g.1 977	 100.7	 lol>8 98.6 96.8 Y ^,
1.	 12073,6
	 M16-3	 -- 'devitrified glass
`.».	 12073 5 6	 H2-3 1,2 denitrified glass
3.	 12073, 6	 K13-14-1 2, 4 devitrif ied glass
4.	 12073 5 6	 M16--1 plagioclase microphenocryst
•
5.	 12073,6	 H2.-3-3 plagioclase microphenocrys Y	 i
6.	 12073,6	 H2-3-4	 .. olivine m.icrophenoc,ryst
(o	 12073 5 6	 K13- 14-5 pyroxene m:icrophenocryst
r zi
_
^ 1'
,
1
_	
_^'w'"-.i+.».k.nJ..aw+ww x.N1a./wt.3.fd.r.R».d,	 l_.i..1:... a;.:.;.+.a .xw «.mob-.x... x+r....:u•. .....	 _...	 L...w w.,,.	 _	
».....^.-
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..
BLE 1 )l- n	 Some miner .elements in olivine and pyroxon•e (wt
w
Ca Ti Cr Mn Al}
olivine 120 70 , 14-5 u22 0.23 0.035 nd nd nd
a23 0.25 0.037 0.11 0.23 nd
olivine 12040 ,44 early 0.20 0' 033 00053 0, 23 nd
late 0.24 0.038 0 . 062 0.25 nd
olivine 12010, 31 area m 0 .26 0.058 0.19 0.21 nd
area a 0.09 0.030 0.004 0.22 nd
ti
augite 1204-0,44- early 9.2-12.6 0.74 0.38 0.19 1.1
^c
late 8.4- 11.6 o.69 ' 0,25 0.25 0.8
pigeon; to early 2.7-6.1 o.46 0 n 29 0.25 o,6 
late 4.9-5.2 0-47 0021 0.25 0.)-1.5
a ug to	 12070 ,145 (Y,22 7.7 8O aB: ` 90. 39 2Os(._..5 i-.1.n2 f
_ i eonite x4.6 w0.7 ci 13 0.22 O e 5 in	 :
-lgGon to 12070,145 a23 5	 _.	 8 0 .115 0 0 04 0
 .38 0.38
pyroxferxoite? 5.0-7.7 0,58 0.05 o . 38 o n45
digeonite p) area a 1.9-3-1. 0.35 0.13 0.31 0.34
12010,31
area u 0. 5-10 6 00 4 0.12 0.20 0.35
4
1 q
S x
t 	 t
t
•
a
r
y. y
{
#t:
y
j
t
{
]4•
v
e
n
a.
1 
t•
v
J	 h+
Soz:e itinor elements in plag-? toclase (all 4
x
I
	 2	 3 Li. 5 6 7 8 9	 l0	 11	 12
^, 0 * 045	 o.o6o
	
c .14 0.57 0.34 0.35 0.32 0 .51 0.55	 0.29	 0. 27	 0.37911`rte z }
=0.001	 0.002	 0,003 O.011 0.002 0.01 1= 0.01
N I': t c r^. -0.003
	 0.000	 -o.00l 0.002 -0.005 a aooz 0.002 r:}
Qr ooh	 0. 021	 0.023 0.021 0.035 0. 035 o.o47 0.077 0.039	 0.050	 0.022	 0.033
s 0. 0 1:5 	 0000^	 0.16 0. 21 0,023 0.0 1 6 0 .026
0. 0o1:	 o. oll	 0 .025 o. o4o o eolo 0. 056 0.10 0.13 o.14	 0.05
	 0a03	 0 v 07
` Tim 0.32"	 0.79	 1.50 1.35 1.01 0. 1=5' 0 .72, j
..
ca 13.6 12	 13x 22 	 11.04 11. 45 12060 13. 65 12, 8
s	 Ab 3 ^ 7	 9.0	 17.1 15.x- 11.5 5 : i 8.2- r1
n 94.^(	 91.8	 76.6 79.5 87, 5 91 -- 8 88.9 89 91	 87	 81-85	 83-99
tr 0.2	 ;Q 6	 11.1 1.5 0.2 0.3 0.2
,2 12010 ;19	 fragment  2 crystal 1	 spot,)'12010,19 fragment 2 crystal 3spot '6
3 12010 19	 ragmzrat 5 crystal 2A 10047,56'	 crystal 7 margin5 100':7$56	 crystal T center'6 120"10 44	 crystal  1 margin
7 120410 44	 cr',-ystal , l center
dot o
	
spectrometers ^iere cranked from one element to next and. calibration made only at
beginning and end: errors in An probably up to"3 f maximum.
8 120 i 0,1!-5	 a23
' 9 12070,145'	 a22
10 12010,31	 area a	 grain 1
`^	 3 121031	 area a	 grain 3}''	 ., -12010531	 area a	 gain 5
Table 16 Mg, 9, Fe in Apollo IP LIVIAO-C,a-Illp
Sample. No,
	 •ol % A	 wt. ,d, l ie	 Wt,
	 x wt. % re
basaltic fraMents in "coarse. fintn" 12070,1145
Q2 9.4	 D. 1.30	 0.053 0.32
Q3 8.4	 0,168	 0.050 0.67
a4* 9.0	 0.128	 0,082 1.13
0,5* 10.5	 0.160	 0,060 7..06
(X6 7.6	 0.124	 '0,076 0.56
CL7 10.5
	
0.134	 O.-D52 0.63
a8 12.0	 o.io4	 o.o62 0.67
ag 11-5	 0.150	 0.055 0,71
CL 10 14.6	 0.157	 0,069 0.95
all 111.6	 0-156	 0.o6o 0.93 
a12 20.5	 0.102	 0.484 0.38
Q13 14.5	 0.1114	 0.089 0.70
u14 12.0	 0.200
	 0.060 0.78
0,15 13.5	 0.201	 o.o6o 0.95
CLIG 11.0	 0,150	 0.075 0.89
alg 10.6
	
0.I16	 0.077 0.55
o.20 1o,4	 0.13o	 0.099 0,85
o.21 5.7	 0.126	 0.062 0.34
a24 8,3	 01120	 0.060 0.70
*very fine j7pround-macs.
fragments in breccia	 12010, 31 thin section
al 14.7	 0.019	 0.133 0.23
a3 19.6	 0,082	 0.396 o.45
dy 15.1	 0.25	 0.060 1.1.5
e 13.0	 0.160	 U.066 0.95
hi 13,5	 t4 18?	 Q.()5p 1,08
hP- 15.6	 1 0.176	 0.060 1.10
not 9.4	 n.iM
	 0.054 0.63
1402 9.4	 0,108	 0.0112 Q-59
ti 23	 0.040	 0,25 0.47
t2 23	 0,058	 o,114 0.29
u 7.71	 0.020	 0,0-( 0,20
v 7-4	 0.130	 o.067, 0,82
11.5	 0.22	 0.0113 0-88
*very fine groundmass.
crystals in breceia 1203 14 . 5 bjAn section.
a 17.3	 01021	 0.165 Co15
1) 7.7
	 0iI5	 0.05 o,
7.3	 0.02	 o.045 0.09
dl 11.4	 0.01	 0.085 0.12
dI 5.0	 0.05	 0.05 0.1-5
dh 9.8	 0.02	 0,13 0.22
el 10.4	 0.01	 o.08 0,110
e2 0.03	 o.o6 0.155
03 10.7	 0.04	 0,125 0.19
fi 16.8	 0,011	 0.17 0.24
f2 5-27	 0,03	 0.03-0-09 0.15-0-1,6
1211	 O.W	 0.08, 0,24
C,2 20. IT,	 Q I GO	 0.15 M6,
crystals	 In brovt,.in IPO73, 6 thJn s,°ction.
al 12	 0.1£	 0.04
a2 31?	 0.00	 0,011 0,04
015
Tj (J35 0,59
C).Oj
0 - 00	 0.105 0.17
1,35
0,11	 u.u4 0.3 14
u IP 0,38
d3	 0,00, 0,11
	 0,10,	 0.04 r) .3l,	 0.112
r, ...	 •:n_i. ♦ 	 .:"^...,._:iM..aa;,.:..:i,.,.urn^a.......».-s-..rai...+.i+ft.wR.2A.:+e.xa:HAr:.:, a:au:.^dc.-.3a'yor.se,
L.:.
_..ue..:::l.h>...em.2:.^:....rx, .,«.y:.a_.e....:..u.. 	 ..:,......^.,.,u.,t,+n..r"'e:,,,...:.. r:k.:.^,..'....__w-.....a.:n,.«.».-.._...: u....:.:.a„`v "ad.,.s.,::.	 .tE.:twV .s:i ,.t 	 .. Hm .._..+..\
	
s._	 .,	 ...... ,.._
	
!!.
Si
Table 17	 1,^, li, t_c, N11, C.0 in 1,},,.,114 11	 ^12,a-iccl„no^,
Sarple No. Mal ^( pb	 Mel % An	 no). !{ or	 wt	 1AZ Nt. ;i re Lt.	 K
four	 mina in t:2e rCgabbro 10047,
	
h thin ovelion.
r 
a£ i'i#3
3-1 17.8	 77.4	 2.0	 - o,63 0.28
3-2 18,2 	 75.5	 1.0 0.48 0.14
t 3-3 11.6	 86:5	 o.4	 - 0.30 0.05
3-4 6.3
	 89.3	 0.;: 0.24 0.03
3-5 11.3	 86.5	 0.2	 - 0.27 0,03
s 3-6 }4.11	 82.5	 0..11	
-
0.37 0.05
3-7 17.3	 78.2	 0.d	
- 0.50 0.11
3- 8 18.9	 73.9	 2,4	 - 0,41 o.34
rAJ 1, 117
	
traverse frcm erintobalits to r rorono
7.1 16.3	 75.8	 1.5	 0.028 0,o46 0.21
1 7-2 17.8	 78.0	 0.6	 0.043 0.071 0.09
1 7-3 11.6	 85;9	 0.3	 0.066 - 0.110 0.011
$ 7-4 8.5	 89.3
	
012	 0.064 o.lo6 0.03
7-5 8.1	 86.5	 0.2	 0.070 0.116 0.03
r 7-6 8.4
	 88.9
	
0:3
	
O.066 0.110 o.04
7_7 11.7
	 35,3	 o.4	 0,058 0.096 0.05
7-8 13.8	 82.5
	 0.4	 o.o62 0.103 o.o6
rain N7	 n_ert to crictobalita .. ,
7-9 18.3	 76.4	 .. 210	 0.017 0.028 0.29
7_10 18.2	 76,3	 2.5	 0.017 0.028 0.38
7_11 16.1
	 -	 77.0	 2.3
	
0.021 0.035.. 0.33
7-12 18.5
	 75,7	 1.9	 o.n47 0.078 0.27
.	 :.. _ grai.n #6	 at center of cluster . of r. raana . j.
6-1 b.0
	
013.	 0.077 0,128 0.02
6-2 7.6
	
90.5	 0.1	 0.065 0.108 •0.02,
Your eraina in ferrobasalt 10022, 37 'O in s(-ction. 7 a'
1-1 19.2	 711.3	 2.0	 0,0911 0.156 0.28
1-2 20.2	 '711.5	 2.1	 0.097.	
_.
0.161 0.29 r'
2-1 2012	 75.,2	 1.4	 0.117 0.1911 0120
2-2 20.6	 75.4	 1.4..	 0.120.. .0.194 0121
.r
2.13 19.6	 76,2	 1.11	 0.101 0.167 .0.20
si 3-1. 22.6	 74.7	 1.6	 0,083 0.118 0.22 - F
. 3-2 21..6	 73.7	 1.7	 0.)10 0.182 0,24s
3- 2116	 73.2	 1,4	 0.152 0.25 o.20
4-1 18:7	 7G.0	 1.5
	
0.081 0.1311 0.21
rA,
4_2 15.0	 75.0	 1.8	 0.080 0.132 0.25
4_3 20.1
	
711.3	 : 1.G	 0,097 o.16o 0..22
n 4_4. 21,5	 73.8	 1.3	 :0.13 0.22 0,19 ;•'.
-	
_ 11_5 20.5
	 =	 1.7
	
0.12 0.199 0.P11 {
4-6`. .19.6
	 ` 76.6	 1.4	 0.1011 01.173 `0.20 `.
v
sasaltie fragment in breccia 10061, D thin section..- Si
c17- 1 7.9	 9115	 _	 0.10'7 0,177 - ¢:
7 c17-2 1o.6	 87.6	 o.4	 Oj,113 0.187 o. or)
c17-3 7.11	 91.2	 012	 0.098 0.163 0.03'
t c17-11 10..3	 8M	 0,3	 0:128 0.21 .0:04
i - ..Single cr stay in br•ecein lU061, 29 thin s  ctinrc
e
i
dl9-u 3,6	 95.3	 o.4	 0.023
_
0.038 0.06 ,
{ 6.1	 91.5	 o.6	 - 0.032 0.0113 0.09
dig
-b 7A	 9z.0	 0.1	 0.094 0.1566 0.02 i
6.7
	
91.0	 0.2	 0.098 0.162 0.03
'
019-c 9.8
	
89.2
	 0.3
	
0.046 o.0,76 0,54 atf
9.6	 89.6	 0.2	 0.042 0.470 0.03 K;
! r, e21 12.+1	 85.7	 0.2	 0.137 0.26 0.03
t
r
03 18.2	 77-2	 1.^,	 01078 0.125 0.21
19}	 711-.2	 1.8	 0.132 0.22_ 0.76
2
unlocat0d 3.6	 92.6	 O.l	 0.004
P.5	 96.3	 0.1	 0.005 0.009 0.02
1 d10 3.5
	
96.0	 0.1	 0.007 0.012 0.01
i
s d9 4.11	 93.9	 0.4	 0.028 0.016 0.06
4.2	 97.2	 0,5
	
0.023 0.03F 0.07
z! i'
;9 5,0	 15.2	 0.1	 0,r=8 0.016 0.0*
all 2.9	 97.5 	 011	 .0,028 a.OUG 0:01
i f9 7.4	 47.8	 0.1	 O.iC? 0,171 0,(71
1 J1l 1, .5	 95,3	 0.2	 0.0311 0.0`6 0.03
'
y
m13-a 4:9	 64.8	 0.4	 0,030 0.050 3.05
rnl3
- L 6.4	 9?.1	 .0.1	 - 0,'11+1. 0.169 0:07
_ 714 " 2	 1f
n35 : P. j	 89w
	
n.11 .	 0.04tJ 0.08 0.06 .	 y
n14' 21-3	 74..	 1,3
	
0.09k 0.152 0.18
4}115 __ ..	 . _,J•i^"	 50.(_-.. 6a,
	 D 4J4^(k inn q.
yTABLE 18 r
Possible magma compositions for rack 12040,44
1
2	
-3	
4 -5 6 7
Sio2 59.0 53.2	 53.1	 48.9 41 49 41_
Al203 14.9 11.1	 13.4	 10.0 6.3 12 11
FeO- 7.7 14.6	 11.2	 17.2 21.5 17 21.5
MgO 2. I ^r.0	 2.2	 9.. .0 17r0. 6• 5 9 a	 `..
CaO 13.8 10.3
	
12.4
	
9.3 7.6 ll . o 11
Na
 02 o.4 _ 0.3	 o.4-	 0.3 o.18 o.6 o.43 I;
x20 o.o8 o. o6 	 0.07	 0.05 0.053 0.057 0.078
1
P205 0.11 o.o8
	 0.10	 0.07
TiO
2
l.9 1.4,	 7.1	 5. 3 2.5 3.2 5.2
100.0• 100.0	 .0010	 100.1
w
1. Average of 5 inclusions ''of devitrified glass in olivine.
2. 75`.3% of 1 -1- 25.7%	 olivine	 (Fa X1-0..4) .
3. 90% of 1 + 10°o iln11^n Ltt	 (3% M90).
4 • 74.5% , of 3 + 25.5% olivine (Fa 4o.4).
a
5. Bulk rock 1201. 0	 (LSPET,	 1970).
6. Bulk rock 12038 (LSPET, 1970).
7. Bulk rock 12063	 (LSPET,	 1970)4?
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Appendix 1-1
Arse end x 1.	 Data on 12070, ^.4-5 fragments as. of December 5, 1970.
j x
Analytical data },
f	 The listed, data are as follows:
Plagioclase.	 An and Ab in mole percent referred to An50 and Anj00 is
standards:	 Al in wt.% referred to An100` Fe, K and Mg in wt ;u-
referred to P14.0 forsterite, Kokomo sanidine and P140, respect:-vely,
Ti in wt.% ` referred to Di_ 2Ti.
Pyroxene s
	
Mg, Ca, Fe in wt. % referred to diopside, diopside, and
ferrosilite standards:	 corrected on the assumption that pyro1ene
belongs'to Wo	 n Fs system.
	
Wo,, 	 Fs in wt,% not recalculated
to 100%
Olivine a
	 Mg, Ca, Fe in wt . % referred to P140, diopside, ferrosilite using .
Bence-Albee factors.
	
Fo, Fa in wt.% not recalculated to 100%.
a 	 pink augite, (Mg 10.6-9.8, Ca 10.7-12.7, Fe 9.3-8,3) with inclusions -^
{k
E
of opaques .:
a2:	 plag_	 An	 Ab	 mean An	 Ab 	 Al 17.17,.(	 89_ c31
	 7-
	
90 . l
	
8.8:
	
z 
Fe 0 .32	 ^ 0.053 Mg 0.13 )
oliv (homogeneous Fo
	 Fa6	 Nag 18.9 Fe 24.6 Ca ,AjO.,25)5 - .7
pigeonite
	 (YIg 14.1 Ca 2.8 Fe 13.24 En 58.2 Wo 8.1 Fs 31. 2) 	 j
augite	 (Mg 9.3 Ca 13 .6 Fe 8 .1: En 37.1 Wo 39 .4 Fs 18 .9) i
Pyroxene appears to be zoned.
Unidentified opaque sowing core-rim-structure.
1
r ^
3 a	 plag (bladed with dark core :An	 Ali	 and An	 Ab	 ^ Al 17. 09^ 91	 7." 9	 89-. 90	 7.. t
Fe 0, 6 7	 K 0 a 06.4	 Mg 0.17)
 
a
pyroxene very variable	 selected foux` .UX'U-remes
--
J^•gib Ji ^Yv'aL ar.ti.a..W  :>a-vC..t•	 r	 •' '•• f4uwXWY^f*i.w'. CrrLL.Y'G. v.rY3Y	 w.	 ...:+wr+L i...,.W +_.,K .rrY.i:'sstAa.. ..3 .a's....rw+.i. 	 ..ka....r. is.:..ew..U.^._.:;.	 4. 	 5. writ er -`s.i 3"
tt
Appendix 1-2
k augite	 pigeonite	 high-Fe high Fe
= Mg 9.5	 14 1	 3. 2- 2 • 'T 9.2
•lam	
.'
'	 rCa	 9 5	 .7	 X1 1- 7.9 5,0 S
Fe	 12.7	 15.3	 27.0-24,.0 20,2 ^n
En	 39.2	 58.2	 13.2- 15.3 3^,0 K
Wo	 27.5	 7.9	 20.6-22.9 14-:5
Fs	 30.0	 36. 1 	63.8.-56.8 47 ,7
a sk pyroxene megacryst (augite, pigeonite) set in groundmass of r
bladed plag, pyr, ilm, pyrrhotite.
p lag	 (An	 men Ab8g 9 ean An86.0 AbB.^ly Al 1F.0^1 Fe 1x13	 K 0.o8 li
Mg 0.13
x augite	 pigeonite	 groundma.ss
Mg	 7.7 	 12. 4 	`1..1	 1. 7	 6.o 2.2	 5.6  -_
Ca	 Z2.1	 3.4	 5.2-	 7.4	 6. 2 7.8 	 5`. 8 ^n
Fe	 11.3	 14.7	 32 .6 	 29. 0 	21.4 26.7
	
23. 8
En	 3.1. 8 	 55. 2 	 4.5	 7.0	 24. 8 9.1	 23.1
wo	 34.88	 9.9	 15.1	 21.5	 18.o 22.6	 16.8 A
.Fs	 26.7	 34.7	 770 2 	68.6	 50.6 63 .2	 56.1'
a5 two large bladed'pyroxene crystals zoned from pigeon ite to augite,:
two olivine crystals set in finegroundmass.
plag An85 - 86	 Ab 8-9	 Al 16.22	F6 l 06	 K 0.06t Mg o.16
. 
pyr data not calculated;
a6 -	 ure	 la	 ilm plus s m lectiteequat ' text ., p 	 g ,_ pyr,	 	 Y.;p ,
plag (An92Ab7-8 )	 Al17. 72 	 Fe 0. 56 	K 0.076
-93 Mg° 0.12k
pyr	 variable augite ' and pigeonite	 not ca.1c. ti a
,a7 pyr, plag intergrowth with tendency .to bladed, ra.diatin; texture.
p lag(A189- 90 
A 9-p 1.0 	
Al 17.36 • Fe 0.63	 K G-05 2	 I^Ig 0 . 13
n
yr.r
i
_
Y 'E""':':.1	 `Y_`	 -	 f'	 .r:+Lt	 *'4'S+.^.+-4f'C^YAt+</t TrM+	 c
bT	
^iJYX..,
1 1 	 F
73
Appendix 113
U7 (continued)
Y	 Mg 5.14	 6. oo	 6.83	 8.33 8. 11 .2 	8.52	 8.7	 8.34	 7.95	 8.25	 9.6
Ca, 7.93	 8. 9	 8 .2	 1.1. 9 12.12 11.2 . 	 5.0	 12. 48 	12.86	 12.66	 4.6 :+
Fe 22.3 19.8	 19.8	 12.12 11.75 11.53	 20.9	 10.38 . 10.22	 10.27	 19.5
En 21.2 24.8	 29.2	 34.4 34.8	 35. 2
	35.9	 34.4	 32.8	 34.0	 39.6
Wo 23.0 25.8	 23.8	 32.2 34. 1 	 32.4	 14.5	 30 .2 	 29 .-4 ,	 29.8	 13. 4
Fs 52.7 46.9	 46.9	 27.8 27.7	 27.2	 4.9.4	 24.5	 24.1	 24.3	 46.2
-	 a8 Large pyroxene zoned from pigeonite core to augite rim, plus small.
plag (An86r 91 mean An9o , Al 17.6 Fe o.67	 K 0.062,	 Mg 0.104) and
i lm.enit e .
pyr not calculated
a9 Large olivines plus intergrowt_h plag and pyr.
plag
e
(An 88- go ), Al 17.3 Fe 0.71	 K 0.055	 Mg ,0.15
' 01 Mg 21-18'	 Fe 21- 25..	 Ca- . 0.22.0.24	 F0 63-- 54	 Fa-38-46	 -
k pyr
a
M{	 6. ^ j8.6	 13.5	 9 .2	 9.5
Ca	 6.2 10.3	 3.4	 4.2	 8.4
Fe	 22.4 12.8	 14 .1	 20.8	 14.1
En	 26.9 35.5	 55.8	 38.0	 39,2
Wo	 18.0 29.9	 9.8	 12.2	 24.41
Fs 52 .9 30.2	 33.3	 4-9.1	 33.3 T
al0 Large pyroxene zoned From pigeonite core to augite rim,'plus
groundmass of plag plus pyroxene.'
plag (An	 Al 16 . 4885_ 80 Fe 0.95	 K 0.06	 Mg 0.159	 7
pyroxene large crystal small crystal.
A	 Mg 8.o 769	 8.4	 9.2 1o.6	 13.8	 14.2	 13.9	 9 0 6'	 7.6	 7.6
Ca 10.5 11 .6	 1.1.4	 lo.6 9.0	 3 .2	 3.9	 3.1	 11.0	 11.6	 12.3
Fe 13.6
'
11.9 	 11.5	 1 i . LI- 12.1	 ' 13.8	 13.8	 14.2	 10.9	 12.7	 11.
Fn 3.0 32.6	 3^^ . 7	 38. 0 1'3.8
	 57.0	 58 .
	 57.5
	 39 •	 3 1 .	 3 1. ^t
Wo 30.5 33.6	 3•l	 30.8 26;1	 9.3	 11.3	 9.0	 31. 9 	 33-^°7	 35. 7
Fs 32.1 28.1	 27.2	 27.0 28.6	 32.6	 32.6	 3	 .5	 25.8	 30 •.
	
2`7.0 T
}
...1_.Z:..r5:..^++,.d,A.._..a>......,_,.z:_:..^._s.^:...w:.....:...:^.:.._.:._.^a•..x..,,,.:r:R,..+,....s..r.i::::.:.:.rum.:.-;,....,,._.._..._,_w..'^,... __._.o...:k..'..}.t...a_.
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Appendix l.-4 M
. all
	
Two fragments close together.	 One is augiteyA single crystale ft
Other fragment contains two large pyroxene crystals in plag,
#	 -
pyr, ilm. gro qundmass .	 These two large' crystals are very patchy
and contain inc lusions.
plag	 (An85- 89	 Al 17 .07	 Fe 0 .93	 K 0.06. Mg 0 .156 ;.
separate aug to
	 Mg 10.9- 10,.0	 C a 11.2.-11.9 _Fe 9.6-.8.2	 En 4-5.o-41.2
Wo 3 2 ;5-37.5	 Fs 22.9-19, 4
zoned pigeonite	 Mg 13.6-.8.3	 Ca 3.35-4.75 Fe 14.2-20.0	 En 56.1-34.4
Wo 9.7-13.8	 1's 33.5-47.2
r
Groundmass pyroxene is 'very irregulars
12	 Large pyroxene, small olivines and plag
la	 n.	 `-	 e	 3	 0 48p l g
	 (A , 78.31	 A.L l (. 5 5	 F	 0. 8	 K Mg U•104t.
01	 Mg 16.6
	
Ca 0.19	 Fe 29.7
	
Fo 48.,0
	
Fa 54 . 2
oxene variwble • 	 extremesPyr	 3	  are_ ^.
Mg	 Ca	 Fe	 En' ;	 Wo Fs .'
8.7	 12.5	 11.2	 35.8 " 26.4	 *unusual values,
11.9	 5.7	 14.6	 49.0	 16.5 1 34.4	 but checked to
12.2	 3.1	 x.7.7
	 50..3
.
	9  1. 4l•7	 be correct.
cc13	 Plagioclase - pyr	 ilm
	
intergrowt h plus unidentified inclusion
surrounded by residuum.
Plag	 (An82-87 ?^ 	 Al 17.50	 Fe 0 ..70	 h'` 0.089 Mg 0.114 .
.	 Pyroxene
a	 Mg	 li.1	 l0.6	 9,5 „	 1000	 10.0	 8.6 11. 9 	 12. 4 	11 i.9 z
Ca	 3.7,	 4.3
	
9.2	 7.7	 6.8	 5.5 3.9	 3. 2 	 5.0
Fe'	 17.6	 15.6	 12.5 ..
	
13.7
	
14.
	 20.1 16 .6	 15.9	 15.1 .
En	 45.8
	
43.7	 3'1 a2	 3	 3	 35•5 ^^'8.2	 51.2	 .11'9•2	 }
Wo	 ll . 4:	 12.5	 26 . `7	 22. 4 	19.7	 l05­0,: ' 9  3	 14-05
,3s	 41.6
	 3G.9
	
2.6	 3?44	 3.3	 47
.6
39 . 2_	 37• '	35ye7:	 '.. Y	
X^c
.	 .
.	
.
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Append ix 1-5
}a 14- Olivine pyroxene	 (pi,,,;eor_it;_c), bladed plagioclase opaques
0la_v , Mg 0-19 r O	 C 0 < 23,.. 0 30	 Fe 23 . 3 ^- 25 4 9	 Fo 61-^ 55	 Fa 42- 4 7
' P? a /An8 89) Al I , 77 Fe 0,:78 	 K 0 :. o6	 Mg 0-20 f
Pyr i.
A
9.1 9.9 9.1 7.,8	 lor.1 8vg	 6^8	 9c 1 7n7	 8,6
Ca 5 0 5 4.o 4,, 7 6.8	 3,8 6:3	 9.1	 5.7 4r ^r	 45
Fe 18.8 20,:0 19,8 s_ 20.2	 19.2 19.3	 18 45	 19,4 23.8	 20.4
En 37.6 11-0 48 37,:5 ; 32.2	 41,, 5 36, 7 	 28.0	 -37.6 31.8	 35.5
Wo 16.o 11.6 13.6 19.4.	 11.0 18.3;	 26,4	 16,5 - 13.9	 15.7
Fs .LI4ZI7t 2
'
46,'T 47,7 I. 5a2 4-5,6 X136	 45.9 56,2	 48.2
a1.5 mostly pyroxene (bladed ; zoned)	 small plag and ores
Plag (An
85
q) A]. 17-50 Fe 0 .95 	 ' x o . o6o 	 Mg 0. 21
.:
Pyr
=„ s 8 4 12 , 2 1?.8 11^ ^	 5 6^7	 5^7	 6 . ^a ?,7	 1:3 ` 11.
	
1-- .7 12 .7
	 7. 6 	7,;9
r	 ca x..1. 6 4.55 3^.-0 2,.5 705	 6,1	 6.o 9.7	 3.45	 3,3 3^9	 -	 .0	 5,65
Fe 10 .95 14 .6 14-3 13.7 21,3 22x7 22,x0 21s 6	 14, o 	 i-A .1 14 .3	 a	 . 1 ► 	 2 1 ,0- ^=
E,Yi 34 .7 50 , 9 57.0 59.2 27.8 23 ,6 28 .5 14-5	 55 . 4 	 56,6 52.5 31, 4 32r7
-WO 33.E 23.2 8.7 7,,25 21	 8 -1707	 17,.,)]. 28.1	 10.0	 946 ,11 ,3 34.8	 16,,4 }
FS 0 5.8 34.5 33.8 32. 1 50.3 53.6 52 ,, 0 51,1	 33 . 1 	 33 ,,3 '35.0 27.0 49.6 R
a16 Two olivine megacrysts set in bladed intergrowth of pyroxene ., 'plag and ,#
ores
O1iv ^^	 l_6,, F } 0 2l ;	 Fe9 28 8.^ 22'. O	 C O r. 28-^ o . 2 	 ^'0	 43 6 , 3.. 63 a 2
Fa, 52, 6- 4o,, 3
Plag (An85- 87 A'b 7y 12 ) Al ; .L6 r 90 	Fe 0.89	 K 0-, 075 	 Mg O ^ 15
Pyr
Mg 7.5 6r.9 7.2 V ♦2
	
10,11-
C
/ 
a
//''^^:.12 n V. • 1-3 d3 --jj1r^e-8 1	 {rte	 (}.5	 6•V.
Fe 11.  8 t 13 .. 0 12.4 l . (	 ?6. 5 =1 .9
En 30,,-9
q
28 ^ 5 29 ^ 6 33 t: 8	 4l ,
 6` ,^	 A 7
'40 34,8 3D8,5 34.2 13,4
	
17 .4-
r;
25,,5
1' os Ate. f e ^ ' ,^ l^ m 7 ^	 2 ^ c.. F^- ^ ^ +1 +^	 3 ^ "0"V f ' ,^ 5 ^ G.. ^+.	 rt	 ' "^'' ^
h 	 cx
_..-.,
	 .^........._....
	
-, r	 ...	 .. ,-. _...	 _	 ..r
.«..:..	
.v	
...
	 , 	
..	 .:..	 ..	 ., .....-.rya	 ....	 n
x	 . _: _.._	 .+,..4« r^	 , ;
	
.ds.r-rynJ	 R. _	 ^'+w>•+..vC	 ,y	 _	 =w d... ^	 +...--.'fit- 	 `+^ '	 ^	 "  	 i ?f.snY,"Yy»
	 ^	 ^	 ws
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1Appendix 1--6
all Large augite crystal containing one small Pigeonite and two small
A
- olivine inclusions a,ad ores.
oliv e 	Mg 18.6 3 18.8, 20.2	 Ca 0 . 15, 0. 16, 0 .21	 Fe 25 .3, 25. 15 23.1
Augi t e Mg 8.9-10.4 Ca 10.2- 13.2 Fe 8.04.9.8
P geonite
	 Mg 13.3	 Ca 4.25 Fe 13 . 7`
alb Single crystal of olivine, full of minute inclusions.
Mg	 21-5- 19.4- ( mean 21.0) Fe 21.5-23.9	 (mean 22.1)	 Ca 0.20
Fo	 62 . 2
- 56 .3 (mean 60.8) -Fa 39 .2-. 43.6	 (mean 4o'.4)	 La 0.
Inclusions not identified as yet.
a.ig Plag, pyrox, ilm have same grain. size.	 Plag tends to be tabular.
Flag	 (AnB - 8q Ab9_ 10 ) Al 17.2.2 Fe 0.55	 K 0.077	 Mg 0.116
Pyroxene	 very variable
mg	 8.7 ` 8.7 8.5	 7.3 5.9	 6.1	 5.7 6.3	 3.6	 6.8	 9.1	 9A2	 4.4 9.1	 6.7-7.2
Ca	 6.5 ' 10 .5 12.8 to . 8 8.o 	 8.4`	 8.2 6 . l	 9.6	 8.2	 8.4 11 .3 	 8.2 4. 2 	4.5
	
4.3 
IFe 19.2 13.1 10.0 11.5 21.5 20.8 22.2 23 .1 23-4 19.5 1 F-.1 11.7 24.1 22.4. 24.7 24.3	 ,
Ii 1 n 35 ,,9 35.9 3. 1 38.3 24&4 25.0 23.5:26.o l4.9 28.0 37.5 38.o.18.2 37.6 2-(.7 29.7
No 18.9 30.5 31- 0 1 31.4 23.2 24.4.
 23.8 17.7 27.8 23.8 24,4 32.8 23.8 ' 12.2 13.0 12 .5
Fs 45.2 30.9 23.6 27.2 50.8 49.1 52.4 54.5 55.2 4.6.0 35.7 27.6 56.9 52.9 58.2 57.3
U20 Oliv	 r la	 all about same grain size	 ilm	 s inel
01	 Mg .19.55
	 Fe 21.1	 Ca 0.25
	
(poor total)
Plag	 (AnB oy 81 Ab8
-
 9 )	 Al 17.27, 17,00 0 	 Fe 0.85	 K0.09	 Mg 0 . l3
Pyr
Mg
	 7.19 9.5	 5.6 8.3	 mean of 7 Points
^.
Ca	 11.8 8.7	 9.8 5.1'T
Fe	 10.5 .12. .	 18. 3 21.5
En	 32.6 23,-1    r ^^T . 3
- wo	 3 o. 4 25.?
  ,,,	 28.4 i4.8
F's	 2408 29.3	 4 .-j . e 50.9
z
•Appendix 1.-7
a2, 1	 Mor:tly' olivine	 with one small plug and one small augi'tre
pigeoni-twe. Inclusions of symplectite in olivine
Plagt (A.ng ,gg Ab^-f}	 Al 18.54	 Fe 0.34 i^ 0.062 mg 0.126
a	 0 11 V
Mg -19.8 19.7	 19.3	 19.8 lg.o 19.4 19.7 ig.8
Ca 0.23 0.22	 0.22	 0.19 0.21 0.22 0.19 0.18
Pe 24.o 24. 6 	 25. 0 	23.8 24.7 24, 4 24.0 24
Fo 57.4 57.'0	 55.9
	 57.4 55.0 56.0 57.0 57.4
La 0.5 0.5	 0.5	 o.4 o,4 0.5 o.4 o.4
Fa 43 .4 44.9
	 45.6	 43.5 43.3 44.5 43.9 44 . 5
Per _.
Y-19 - 9.7 12.8	 9.6	 12.7 9.7 9.5 9,5_ 9.6
, 	 Ca 12.2_ 8.3	 12.64a3 12 .0 X208 12.g 12,6
u- Fe 9,1 11.2	 9.1	 14.3 8.9 8.8 8.7 8.9 d
En ` o.o 52 n 8	 3go6	 52.6 40#0 39.2 39"2 39.6
F Wo 35.5 24.1	 36.6 	 12.5 •35.9 37.5 3`(.b 36.6 c;
Fs 21.5 26 ,5	 21,, 5	 33.8 21.0 20.8 20 ,, 5 21.0
a22
	 Olivine, pyroxerLe and bladed plagioclase of about same grain size,,
Pla A^,n89-93 } Fe o.49-o.61   	 0.55 } , K not done -.,, Mg 0.13. 0.15	 (0-15
s
Ti O o 06,x.-^ 0.11 	 (Oo077)
01 Mg 19 .0-20.1 Ca 0.22-0.4-0 1 Fe 220 5- 25.1 Fo 55-58
La 0.5-0.9 x'a 41-4.6
y
Pyr I
Mg 11.7 6.8	 12 . l	 11. 3 	10.5 10. 3 9 .0 14 .5 10.5
	 11. 3
Ca 5.6 7.3	 4.6	 6.5	 7.3 '7.4 7.7 5.9 5.2	 7.0
Fe 13 .8 21.0	 1. 9
	13,.8	 1308 11.2 17.2 13.4 17.2	 13.0
^.,	
Fri 48.3 28. 2 	 50 .4	 4-6. 7 	 43.4- L14:2' 0 5 37.1 6o . o 43.4 `	 4-6.6	 r
w'.o 16.2 21.1	 13 03	 18.8	 2 1.2 21.5 22.3 17 ,1 15.1	 20.3
r^ = 32.6  j-^ 7 J3 5 0 2	 3-- . 6	 32.6 X3.5 4o.6 31.6 40.6	 30 7
Minor element of' py-roxe-ne °	 Ta. 0,,C52_ 1 .09	 near, 0.74; Al 0.`5--2 a3
r}.ean 1. 07 0.'25
	
in LIa..,T rich.,
	
0.22 .J-.y Ca-Poor	 Cr 0.37-0.4 -1	ix,I
Ca- x"i ch 3	 0.12-0,14
v
in c-a-poor
,
....-..;;:,.^a^.,.,_:.^a.«..a.....^.-^: 	 - ,w..^;.:..r...,xt.dm..:...^.,w,e^.•..,--...^.^^.:....:..^,cvc.:.w:...x..aa,,..- 	..x.	 . 	 _	 -	 .^._..	 ......^.._._. n> . 	,^.............._r
3
a23	 Pine.-grained pyr, plag, ol, ore
Plag	 (An8z1=g7 Ab 10.-11)	 Al l.o,. 7	 Fe 0.50-0-53 (0.51)	 Ti 0. 06(_ 0.11
T}	 ( 0 .077)	 Mg 0.13-0.15
	
(0,13),
O l	 Mg 18.2-20
	
Ca 0.25- 0 .29	 Fe 25.8. 23. 2 "^-	 { aFo 5^ 59
	
F ^I 7 .42 
Pyr
Mg	 1. 3 	 7.11.5	 8.0	 6.3	 0.8	 0.7	 0.8 1.6 z1	 . 1 .6	 rr.7	 r" 6.2	 4.
ca	 6.8	 4.2	 5.0
	
3.8
	
4.8	 5.. 0
	7.7	 5.3 4 8 4 1. 8 6,4	 )-1. . 7 	 8 5, 0 	 6
Fe 30.3 24.0 32.3 23.7 25.2 33.0 29.9 32,5 33.2 27,8 25.2 22,,7 26.0 24.7 22.
En	 5.4 29.3
	
6.2 33.0 26.0	 3.5
	
2.9	 3.5 6.8 18.2 19.0 31 ,8 .1. 5 25 ,6 '22h3
W0 19.7 12.2 14. 5
 11.0 13.9 14.5 22.3 15.4 13.9 13 .9 18.5	 1-3, 7 1.3. 9 1A, 5 22.2
E	 Fs 71.5 56 .876.356. 1 59 .578.070-.876.878.565.859.65x.762..35 .55	 . 1
a24	 Plag (bladed with inclusions at-core pyr oxene >,	 cy res	 and
olivine.
Plag	 (An92 )	 Al 18.38	 Fe 0.70
.
_1^ 0.06 Mg-0.12 t
j 01	 Mg 22.4-22.0
	 Ca 0.21-0.22	 T'e 20. 3- 21.1
Pyroxene variable	 3 extremes quoted. {
Mg	 12 .5 	 10.2	 9.0
Ca	 3.7
	
4.3	 10.9
Fe ` 	15.5
	 18.2	 11.6 •
En	 49.6	 41.9	 37. 1
Wo	 10.8	 12.5	 31.6
Fs	 36.6	 42.9	 27.4 {
R	 Specimens were mounted into two polished thin sections.
Microscopic studied showed that(:, allI	 , consisted of compacted ` soil or
pieces of breccia. ;	 There are many intriguing features such as green
i	 glass; containing rods.
	
Caution:	 beware birefr gence. of epoxy in some
areas.,
Y^rp' :cil _ ^s were mounted i^ltC7 ono ^ olis ^Gd th1:11 section.	 All fragments ' -,
3i	 are from b y cc' a,
	 one ^'a^agment ha s large piece of	 "n^o^tlec^" mate nJ	 1.
'	 „f	 - -_
r.^!-
	 t ..	 .ill	 >cx
I
fA
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Y
	
(continued)
Another has large crystal of shocked plagioclase.	 All features seem
y
to be visible in the thin sections of breccia^
S	 Specimens mounted into one polished thin section. 	 Mostly compacted
soil.	 Decided not to describe in detail.
E	 Brecci,a or compacted soil. 	 Many interesting features but none that
have not been seen elsewhere,,
W	 Nine interesting fragments.	 Incompletely polished-needs further work,{
x	 u)l	 Large fragment of white material attach d ' to small piece of dark
_material.
	 May be more mottled material.	 Ne,'.ds further study. ¢'
w2	 Probably olivine-.plagioclase rock.
	
Make detailed analyses,, rik
w3	 Mottled material carrying large crystals of plagioclases. 	 Make ,i{
detailed analyses,
w4	 Coarse plagioclase-pyroxene, intergrowth.
	
Make detailed analyses.
W5	 Looks like shocked equivalent of 	 o	 Make analyses.
w6	 Breccia containing a fragment at corner which , may be a' piece
of anorthoste.
	 Make analyses. ,n
w7	 Remarkable glassy fragment with bands or colorless and brown areas
plus devi,tr fication boundary.
	 Make analyses.
k
w8	 Breccia.,'	 Probably contains mottled material,	 Make anal.yse,s s .
w9
	 Probably a• n.icroario,rthosi to b	 Make analyses.
z	
"' Most specimens corass t partly or wholly of ye 11 ow- bro•r;gLass b 	 'Two
u r
fulither s't;	 dy	 _ = (Jrie `La	 tin .'sat lies .of	 :.°en a 31^ ble sp. ciYnens deserve	 -
..^.._.s_n^.N
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(continued)
crystalline material in ye llow- glass. ,	other has crystals toge•^.her l
with residual patches of brown glass
1T	 Breccia fragments	 One piece is mottled_ and contains nice large 3
crystals recommenced for probe study. 	 A second piece has two
•i
crystals full of "black threads" of unknown character. t :,
Compacted soil, not described in detail.
Further analyses of 12070, 145:	 December 11, 12 1970.
.(o2	 Fine-.grained :intergrowth of feldspar (mostly plagioclase but
t,	 showing fine in:tergrowth with K feldspar on scale of lµm as seen in ^#
lizfilnesuenue i with di-op-like crystals of pyroxene (caution: 	 could be G'
mistaken opti.call _ 	 for olivine) .
?	 Plagioclase-	 random analyses with beam - less than 51Jm.	 Na, K. Ca on
first run; Nag K Fe on second run, but at differe nt spots', `£t
Ab(mol)
	 K(wt)	 Or(mol) An(mol)	 Mg (wt) '	 K(wt)	 Fe(wt)
7.0	 0.03
	
0.2	 93.2	 0.00 0.13	 0.31
15.4	 o.10	 o.6	 81.7"	 0.00 0.03	 0.24
12.6.	 o . 06	 o.4	 X37 6	 0.0V 11.07	 0.32 Y!
(15.3)	 (5.8)	 (34)	 (39)	 0.00 Q. is
(17.1)	 (2.5)	 (15)	 (63.2)	 0.00 0.02 	 0 .31
16.2	 0.05
	
0.2	 8?_ . l	 0000 0.0 4	 0.	 2
29.1	 0 . 22	 l^ 3 	 68.3	 0.00 0.06	 o.36
1	 .^	 0.01	 o' 4	 81.x{-	 o.o0 0x33	 0.33
18 .4*	 o.10	 0'. 6 	72<l	 _	 0.00 0a0	 0r3 3
19
.5 *	 o. j.6	 l . o	 54 .5 k-
1	 .6	 o X6	 0'.4	 ,. X31.
ob vi ous Overlap with pyroxene-.
r
:
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Pyroxene	 Ca, Mg, Fe only:
	
each analysis on a separate grain chosen.
GM
by absence of blue luminescence
Mg Fe Ca	 En (wt) Fs (wt) Wo (wt)
C
not calculated, but	 38.3 51.4 8. 3
can. be derived from the	 36.7 4-8.6 ll.
pyroxene molecules at	 30 .6 29.8 37.3
right. _ 37.1 48.9 10.9
- 37.4 49.4 10.5
.37.8 51.5 8.6
37„2 50.2 7.9
36.8 48.2 9.8
38.5 52.3 5.5
33.5 37 .7 26.6
35 .2 43.3 17,E
38.2 50.1 8.6
3	 n
,,
3	 ^3reccia. Plagioclase a_ 2 ; 3 and pyroxerie Z , 20 , 4  5 from multi- gra y. n .
aggregate. Plagioclase .4 and5 for separate gra.a,ns.. --Plagioclase '6,7
for same, clear, rounded grain. 	 Plagioclase 8 ° for , one 'grain in
multi- grain. fragment (with pyroxene?) .	 Plagioclase 10-15 for mottled
region, at least mostly feldspar;	 luminescence
,,
and analyses show
w
K- rich areas. Mg, K Fe analyses 'keyed to .same spots, except for
mottled region for which all analyses are random.
Spot .Ab(mol) K (wt) or(mo1)	 An.(mol) Mg(wt) K(wt)	 Fe(wt)
l	 9.8 0`. 08 0.5	 89 . r', o .007. o . o8	 0.30
2	 8..6 n. d. n. d. 0.007 0 .07	 0.25
3	 8.5 0.07 0.4	 52:2 _
4	 4. .4 0. 03 0.2	 98.1 -0.005 0.03	 0. 1 1
5	 a^ 2 0. 05 0.3	 96.4 . 0 .003 0.03	 0.09
6	 6,11, 0. o6 0.^	 5^^.6 +0 . 003 0,0.7	 0. 0 7
• 7	 5,"8 0.05 0.3,	 55.2 x
8	 5.2 0.04 0.2	 97.0 -x0 .003 0 . oT	 0.017
9	 4.5 0 .03 0 .2	 56.2 _
7-0	 10.0 0.0 0. 3 	90.0 0 000 0 . L.S,	 0 Y 06
•.s.Ma
Yf.y
V
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11	 10.0	 o.67 	 4.0	 80.0	 x-0.013	 0.05
	
o. 1,
12	 11.4	 o.o8	 0.5	 89.8	 -
13	 (9.1)	 (3.0)	 (18)	 (64.6)	 --	 -	 -	 3
w	 14	 9.8	 0.05	 0.3	 91.2
15	 8.8*	 0.09	 0.5	 72.3
i;.
*Probable overlap with Fe, Mg silicate.
j
I
The 5 pyroxene analyses are within statistics of homogeneity: r
En 6o.0 Fs 33.8 wo 4.5 (wt).
w4	 Coarse intergrowth of	 and pyroxene.. Remarkable for_plagioclase ,x
.absence pf opaque minerals.
	
At extreme end is small grain of low
refringence containing essentially no Mg,Fe Ca,Na,K, but , with a
small amount of latter element; almost certainly it is a silica i
t
mineral ' su h as trig nice o	 cz istobalite .`
_c	 _ _y?	 x	 _	 5 plagioclase analyses in
random spats show nearly uniform composition: 	 Ab (mol) 7.9 K(wt)
0.03 Or (mo, j) 0.2 !fin (mol) 90.0;	 5 ,Mg	 K, Fe readings show correlation
indicating; minor change of An content. 4
Mg(wt)
	
0.136	 -o.lo8	 0.056	 0.06o	 0.023
K (wt)
	
0 1 025	 0.020	 0.03	 0.01,	 0.055
Fe (wt)
	 -0.37	 0.35	 0.39	 o.47	 o.48,
Suspected silica mineral gives K 0.21 when treated as plagioclase`
for corrections
The pyroxene is quite-variable with a small spot: 	 random positions
give
Mg	 Fe	 Ca	 En(wt)	 Fs(wt)	 Wo(wt }x	 5
44. a.	 39.9	 13.5
4626	 41.2	 10.2
-r-3.4	 3 5.9
	 19.0
4.2.4
	
30.9
	
23.5
51.0	 36.9	 10.0
35.67
	
22 6,	 35,0 .
4.6.3	 3R .6	 15.3
_
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50.2 36.6 11.8
39.2 26.8 29.3
a
44. 9 4.2. 4 12.8
4-5.9 43.3 11.5
37.2 41. 6 21.3
36.3 36.1	 -25.8
35.7 28.6 33.0
4o. 3 31.7 25.E
37.8 28.0 30.6
45.9, 3506 18.2
x-2.3 32 . g 22.6
50. 3 40.3 11.2
y
39.6 28.3 29.3
w5
	
Plagioclase- rich polymic-{ breccia?	 There
_r
are no opaaues.	 This
specimen deserves detailed study since its low-Ca pyroxene suggests .0
an interesting origin.
Spot	 Ab mol	 K wt	 Or moo An mol	 'M	 wt K wt Fe(wt)
1	 5.6	 0. 08 	0.5 95. 2 	o.c33 0,085 0.10 fi
2	 5.7	 0.07	 o.4 93.2
s	 3	 6.a	 o .06	 o.4 93.6	 0.030 0.075 0.11 1
4	 5.7k	 0.09	 0.5 87.3y -
5	 6.1	 0.09
Probably overlap with 'Z e,Mg silicate
Pyroxene analyses must be taken with caution.	 Plagioclase was
avoided by checking lumin6sce ce,.but pyroxene grains are small (up to
r
204m
	 and contamination is possible. r
t
Mg
	
Fe	 Ca En (wt ')' FS (wt) WO(wt)	 !:	 r
R
..
67 .s3 29 ;,D
  .n 4 -
65h9 27.3 45	 ; =
66 . ^. 27 • g 5.6	 r`„.
70.0 28.4 2 g
{,-rte68 .2 28. 4- 308 
4J8 e9 Mi8
)'	
r 	 ss
T.2	 x
r i<
rAppendix 1 14.
69.1	 29.9	 3.2
67.8	 29 . 1 	 4 .o
w6	 Breccia. containing » a polycrystall ine. plagioclase fragment for t
which rive analyses show a uniform composition:	 Ab(mol) 7.7
K(wt) 0.05 Or(mol)	 0-.3 An(mol) 93.4 Mg(wt)-0.005 K(wt)	 0.05 Fe(wt)	 0.06.
r
1
Those are small rounded ferromagnesian( ?)°crydtals.
w 7 	 Banded glass.	 All of it is homogeneous in Na, K. Ca . 	 Treating
the corrections as for a feldspar, the compositions of the above
elements are approximately Na 0.1	 K 0.02	 Ca. 10.5	 (wt f) , `abut these
s.
values are only approximate. F
W8	 Breccia. Single grain of plagioclase has Ab (mol) 9.0 K(wt) 0.08_
Or (rao1)	 0.5 An(mol) 91.6.
W9,	 Fine-- grained irregular I)lagioclase-.pyroxene rocs. 	 Analyses 1,2;3
and 4,5 and 6,`7 and 8,9 refer to four largest grains of plagioclase.
'	 All pyroxene grains were randomly selected by absence of luminescence. ti,
Spot, Ab(mol)	 K(wt) Or(mol)	 An(mol)	 Mg(wt)	 K(wt)	 Fe(wt)
1 Z7.7	 0:12 0.`7	 83.4	 +r.008	 0.11	 0. 11
2 1.6.2	 0.12 0 ,7	 , `	 84 .o	 +0.000	 0.11 	 0.11.
3 15,6	 0.11 0.7	 84.3	 --i
4- 10.3
	
m6 o .4
	
91. c	 - 0.003	 0.05 	 0.19
5. 10.2	 0x06 o.4	 89.7	 +o.000	 o.o6	 0.10
6 18.6	 0.11 o .6	 81. 6 	+0.003	 0,-10	 0 .19
7 ,17.6	 01 11 0.6	 82.0
	 --0.003	 o.11	 o.18
8 15.4	 o'.o9 0.5	 85.5 r
9 15.8	 o lo oa6	 83.4 t
Pyroxene ana lys e s
Mg (wt}' Fe(wt)	 Ca (wt) En (wt)	 Fs (wt)	 wo(wt,6
s 6o.2	 36. 7 	 33
a
59.5	 35.93
-- 5•l	 35.7	 47 .
it
b.
'
-.. 
	 fix. x -	 . 	 :	 r'i ..._-v.	 ^ 3 	 ^, ^ .^,	 .
_,.__.,	 ,	 .«_	 .^. ^..^	 _.	 4_^	
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X0 •.3 36.4	 3 eJ
6o.? 37.1	 3.3
59.4 35.9	 4.4
x 38.7 18,3	 3900
48. o 25.5	 24 • 8
39.1 18.o	 4o.5
55.3: 39.2	 303
s,
P
: .
F
C
71	 i^TMc	 -	 ys"	 .
.w	 .«
1	
LL	
W
Yr
.^ ^^	
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31 breccia as of December 6, 1970,Appendix 2.	 Data on 2010,ec m
..r...._.^.^._.._. 	 ..._.	 .._.
,Y
Analytical data as for Appendix 1.
area a	 This is a gray, mottled fragment.	 Mostly fine--grained and
difficult to electron--probe.
There is one large olivine grain with barred surface probably
-due to plucking .in cracks.
	
Mg 19 .2 	 Ca ev 0.04	 Fe 24 ,8 ` (first day)
.x:
Mg 18.3	 Ca o . o4	 Fe 26.7 (second day) .	 Fo 55.5 5
 
52.9	 Fa 45.3, 48.7.
Accurate analyses of minor elements gave Ti 0.03,	 Mn 0.22	 Ca 0.09
Cr 0.004.	 Note low Cr and Ca 'compared to basaltic olivines
,z	 There are several. plagioclase grains large enough to study. x
grain 1	 AnAl 18.0	 Fe C^ .29	 0 .23	 Ti 0. 05
	
Mg 0. 05 	 0.03986. 1 -..
K o-3.33	 ern o , 00 1-	 Cr moo
grain 2	 An 79.9	 Al 17.0
grain. 3	 An 81 .3 	 Al 1766	 Fe 0.27,	 o.45?	 Ti 0.022	 - Mg 0 *03, o,,o8? K o.4 a.yF
grain LI	 An 83.4	 Al 17. 25
grain 5
	 An 83- 99
	
Al 18.4
	 Fe 0.37	 Ti 0.033	 Mg 0.07
Pyroxene is mainly low- Ca, but some a:ugite .
Mg 11.2	 9..6	 l3 . l k 12.2+ 10.3+ 10.2 1" 11.2+ 13 . 4 -F 13.4 -F 12.0	 11.8	 12.0 10.2
Ca	 9 .9  10.8*	 3.1	 2.3	 2.37	 2.31
	
2.40 
	
2 .03	 1.89	 2.57	 2 .57	 2.43 2'. 31
Y
Fe 
, 10.0	 8.9	 15.3 18.1	 21.2	 21.0	 190 4 	 15 .2	 151-0	 ,,16. 9 	 18.1	 18.7 2Q. 9
Fn ' 46.1 39.6
	 54 . 1 50.5	 42 .6	 42 . 2	 ; 4&_2 	55.4	 55.1 	 49.6	 4.8.6	 4-9.6 4, : a 1
14o 2807 31.3
	 9. 0 	6.7	 6.9	 6.7 '<<
	
700	 5.8	 5.5	 7.5	 7.5	 7.l F[-7
^^	 3.6 21.0
	 362 42 .8 	 50.0	 49.6	 45.8	 35 a 9	 35.E	 39.9	 42 Q7 	 44,1FS' 2
K
4^P.
	-
-^c ontamin{ace d - witlZ Pla g?	 ^a11. ino '	 grain
,	 -r--+r--w.	 ss	 -...--w...... r++..;.ar.3as:++=.a,.s.x mang5at'
...	 ...
	
..	 1-1-`1-1- 	
-	
•:	 ' r
"z
.'	 ..._ 1-1-	 .t........:_:.a._.......m.:........u..
	
.,.....T.«...-.,., ,Ft«.vi-,avess.^	 b:	 ._	 _
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.,	 10.0 11.2	 12.6,	 15.0	 15 .9	 13.2	 14-55	 12.7	 8.1 6.5 3.8	 12. 9 _14.0
SFr	 2 .42 2.50	 2 :98	 3.68	 1. 56 	 3.13	 1.4.0 . 2.69	 1.8o 0.58 1 . 4-0	 3.20 0 . 59 a
3 +s	
21.1 17 .5
	
13.8	 12.0	 13.2	 14.o	 15.1	 15.8	 17.6 24.9 29.3	 14.9 16. 6
.
r,,n 41.3 46.3	 52.o	 61.9	 65.6	 54.5	 59:8	 52.4	 33.4 26.8 15.7	 53,4 57.8
. rr	 7.0 7.3	 8.6	 lo.7	 4.5	 9.1 	 4.1	 7.8	 5.2 1 .7 4,1	 9.3 1.7
7,,s
	
4.98 4. 1.4	 32.6	 28.4	 31.2	 33.1	 35.7't 37.4	 -41.7 59.o 69.3	 35.3 39.3 j
.gig 14.1 13.4	 12.8	 Minor elements {a
Ca	 1.58 2.74 .
	3. 28 	 Ti	 0.25
 - 0'. 77 mean 0, 35 f
Fe 15.9 13.5	 14.4	 Mn	 0.21 _ 0.39 mean. 0.31
Fn. 58. 2 55.4	 52.9	 Cr	 0.09 -- 0.17 mean 0.13 {
wo	 4.6 7.9_	 9.5	 Al	 0.18 -	 0.59 mean 0 .311
FS 31.7 32.00	 34. 1
Met.,al grain identified with.'Fe ., Ni.	 Ni from 10 - 30%.
. area,	 b Basaltic fragment with olivine and spine! phenocrysts .
C^ 1^: vine M	 21.	 Ca 0.2	 Fe 22 . l	 Fo 6^ ,g
	
7	 8	 ^ 7	 La, _o.6 	 Fa 4o.4  (note high
' total!) .
__ T' la g gain 17^ An 87.0 (85- 89) 	 Al 16. 3
random grain	 An 8 11-05	 16.1
random grain	 An 82.5
	
15`65 -
}
t
Fi
F ,
P,yroxen.e highly variable with Fe ranging over factor of 1.5. Not calculated
but ranges from ferroaugite, ferropigeonite to py_roxferroite
composition.
SIjinel Highly variable, not calculated,,
	
Some uncorrected analyses referred
to Di,., Di . 	Fs are ' ,M	 ` 3. 6, 	 1.6,	 ;1.0	 Ca 0 403, 0. 10, 0.23
Fe 21.85 5
	28.9,	 36 (r`6
-E Tnlenite y Metal not measured.
J
^ }
i
r
au.:..L^^l:..'w...,a,t.YY3?:2.YC-]ir......x+ew.A«.,: :a.	 r...x..•1--,....K.., ......... -	 -^a^_...,._.A..i.l..	 s.M4.-a..'w+wF.iw.w,...a4..M.'xMU:4r.
a
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a	 a cr Basaltic fragments with pyroxene phenocrys-ts . 	 Czro^zndrnass consists 
of pyroxene, plag, ilm, troilite. -The plagioclase is very fine. r-3;
grained and mixed up with residuum whose bright blue luminescence
suggests h--feldspar,
Plag 3 areas between pyroxene grains gave An 83-8 6	 A! 15.9
Measurements of Fe I Mg abandoned
Pyroxene varies greatly between 3 extremes (phenocrys,ts
Mg	 Ca Fe En Wo Fs
7.9	 12.0 11.6 32.6 34.9 27.4
13.5	 3.3 14 .1 55 u6 9. 6 33.3
J
502	 .9 25.5 21.4 1608 6o.1,
area d Basaltic fragment containing pyroxene phenocrysts .	 Groundmass
conuains usual minerals, Everytlaing cracked. Note barred type of
intergrowth between groundmass plag and pyroxene.
_i Sure  A .
Pla g Bar. red re ion	 An 8g	 5.5 Al 16.5 `Fe 1.15 K 0.06 Mg 0.25 n
Random grain.	 An 88 Al 17.0
Pyroxene varies greatly between three extremes in phenocrysts
Mg	 Ca Fe En Wo Fs
8 2	 11 .7 11'x7 33.E 34o 27.6
13.9	 2. 93 l4 . o 57 ,4 8.5 33.0
17_ a 85
	
5.3 13.7 48. 9 15.4' 32. 4
In groundma.ss intergrowth with plag, get high Fe-readings
3. 2 	 7. 6 22 .1
  
13 ^ 2 22 .0 52.2
2.0	 6,8 29 =8 ', 8.3 19.7 70.4
2.15	 8.65 26.5 8.9 25.1 62,6
6.a 0
	
7. 25 22.2 24 .8 21.0 52.P	 l
..5	 8.9 2
'
7. 0 6.2 25.8 63.8
1L. 	 7rl 3 23 O2 1_J ♦ o 22 e 'l" 54 ' -7:
T I
t}.F:...-,,.ca;,+.:.t•ii.t.irn-.+:. u.siw.J..rrayst...,.pw...:...:+ti..:.8.. .w[RM.aM+,::;'+.-wx+,..r-..^u.N.-aa..:uw.:i °aw..rc:	 ...	 ,...	 ::..	 ....-	 :.=x..s:..._	 ..	 ...,_.	 »_.....,_....,. _._..... .,s_„.. +..._., 	 . .s,.	 a.,...-..._...,...+.:4,+.+-...w._...+,	 ». +.....	 ......^...s_...__.
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s
&:0ea e Small basaltic fragment ?q:i.th fine-grained  :intergrowth of bladed
plag, pyroxone and tabular or platy ilmeniteo
:Flag An 8T.5 05-89) Al 16.7	 2 lower An values perhaps down to 85.
Fe 0. 95 	 K o • 066	 Mg 0.16
Pyroxene varies between three extremes
2.7.	 9.0	 25.6	 11.15" 	 26. 1.	 6o.5 i
2.3	 7.75	 27.3	 9.5	 22.5	 64.5
i
8.0	 5.95	 20.0	 33.0	 17.2	 47.2
areas f and g	 Basaltic fragments.
	
Zoned pyroxene phenocryst in f.
Decided not to make detailed analyses.
area h Large basaltic fragment containing large pyroxene phenocrysts
(pigeonite core and augite rim)
	 set in variolitic groundmass of
p lag, pyr, ilm.
Plag grain I	 An 84.9
	
(82. 88) Al ^! 6.35	 Fe '1.10	 K 0.06	 Mg 0.176
grain . 2	 An 87.0	 Al 16.63
	
Fe l . o8	 K 0.052 Mg o.182.
Pyroxene varies between throe extr. emes ; (phenocrysts)
7.85	 12.15
	
11.9	 32.4	 35.3	 28.1
ry
8.9	 4.9	 20.1
	 36.7	 14.2	 47.5
13.8	 2 .6	 14.6 	 57.0	 7.5	 34.5
No analyses of groundmas s pyroxene..
area i Very shattered basaltic fragment-containing olivine and pyroxene
henocr sts set in shatteredp	 y	 groundmass .
P^ag Very difficult to analyze since in shattered groundmass . 	 An 89-95 "
Al 17.0
	
18 015
O liv . Mg 22 A 4	 21 . 5	 Ca 0.24	 Fe 19.0	 P-0.8 	 Fo 64. . 8 a 62.1
` La 0.5
	
T'a, 3 1^ . 7	 8.0
Pyroxene. phenocrysts Crary bp,twee,n 3 e;xtrefnes
l+?fg	 4 'i	 Ca	 a^  e	 En	 WO	 Fs 1 ^_ .:
6 912.5
	
ll.6	 28.5	 36.2	 2
/
7.4
y	 .
6
:1i 1 0 9	 I` n ,,
	 15 . 3	- "9	 12..
M
P roxene
1-619 10 .5	 11.1
L'a li.0 3.35
Fe 18.5 17.7
43.3 45-8
'S 43.8 8
1.2.6 10.9 9.7 8.1 1.5 0.05
2.97 4.55 7.1 11 .75 5.5 7.8
16.6 17.3 15 .5 21.8 31.5 29.6
52.o 45.0 40.0 33. 4 6.2 0.2
-_-., 6 ..13.2 , 20.6 13.7 .15.9 2-2-.6
39.2 40.9 36.7 51.5 74.5 70.0
1.65 4.9 8.1 9.4
6.95 6.15 5.55 5.2
27.9 25.0 20.5 18.9
6.8 20 .2 33.4 38.7
i? 0.3 1.7.8 7.6.2
66.0 59.2 '48, . 5
.. .....r..::..b.a-.^Ar ..:.Yni...Ld....^a.w..,.f......^.----..it.F..aM.- -.... -.....{......r1u. ,_..._cM.,u..ra....., ..._ ,_... :^..7..k:..,.w.►^.i^..1.r.......c......_..,.t..^...a:.lc.:..y._...,.,w..Y..^:...^... •..o:,...,.^,w...... .....--- -- `-...as............^...
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I
t
t
arm j 1 Small basaltic fragment containing pyroxene and plagioclase
(An 83-92 Al 16-5-17-7)
Fyroxene	 Mg Ca Fe En Wo Fs
4.6 6.o 25.2 19.0 17.4 59.5
7.1 3.95 24.8 29.3 11.5 58.7
4.i 4.7 19.4 16.9 13.6 45.9
1.0 6.3 27.9 7.8 18.2 66.o
1.5 8.1 26.6 6.2 23.4 63.0
6.9 5.4 21.4 28.5 15.6 50.6
7.3 6.1 18.6 30.1 17.7 44.o
7.4 6.3 17.8 30.6 18.2 42.0
2.3 6.25 26.5 9.5 18.1 62.6
2.0 6.4 29.1 8,3 18.5 68.8
8.1. 6.45 18.9 33.4 18.7 44.7
8.2 3.6 23.0 33.8 10 .9 54.4
9,2 4.6 19.6 38.o 13.3 46.2
8.8 5.1 19.8 36.3 14.8 46.8
lo.4 3.35 19.0 42.9 9.7 45.0
6.15 6.7 22 .5 25.4 19.4 53.2
area j 2	 Grey mottled fragment like a. Has plag, pyr, ilm, troilite and
mottled to clear low reflectivity interstitial glass (?). No
measurements made.
area k
	
Single grain of olivine Mg 22.3-19.4 Ca 0.21-0.22
Fe 19.0'- 24.9 Fo 64.5-56.2 La 0. 4 Fa 35.8-44.4
Also troilite,area 1	 Intergrowth of plag and pyr tending to be lamellar.
ilmenite.
Nk
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Appendix 2-16
 J
area m Pyroxene-- olivine vitro •phyre .	 r.I.'he pyroxene and olivine phenocrysts
show cores and forked tails.
Oliv Most readings Mg 20.5--22.0 	 Ca 0.25--0.24 Fe 22.7.-20.3
• Fo 6 1- 6 5.5	 La 0.6	 Fa 41- 11-37-0.
one reading
	
Mg 17.0	 Ca 0.39
	
Fe 28.2 Fo 50 .6	 La 0, 9	 Fa 51.4
Ti 0.024.0 .-073 . m.ean 0. 058	 Ca 0.23-0.29 mean 0.26	 Mn 0.19-0.23 it
Cr 0.18.0.20
Pyroxene Mg	 10.5	 11.3	 7.95
	
10.55	 10.2 7. l	 to .4	 8.45	 9.45 {
Ca	 5.7	 5.6	 9.3	 6.1	 7.15 8.9	 6.8	 9.5	 8.
Fe	 14.2	 l3.1	 13.3	 13 e ^I	 12.9' 14-. 65 	12.8	 11.4	 1 1. 8
En	 43.4-	 4.6 .6	 32.8	 43.6	 42.1 29 .3	 43 .0	 34.8	 39.0
Wo	 16.5	 16.2	 26.9	 17.6	 20.7 25.8	 19.7	 27.5	 24.3_
Fs	 33.6	 30.9
	
31.4	 31.7	 30.5 34.6	 30.3	 27.0	 27.9
Note lows tota-ls because of high content of minor elements. s
Minor elements at grain 4 ., 5
u
Ti 0-55- 2 . 0 	 (1- 39) 	Min o.18-6.26	 (0.23) Cr 0.33-0.8o (0.60)
Al 2.2- 3.2 	 (2.4)
grain 6 Ti 1.00-1.1	 (1.07)	 Mn 0,,23-0.28 	 (0.25) Cr 0.58,
	
079 ° (o o 68) r
Al; 2.0-2.2
	 (`2.1)
area n, .,o .almost certainly from same fragment. Basaltic with severe cracking.
Plag ., pyr,,	 ilm, troilite.
Plagioclase-
	 tabular with inclusions at center. .
grain l An 88.4	 Ab 8.5	 Al 16.7	 Fe 0.63 ` k 0.054	 Mg 0.186	 An 84-91
r
grain 2 An 91.7	 Ab 8.5
	
Al 17.5	 Fe 0.59, K o . o42	 Mg 0.108	 An 9 1-92
P: roxene o not analyzed
- x
y areas p q, r	 s	 not studied in detail
area t Appears to- be- another mottled fragment o
,z
-One large crystal, is
r. ho- ogene-ous lo'i ..4 Ca pyrOxene a	 small, plagioclase crys tais aY.'e fall ! y
of inclusions, ,  and ana,lyses were made by `elected ,spots From
L
lumine s c enc e
y
Magi
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aria t (continued)	 .
Y
. fi Mode: metal tr, troilite tr, ilm 5%, ? zircon tr, px
,
50j (one big grain
is	 10%) 	 5 , plag L4- o%,	 ? glass t--r. Note vuggy and
ve s i c- ,Ular nature
-4 Plag grain 1	 An 75-76 (75.8) Ab 24- Al 16.5 Fe 0:47
r
Mg 0 . o4 K 0.25
grain 2
	 An 75-. 80 	 (77. 8) Ab 22 Al 1,6 0 85 Fe 0, 29
 
Mg 0.058 K 0.114
Pyroxene homogeneous Mg 9 .8 Ca 2.85 Fe 22.3 En 40.5 Wo 8. 2 xis 52.5
area a Appears to be another mottledfragment, with some fairly large
r
x
plag and pyr c y•ystals set in. , speckled groundmass. Plagioclase is
patchy and best parts selected by luminescence. Pyroxene grains
somewhat var:Lable, but selected :spots show very steady readi ngs.
4
Plag An 92.6 Ab 7.5 Al 18.6 Fe 0.20 Mg 0.02 K 0.07. A bright blue	 c „
f'
luminescent area had Fe 0`.43 Mg-0.063 K o.60.
'E
Pyrox Mg -	 Ca	 Fe	 En	 Wo Fs t
15.0 	 1.13	 14. q	 6z. o	 3.3 35.2
15.2	 o.98 
	
1L4- . 8	 62.9	 2.9 34- .9 ¢	 ;
15.1	 1.29	 l5.0	 62`. 4-	 3.7 35.4 ;S11
14 . 9 	 1.57	 14.4	 61.5
	
4.5 34. 0
1.5. 4-'	 o.80	 ^.5.^
	
63.6	 23 35•^	 i
15.3
	 0.47	 15.0	 63.2	 1.4 35.4
14.9	 o.61	 14.6	 616	 l 8 34.5
.Y
z grain a_	 Ti 0.35-r1.7 mean 0.58 Mn 0.1320.23 	 (0.20)	 Cr 0.12-0.19	 (0.14)
Al 0.38-.0.59
	 (0.48) r `	 -
grain 2	 Ti 0, 26- 1 0 . 40  mean 0 ^ 3 0 N1n 0.19-0,21 (0.20) Cr 0.10-0.11	 (0.11)	 f
! Al 0. 26 9 	0 .26 5 	 0. 26,	 1.1 -^
Mode : metal .v 0.1%	 white, extreme reflectivity S1
troilite X0.5%, Yellow, v .high 4	 ^.
ilmenite Aj 8%, gray, high I
? zircon	 l%, gray, moderate high
pyroxene v4o%, gray, moderate (subhedral) =
? apatite - 1% .^ gray; 1 ow moderate
^alag eV50 ,i	 gray,	 10
AAppendix, 8
plag ., pyr ., ilm. Tends to consistarea v	 Basaltic fragment containinc-,
of radiating rods.
Plag	 An 94-95 Ab 7 Al 17.28 Fe 0.82 , K o 06 Mg 0.13
Pyroxene: several analyses made but not calculated. Variable composition.,
high Fee
area w	 Basal•tic fragment contain.ing plag, pyr, ilm. ,
flag	 An 86 Ab 10.5 Al 16.53 Fe 0.88 Mg 0,22 K 0.04.3
arr.a x	 Small mottled gray fragment, trod, ilm ., zircon?, px, plag,
? glass.	 No analyses.
0
a r ea  Y.
area z
Mode:
Small mottled gray fragment. No analyses.
Small gray fragment.
troil ., tr; -11.1m, 5%., ?zircon ,  tr;,,, px ,  40%; ?ap, 5%; P 13 50%5
glass, 5961.
	
area a	 Small gray fragment.
	'lode:	 metal 10%, ilm 5%, ?zircon 5%, px 40%, plag 4. 0%, glass 5%
(interstitial and poikilitic to plag).
	
area P	 yellow glass with microphenocryo-ts of plag, pyx (?) and metal.
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Appendix 3-
Preliminary optical study of fragments in l2c44 5 26 as of
/
December 7, 19704
These fragments were sorted into four operational categories on
the basis of stereomicroscopy and mounted into four polished thin
sections.
A Pock fragments, some definitely gabbroic and some probably basaltic,
or some single crystals of olivine or pyroxene,
D	 Cinders.'
C Whitish or other interesting rocks.
D	 pA^arentl uninterstin but often interesting in thin sections
	
I_	 Y	 g (	 ^	 )
Preliminary optical study showed the following;
FAl.	 Olivine full of inclusions. Most inclusions are dark, t.
irregular in shape; and a few microns across. In reflected light
at least some contain bright and darker opaques (ilmenite and
troilite)c One large oval region contains devitrified glass?
A2	 Probably fragment of breccia containing basaltic fragments and
some crystals.
A3	 Definitely augite (light pink),, plagioclase, opaques, brown
residuum. Possibly some olivine.
A4	 Microgabbro Definitely augite (uniform pink), plagioclase,
opaques. Either olivine or low-Ca pyroxen.e (light green).
A5	 Microbrecciam Contains band of yellow-green glass-rich material.
Y A6	 olivine me acr st lu .s zoned zroxene blades	 eonite core-g	 Y	 ^	 p ^
	 (^. g	 ^.
augite rim.) set in dark grouundmas s a Poor -polish.
A`T	 Mostly pink augite blames intergravin iaith plagioclase. Opaques w	 i
A..
s
C
f1_..rw^^ ::..^:...a_.e:i_._	 ....:..^.._:..:.	 '.:.:..®...:. w._..._..	 ,,--_..:........:,...._.. a. .. ^.... _, ..a.. ,... 	 ...'.^ s. 	 ar..0	 ,..... _.	 ......_ ee ._ .. _ -ax.+, .,.._......+s..xs u..n
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AB	 Mostly light-pink augite,; apparently containing small spinels .
Opaques o Small bladed plagioclase. Strange region full .of dark
inclusions in pyroxene. Inclusions occur as dark blotches or as
threads,
Ao	 Mostly an aggregate of pyroxene crystals. Pink color varies
in intensity. Opa.ques may include spinela Small plagioclase
attached at side.
A10	 Probably olivine and spinet crystals set in fine groundmass o;f
devitrified g'-'Lass. Groundma.ss contains pyroxene, ilmenite, and
glass, but no plagioclase. See reflected light photographs in
b book.
r
All	 Pyroxene and opaques Pyroxene is pink. Extinction- is poor
JL	 in places, and there is much dark material,
Al2	 Pyroxene megacrysts (pigeonite core, augite rim) and perhaps
olivine mega.crysts set in coarse groundmass of bladed pyroxene
and plagioclase. Ilmenito plus spinel (?) Variolitic texture.
Ala
	
	
Pink pyroxene with variation of color intensity, plagioclase
containing dark inclusions, residuum, opaques
A14	 Probably heavily shattered and annealed (?) gabbroo Pyroxene
is only slightly pinkish. Plagioclase is full of inclusions
Ilmenite is serrated
A15	 Plagioclase,, pyroxene, il^^.enite troilite, cristobalitef	
_ 
residu^?m fa alit.?	 P,yroxcne is itiostl 	 ink a,u itc but ^robab '(	 y	 )	
-	 y p "	 ( g	 )	 p 
conta ins p ige on:3_r e ,
x.16	 11roba;hly olivine and augit- -pi geonite mega cry-sts set in
g roundwa M rh.owing ; barre:d- arrangement of ilmcanite plates and other
w.	 as ......,
iF 
Ci
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A16 (continued)
mineralso	 Note curved threads of inclusions in olivine,, $
A17 Olivine phenocry sts (containing large patches of residuum)
Y
and pyroxene phenocrysts (pigeonite core-.augi to rim) set in
radiating groundma.ss mostly pyroxene and ilmenite plus minor
plagioclase and residuum. 1.j
A18 Coarse intergrowth of pyroxene (mostly pink. augite), r!'
plagioclase (containing dark inclusions at center) and opaques.
Small olivine containing residuum. inclusions.
A19 Coarse intergrowth of pyroxene (light colored), plagioclase,
olivine and opaques ..`
A20 NTostlyuCD	 (color.-variable pink) , ilmenite, spinel?,
f
plagioclase.-
A21 Single crystal of pa.nk aug:i_te o	 Note zones of brown inclusions. ,.	 .
Large opaque crystal,
	
Inclusions are ilmenite ., troilite, dark--
reflecting material, and probably, voids
A22 Medium-scale intergrowth of all the usual minerals except
olivine, though there may be small `.olvine grains.	
• r,
A23 Single crystal of pink augite o 	 Probably has shock lamellae. ;•
Dark inclusions.
A24 Augite-plagioclase intergrowth, bladed in part. 	 'Augi •te contains
a;
dark inclusions.
	
Residuum plus opaque s .
•
A25 Pyroxene (pigeonite core-a'ugite rim) - plagioclase, mostly in
coarse bladed intergrowth.	 Opaq ues=	 Dark inclusions in augite.
A26 1-,jos t,;ly pyroxe—ne (zone.d. dare in.clusionn) , minor plagioclase,
ores.
	 lF there a crystal of cristobalite showing the texture`?
A27
ore.
*A28
Appendix
Medium--scale pyroxene-ple.gioclase
Pyroxene ., plagioclase, ore.
(core of dark inclusions) -
Very intriguing intergrown
texture.
A29	 Pyroxene-plagioclase-ore. Medium-scale texture.
Bl
	
Breccia mostly single grains.
B2
	
Breccia mostly single grains.
B3	 do
B4'	 Vesicular yellow-brown glass with flow texture,
B5	 Breccia, contain one piece of gray mottled material.
Bb Breccia
B7 Dark bre.ccia.
B8 Curved fra gment of yl-, I.low glass
B9 Loosely compacted s,oil.1
B10 do
B11 do
B12 Breccia.,, mostly single grains ., but perhaps containing
anorthosite fragment.
B13 Mostly vesicular glass like B4.
B14. Breccia, mostly single grains,, but contains one mottled
fragment,,
B15' Breccia,, mostly single  grains in dark matrix.
B16 Brecciea, mor,t1Nr single grains ,  but one fragment of
anorthooite
B17 B r e c c ia y mo S ply dark matrix and holes.
B18 Breccia, mom t ly dark m at r, Lx ail d s i ngle grains.
B19 Dai,41,,' matrix.
A
9
}
r
Ap pendix 3-5
^ A
6,20 Dark matrix ,  single grains, one dark red (garnet?).
B21 Dark matrix.
	 -
.X2 Glas s .shard.
r	 e
B2.3 Dark matrix.
B24 Dark matrix and single crystals.
- Dl Remarkable devitrified glass plus single crystals.
Metamorphosed breccia,?
D2 Dark matrix with single crystals.
D3 O livine crystals set in fine intergrowth of pyroxene, ilmenite
and plagioclases
	 .
F Dz l Breccia, dark matrix plus single grains. 	 Also whitish
inclusion showing fine-scale tufted texture:
	
devitrified
t
plagioclase glass? f
1)5 :Pyroxene	 plag _oclase h opac.,ues in microgabbro.3 u
D6 Dark breccia containing single crystals and perhaps a piece of
recrystallized shocked feldspars
D7 Breccia, dark matrix with single grains
*D8 Remarkable texture of rod-like pyroxene set in gray-.reflecting
matrix
	 nclosing tiny ilmenite and troilite grains. f
D9
1
Pyroxene vi •trophyree
	
Pyroxene phenocrysts (pigeonite core
aug to rim) set in devitrified ma^,rix. 8
r y
D10 Remarkable dark glass with skeletal growth of ferromagnes i.an
^
minerals.
Dll Dark matrix	 single grain brecc:i.a.
D12 do-
do
.a
" D. do
3Appendix 3,:6
.^,D15
	 Very fine plagioclase vitrophyl-e showing forked plagioclase
D19
crystals in matrix of pyroxene ., ilmenite,, etc.
Breccia, single grains in matrix;
do
Remarkable texture. Two phenocrysts (cleavages, transparent
rimmed with pink margin) set in radiating groundmass of usual minerals.
Breccia. Dark matrix . , single grains.
D16
D17
*D18
D20 Breccia.	 Mostly dark matrix and single grains. 	 One glass
shard and fragment of glassy shocked plagioclase(?).
D21 Breccia.	 Dark matrix ., single grains,	 Ellipsoida l glass bead.
D22 Breccia,.	 Dark matrix_, single grains.
D23 Breccia.	 Mostly single grains.
D24 Breccia.	 Mostl y single grains,
'T25 Rema1^kable -texture	 Phenocrysts	 (olivine) set in dark
groundmass with dendritic, crystals.
D26 Breccia.	 Mostly crystals single grains in dark matrix.
*D27 Remarkable specimen. 	 Plagioclase crystals set in brown glass
which has partly devitrified.
	
Note high-birefringence crystal
attached to one plagioclase.
D28 Breccia mostly dark matrix.
F)29 Breccia mostly dark matrix.
C1* Breccia containing fragments of discrete rock types and many
single crystals.	 one fragment is gray mottled,
•
C2 Breccia mostly dark matrix but containing some single crystals.,
glas- shard	 devitrified glass
1Appendix  3... `(
C3 Gray mottled fragment partly rimmed by yel low glass.	 Texture
somewhat reminscent of hornfelso	 About 60^6 plagioclase (some as
larger crystals) , the rest is probably pyroxene, ilm. etc. 	 The
texture is rather sharper and more distinct than for most gray'
mottled Fragments.
	
Should be checked for K.-feldspar and phosphate
to see if really belongs to gray mottled population.
CS I 13recc a, mostly consisting of dark .matrix.
*C5 Gray mottled rock containing feldspar crystals surrounded by
fine intergrowth of usual minerals (pyroxene, ilmenite, zircon 	 ? ,(	 )
phosphate _,iron	 troilite	 dark-reflectin g  phase).	 Texture,
suggestive of hornfels o	 Should be checked for K-•feldspar and z
ik
phosphate..
€
c5 Gray	 rockmo tled ock containing man,, crystals of plagioclase and ^.
several fragments ofpolycrystalline
	
t_a •ioclase o 	 Probably consisti ngg	 p^ g	 Y	 tE,
of plagioclase-olivine-glass.
	
Texture of hornfelsico
*C7 Ilmenite- rich basalt containing relatively large plagioclase
into which needles have grown.	 Possibly _rretamorphosed gabbroic
anorthositeo
	 This specimen is a .little puzzling since the large
plagioclase areas suggest that they were originally phenocrysts o I =
However the pyroxene content is high.	 Was the plagioclase mobilized'
after late crystallization?	 This might be a bet-ter explanation than
metamorphosed gabbroic anor thosite n
C8 Pr eccia, consistingn	 of one area. mostl. 	 da, 1L matrix and another 
area contaa.ni zg p.la.giocia,se crystals set in yellow gla s,s A 1 71	 I^
09IV Bre:.cc-i.a, mo otly dark matrix.
C 1 Brecc n 	mostly
	
I
	 matrix.^..G,.	 I17.o4.7 ^,l • ^	 dark
n
4ti
S
I
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-V Gray* mottled fr,,,, gment. Metamorphic texture;?
	
*C,12	 Basalt containing rounded megacryst of olivine(?). Basalt
contains 60% pyroxene
., 30% plagioclase
.
, 8% ilmenite, • r sulfide.
Good residual devitrified glass. Pyroxene going to fayalite plus
silica plus hedenbergite.
	
*C13	 Breccia containing glass fragments and polycrystalline feldspar
aggregate.
	
-,, cl4	 Gray mottled fragment containing single crystals of plagioclase
	
C 15 	Irregular texture suggestive of shocked basalt.
	
•Y, c16	 Shocked basalt ., recrystallized? Some resemblances to gray
mottled fragments.
Breccia with dark matrix and many single crystals plus
f:t-aV,-(Yients . Has ti'"lis been the Ymallyo rjpho c d ?
	
C18	 Breccia with dark matrix and many single crystals.
	
*C19	 Gray mottled fragment 50% pyroxene 40% plagioclase 8% ilmenite.
Large rounded olivine? Two polycrystalline fragment rich in
plagioclase.
	
C20	 Breccia with dark matrix and ,some crystals and polycrystalline
fragments.
	
*C21	 Brown cloudy* fragment containing various single crystal,-::;. This 
4type of mottled fragment is somew	 S ijn -tara,r to gray mottled fragment.
Is it a metamorphosed glassy breccia?
	
*C22	 Bre6cia contai,ning dark matr.-Lx and fragments of single crystals.
Exceptionally low in opa que minerals (belcvT 1%).
4
t.
.1
+.:._.x..i..:.. n.
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i-jicroprobe analyses of 12044, 26: Dec. !I.' . 12, 3,9 (0,
R
C3	 Mottled gray fragment of indeterminate nature. Three plagioclase
{	 grains were analyzed (1,2 and 3 and 4,5) .
Spot Ab (mol) I^(wt) Or (mol) An(mol) Mg (wt) K(wt) Fe (wt)
1 14.6 0.12 0.7 84- ,o +0.020 0 .15 0.20
2 15.6 0.12 0.7 84. 1 +0 .028 0 A 11 0.19
3 13.7 o.o8 0.5 86.0 +0.003 0. 12 0.24
4 12.0 0.12 0.7 86.8 d - -
5 12.9 0.07 0.4 87.2
G5	 Mottled gray fragment of indeterminate nature, possibly
metamorphosed basalt. Four plagioclase grains were analyzed
(1.2 and 3 and 4, 5 and 6g	 )	 1^--rich areas in plagioclase o One pyroxene
grain was analyzed.
ri
I`
c
Spot, Ab (mo"l) K(Wt) Or (mod.) An(mol) Mg(wt) K(wt) Fe (wt) t
1 17.5 0.13 0.8; 82.0
v	 r
2 16.3 0.14 o.8 83.4
3 19.5 0.10 o.6
- 79.6 b:
4 15.0 0.10 0.6 85.2 0.022 0.09 0.21
5 16
.2 0,,13^ 0.8 84.7 0.030 0.12 0.24 -	 ,*
6. 12.4 0.73 4.3 78.6 0.008 0.12 0.17 t
0. 012 0.81 0.22
The pyroxene is Nag,	 Fe ., Ca;	 En 58.8 Fs 39. 3 Wo 3.5.'
F`
C7 Plagioclase-rich breccia? or metamorphosed ' basalt. Note
lap	 gi^oclase crystaly containing^  needles of' high refrin en.cg	 g e (pyroxene?).
Two plagioclase grains `'(1,2 and 3 >^^5y6 s° latter has the prominent
Spot Ab (cool) K( =at) Or(mol) An(mo.l.) Mg(il,Tt) K(wt) Fie (vit)
r;
i
1, 15.3 0.10 0n6 82.2 0..073 0909 0,69
2t 15 -3 1/co9 0.5 81 .1. 0. 070 0 a09 o, 85 
3 16.8 0.13 0.8 81.0 0.128 0.12 0.59
Jl 151 5 0.22 103 79.0 0.116 oR18 0.67 1
? 0-15
6 6^8 o. 16 0.9 79.9
i
eY;w^ati_:'__t.s....txr ryt:a++h.',:..e. ti.......r.w.w_r....: x•<T Yt..: E	
_....	 ,. r:.. . -.- '..F	 ,'_..._ "
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C.1 2
	
Large rounded crystals is pyroxene
Mg	 Fe
	 Ca	 ; En 55-6,o Fs 34- 35 Trio 7-8 mean value
En 58.1 Fs 34.3 Wo 7.7 (wt) .
C19	 Gray mottled fragment (metamorphosed breccia?) containing
large rounded crystal of olivine. Three plagioclase grains measured
(1,2 and 3 .,4 and 5.6).
Spot Ab(mol) K(wt) Or(mol) An(mol) Mg(wt) K(wt) Fe(wt^
1 4.2 0.05 0.3 96 .8 0.005 0.014 0.15'
2^.0 0.05 0.3 96.3 0.010 0.05 o.16
3 4.6 0e07 0.4. 94,o 'tee 0 ♦ 00.5 0.05.o05 0a12
4 5.2 0.08 005 95.3 0.007 o.o6 o.14
5 1102 0.18 1.1 88.2
6 100 6 0.17 1.0 88. 2 0.017 0.16 o^18
Olivine is F'o 62-64 Fa 37- 35 Ca 0.084- (wt .%) .
^x
o
a
V
Appendix. 4_1
Appendix 4
I4 icroprobe analyses aF 100 35 polisl- red thin section r, ,, Dec. 11, 12, 1970is ,^..A..^.^.^.. k,	 . ,.. 	 ^.v .^,...	 ._ .
F22
	
Remarkable white fragment rich in, plagioclase and containing
sugary crystals of olivine only a few microns across. In unpolarized
'light, the fragment appears to be a breccia - omposed of irregular
dark and 1 ght patches, but in polarized light the distinction i8
lost. The ,specimen deserves detailed study. Three of the largest-
plagioclases (1,2 and 3,4 and 5,6) were measured plus five small
random grains selected by luminescence. There is some composition
ranges but it is small. Three small olivine grains were measured.
Incomplete brown glass ,rim around Fragment..
Spot
	 Ab(mol) K(wt) 0r(mo1) An(mo1) Mg (wt) K(wt)	 Fe (wt) -v
1	 7.7 0.04 0.2 92.4 0,025 n.d	 0.08 t
2	 7.7 0.05 0.3 92.0 t
3
	
6.8 0.05 0.3 94.3 0.022 0.08
{
4	 6.8 0 . o?, O0 2 94. 0 a
5 •	 6.2 o.o4 , 0.2 94,4 0.002 o.o6 F	 ^^
6	 6 .1 o.o4 0.2 94 1
7	 6.7 0.05 0.3 94.7
8	 10.5 0.08 0.5 l	 89.7
9	 7.5 0.05 0.3 94.7
10	 8.9-	 '0.07 o.4 90.2
11	 6.2 0.03 0.2 95.3
Ol=ivine composition is essentially unifo'rma Fo 78 wt% Fa 21 wt o K
ca o . 06.E 0.11 wt% o
E37	 Optically identified- as gabbroic anorthosite .xvi •th tiny sugary
olivine s between large plagioclase crystals. Z'our of the large
plagioclas es we analysed ( F 2 and 3,, 4 and 5, ^a and 7 8) plus three
**
small random g:r inS s lecwted > by	 Three _small random
olivines selected by lack of luwinescencci.. r^`
ya:.Lac.,.	 .....,. .,.m...-. ....wrr.w..wrs.	 Y_.*c.i+,.5:..tGTh:-}R;^ti. t.#a!E.AR'1'RSSF'..•&`.'.!tl6 W^ P,d.»M^..+v`•.v"_•'.sr-Tm5 •yX.. ja..N.H:.vts 	. ..M•: '+Y' . r+i. '
Aapondix
f
fi r- 2
Spot Ab(mo1) K(wt) Or(mo1) '	 An(mo1)
1 2..0 0.01 0.1 98. It-
2 2.2 0.01 0.1 99.1
fi	 3 3.0 0.02 0.1 96.4
4 3.7 0.01 0.1 96.8
5 4.3 0.02 0.1 96.1
6 3.9 n.d nd nd
7 3.0 0.02 0.1 97.9
8 3.5 0.02 0.1 97.0
9 3.4 0.05 0.3 94 .4*
10 3.7 0.05 0.3 88.4*
11 3.3 0.05 0.3 938*
K(Wt)NIg(wt)
0.030
0.083
o.o56
0.033
g low values may result from slight overlap with olivi rie S however,
F
and K values should be fairly good
}
Fe (wt)
0.11
.
{ttA
f
2
0.12 r
0.20
r:
0.13
i	 .
Ab
R;
Olivine analyses are:
	
Fo 57- 54 5 Fa 41-42 wt o % Ca 0.10-0.11 wt . %.
E50	 Small plagioclase- pyroxe,ne aggregate in bre cia,, 	 Four plagiocle.se-
ana lyse > from random spots selected by luuainescence ,'	 Two pyroxene A;
analyses for grains selected by lack of luminescence.
Ab(mol)	 K(wt)	 Or(mol)_	 An(mol)	 Mg (wt)	 K(wt)	 Fe(wt)
1 1 .2	 0..18	 1.1	 86.6	 0.013  ..	 0.1..7
8.2,	 0.12	 0.7	 91.0
	 0,020	 0.15
..
Pyroxen.es are:	 hig	 Fef	 Ca	 En 65.1, 65. 4 	 Fs 31, 2 5 31. 5
Wo 4.3 9 3.7
E54^	 Complex 'breccia ,showing one large plagioclase area partly
r
converted to glass plus many other complex sub - units,
	
Deserves
detained study.
	 Four analyses at random spots were made in the large i
. I
area of plagioclase,,
	 Two analyses were made at end of fragment in
gL,zss	 (?^ G
	 Five analyses of tizzy ra,l^_vin^^ grains were made.
Presumably  the large area is a f ragmen, of p]_agioclaAse- olivine rock r
llor'^? C;d
	 and	 i.no''.3o"`afed
	
:Lntc7	 1"wc.7,• 	 K ,.
Spot Ab (mo1) K(wt) Or(m.ol) An(a^^o1)
1 4.5 0.03 '0. 2 95.6
2 4.3 0 .03 0.2 95.6
3 4.5 o.o4 0.2 95.5
`- 3.5 0.04 .0.2 96.6
glass (3.0) X 0.04 0.2 (82.5)
glass (3.5) 0.03 0.2 (83.7)
mg (wt)	 K(wt)
0.076
0.025
0.050
0.038
Fe (wt)
0.20
0.10
0.15
0.12
X
r
Appendix 4- 3
1
*Caution; correction factors are not accurate because this glass is not
100% plagioclase composition.
Olivine compositions are-, Fo 62.-65 Fa 37---35 wt.%
i64
	
Th.r.2o .1arrye, plagioclase crystals set in dark devitrified glass
containing tra.nspar-cn.t needles. Two plagioclase grains analyzed (1-4
0
	 and 5,6) .	 V,
Spot,	 Ab (mol) K(wt) '0r(mo1)	 An (mol) mg (wt)	 K(wt)	 Fe: (wt)
1	 41. 9 0.02 0.1
	
_96.4 0.017 O.OY
2	 9.1 0.03 0.2	 93.0 0.022 0.07 fx
3	 5.0 0.02 0.1	 95.1 0.012 0.05
/'-^
^-	 943 0n02 Oal	 92.2 00028. 0.07
5	 4.3 0.02 0.1	 96,4 0. 005 0.07
6	 4.9 M2 0 .1	 96,,6 0.020 o. o6
E68
	
Cabbro c 6northoaite fragment attached to dark brown matrix.	 TIle
fragment consists of one large plagioclase set in granular groundmass of
olivine and plagioclase. probably 'small_ olivines included in large
plagioclase. Unfortuna. -ely transmitted light not available during
analysis, 'but distincti on between large (analyses 1.-3) and small
plagioclase (r:tnelyseS, 9) is clear.	 Needs detailed study since anal5des
of mall plagioclase may include some in dark matrix.	 Four analyses of
I	 olivine.-, on,^., sseparate..+. ^.~ rJ+V6,. ^^..^y^4t1..1.ts 6
4
4
e,.	 .yr„^e,;.ux.:.^:..r,.....apt.::',:.:-..:s.r..:.:.w.....A^^_:_.:.r.:;r:;:..:cx.:.o.^..^:_ ,.r...::;_:._x_:^.:__
	
.^<:.,:.«,.^.....^.:.:...a_::... ^.._.•,.+ _t...,..,s.,_p,.:n_.:..._^....:Y.v^^..,..._,.,.»..,........^._,. ___.._,...,...^.
Appendix 4­ 4	 i
Spot Ab(mb,l) K(wt e) Or(mol)
1 4•0.6 -` 0.05 . 0.3
2 5.6 M5 003
3 5.4 0005 0e3
4- 7.4* oao6 oo4
5 5e3 oeo4 oe2
6 6.3 0.04- 0e2
7 6.4 0.09 0.5
8 6.8* 0.07 oo4
9 (10.6) (0.35) (2.1)
An(mol) Mg(wt.) K(wt.) Fe(wte)
96 0 0 0.007 0.05
95.4. 0.000 0 . 04-
95,, 5. 0°008 0.05
86.7
95.8 -0' e 002 0.10
94.7 0-.007 0.12
93.6 0.010 0.18
86 ®2
(59.5)
*probably in dark matrix. Analysis" 9 probably of glas s.
Olivine is essentially uniforms Fo 65 .8 Fa 33.4 (wt e%) Ca 0.09- 0.13
wt fe	 0
E69	 Aggregate of plagioclase crystals containing patches of tiny
^
sugary of vin.e o	 Tss 'this a shoclred ,  recrystallized gabbroic t
z
anor-thosite?	 Deserves detailed study since it is conceivable that
r
there is pyro:xene as well as olivine.
	 The sugary crystals are .so
small that overlap of olivine and plagioclase can suggest presence of
• augite.	 Plagioclase analyses at five * andom spots, olivine at sip
random. spots selected by luminescence ., and pyroxene at one spot.
Ab(mo:1.)	 K(w`t.)	 Or(mol)	 An(mol)	 Mg(wte)	 Vwto)	 Fe (wt ^`)
5.2	 0.0900 5 	94.0	 nd	 nd	 nd x	 ;
4.8
	
0 e08	 005	 94.4
3.4	 0 004	 0 02	 9804
5.9
	
0.09	 0.5	 93,0
5.4	 oa o9 -	 0e5	 95 8
Olivine is hard to measure -because sjnall Q
	 F0 ,5 1-54., Fa X1 .3-•41-8	 (wt.)
ca. o .13-b 42,
	 Probably 09, readings are OK but crystals are rather
small. ^.
One small grain is a ,sut)- calcic augite, a
14g	 Fe	 Oa'	 En 4.8 e 8
	
Fs 28 ^ 8	 ZJo 21 .8
 
 
	 'wt. )
•
;
x;75 Plagioclase-rich breccia shouting shock features,
of four plagioclase grains was analyzed.
Spot Ab (mol) K(wta) Or(mo1) An(mo1)	 b1g(w,tb )
1 2.8Y O.l 92 „7x-	 nd
2 4.o 0 . •03 0.2 96.8
3 3.6* 00-05 0.3 83.7
4- 302-X 0.02 0, l 95.5.,.
*Probably lour because of some contamination.
One spot on each
K(wt.)	 Fe (wt. )
nd	 nd
:....._.F".::..Y........w..°I.....;.Asrri...u^.	 ...:.:......._ r..is .. ew	 r...:...-4^..._.ra.::x.::_Jw ^a'::t.,.^...+J-^.. .:'.._+...r ♦f...._....	 ♦ 	 ..... ^..w.... i.. },..w.. _-- 	 "....^._...., ..n	 ^	 st. a..	 .. w.. M.w	 .a+....	 ...dt. i. ._. .. i<s3. _. ♦ 	 .	 r
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Appendix 5- 1
Appendix 5
Data on rock fragment 12010,19 as of Decembcr 20, 1970.
All the above data were obtained on the polished 'thin section of the
bre
.
ccia.
The following data refer to the 2.2 gm fragment of the rock.
Stereomicroscopy confirmed that the fragment came from a breccia. Gabbroic
pieces were c-learly identified. At one corner there was a piece of
whitish rock containing black spots ., originally , thought to be
anorthosite
	 Using forceps an attempt was made to remove single
crystals for X-ray work. The white piece disintegrated. Five small
%" .pieces were then mounted in epoxy, and turned into a polished thin section.	 I - I
Whe*n packing the remains into a bottle
.
, about 0.2 gms of material was
fou,nd in the plastic film sent from Houston, presumably the result of
disintegration during mailing.
Fragment 1	 contains two large plagioclases set in "mottled" groundmass
of plagioclase ., py-roxen.e, ilmenite 	 phosphate.	 Plagioc l ase 1 has mosaic
L	 10.15	 10.2 -,	 9.2 .,	 10.1 mol % An.extinction with composition mol. % Ab 3-1.1
88.9 .9	88-3 ., 89-5, 85-9^ 9 0 -5 . 	 Plag 2 contains dark spots, apparently
inclusions of a brown phase:	 Ab 15- 0 .,	 13. 1 ,,	 17.8.9	 13.7 An	 84.0,	 83.4,.
83.8_9 84.2,	 In cathodoluminescence ., the groundmass is seen -to consist
of a net work of bright blue ., dark blue and no luminescence.	 The brigh'L,-,,.Less
does not correlate with the IC-content, though all K-rich areas
luminesce brigh t bluee	 A red.- iuminescent grain was identified as a
pho,sphate containing high Ca and low Mg. f^-
Fragment 2.	 91firee large plagioclase, c rystals, gave.-
#-1	 Ab 4 ­ 8 o 	 53, 5.4	 40	 -94.9	 .	 An, 95 . 0 -,	 -3^	 93 Q?,	 94-7
A^
Ab 10-3, 11'. 20 , 5,43 5.3
Ab 5-3, 662, 11-3.9 7.2 ,  6.4-, 10-7, 5,. 6 ^ 9.7
An 87.4, 87-3,-95-05 94,8
I
Appendix 5-2
An 94.1 .,	 87-3-a 93.0., 92.55 89.1, 93.4_, 89.3
Plag 3 contains large inclusions which appear to be residuum. There are
large grains of ilmenite and small grains of metal-sulfide. The
groundmass is complex: mostly plagioclase and pyroxene ., but containing
phosphate and K-feldspar.
Fragment 3 Several small. plagioclases, one adjacent to an olivine.
Large ilmenites contain rounded .,	 daIrk,.-reflecLing material 	 (Pyf.^Cx^;nu
not checked) .	 Red-luminescing phosphate has variable P content. 	 Complex
groundraass. Plagioclase 1: Ab (mo l)	 6.7,	 6 .5_j	 6.3 An (mol)	 92.3.	 9'2,5,,
94.5;	 Plagioclase 2:	 Ab 14-.3p 9.3p 9 .5	 An 85.2 .,	 9 0 .0 p 	 90. 2; p lagioclase 3:
Ab	 5.9 .^	 4.6 5 .5.8	 An 94-5.	 96.4^,	 95.0.
Fragment 4 Large plagioclase * only partly . at surface	 Ab 1 1 .5, 12.2,
12.1	 11 079 15 .0	 An 84.2. 86 .6, 84.8, 86-33 82.4.	 Two other small
plagioclases give Ab 16-5.9	 14.2p	 18.5	 An 80.o. 80.2 9 77.4 and	 Ab 15.5,
19 " 1
.,	 17.4 An 82.0.9	 77.4 .9 80.2.	 one of the small plagioclases contains
dark rods. Groundmass contains usual assemblage including two phosphate
gra ins .
^'Fragment 5 This fragment contains seveh large plagioclase grains:
contains dark inclusions
	
Ab 1409^	 10-3 5 	13.8	 An 83.6,	 89,o_,	 84,,7.
4, d' or'm  a cluster:	 2 and 3 are tran .sparent grains full of dark.
ivr h	 ll. is	 opaque but of plag ioclase compos:f-tion.1
Ab 21.0, 1-6.3,	 19.4	 An	 '"(9 . 2,18.0	 80.8	 #3 Ab	 15- 1 -,	 15. 7o	 19.5
An 8'D. 8,. 82,,
- 	
4 Ab i:(. -( :g	 18.8	 Vkq	 An 80,2,	 -(875 7
a C"	 la #5 has Ab	 6t,019	 5. 4.9 	 4 * 9	 An, 9368	 94 - 8 .9
	
951.6.
Ah	 `
t
Appendix 3
A cluster consists of 2 plagioclase and 1 augite grain. 	 i
-X-One of -these inclusions is at the surface and consists of both a.
reflecting and a dark phase.
Phosphate and usual minerals identified in gr. oundmas s , The ilmenite
contain many rounded inclusions of a dark phase
i agn.,e',t 6	 Twinned plagioclase (Ab 14.2 5 9.4, 905, lo.8, 13.9
.9,11 84.7, 90 a 0 ., 90 p 4, 88.8 ., 85.7) contains two inclusions probably
of augite (high. Mg Ca Si Fe)
	
The ilmenite grains contain rounded dark
inclusions which do not luminesce.
Summary All six fra—girents fit into the category of gray, mottled material 6
There are mary c3Pf:ai -I n d f'e,-3,tt.ires worth examination when time permits.
4
